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Porous materials such as activated carbons, zeolites and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) 
have been shown to be potentially useful in drug delivery, gas separation, energy storage and 
catalysis. In these applications, pores or holes with different sizes and geometries play a crucial 
role in capture and diffusion of guest molecules. Among these materials, hierarchical porous 
MOFs in which micro- and/or mesoporosity is combined with macroporosity within one 
structure are particularly beneficial in catalytic applications. These additional large macropores 
can not only improve the diffusional rate and mass transfer within the MOFs but can also 
improve molecular accessibility to the microporous cavities which accommodate the important 
functional groups or active sites of the materials. In this thesis, synthetic methods, 
characterisation techniques, and catalytic applications of these novel hierarchical porous 
structures are investigated. A number of advanced techniques were used to characterise these 
hierarchical MOFs, such as powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), and gas sorption analysis. In terms of preparation, all current synthetic methods to 
obtain hierarchical MOFs with macroporosity were critically reviewed. Then the thesis 
primarily focusses on post-synthetic acid etching and supercritical CO2 (scCO2) synthesis 
strategies to synthesise highly crystalline MOFs with micro/meso and macroporous structures. 
In the etching method, use of phosphoric acid in DMSO and MeOH was systematically 
investigated to prompt defect formation in prepared HKUST-1, a MOF which is prone to 
hydrolysis and cannot therefore be etched using standard acid exposure. As a novel finding in 
this thesis, geometrical interconnected macropores were formed in this MOF using this 
approach without compromising the bulk crystallinity. Furthermore, this additional porosity 
was found to be dependent both on pH and etching time. It was shown that the greater the 
concentration of phosphoric acid (up to pH 2.6 in this study) the more macropores in HKUST-
1 were observed. Size-selective acid diffusion was considered as the primary mechanism to 
form the additional macropores in HKUST-1, which was in agreement with previous work 
using a similar approach on MIL-100(Fe). With respect to the use of supercritical fluids, as an 
in situ/direct crystallisation method, scCO2 was introduced to a MOF precursor solution before 
the nucleation reaction was triggered, enabling a marked reduction in the volumes of organic 
solvents required for the synthesis. This MOF was also formed rapidly in the presence of scCO2 
(after 4 minutes), which is significantly faster than the crystallisation time (24 h) reported for 
the normal synthesis using DMSO or DMF. It was additionally shown that scCO2 could be 
used to control the formation of HKUST-1, and importantly, we reported the presence of 
 
ii 
macropores for the first time in this scCO2-driven MOF. Etching this MOF in scCO2 for over 
24 h resulted in additional macroporosity which was not seen in previous reports using 
compressed CO2. These findings provided a new approach by which macropores with specific 
performance could be introduced to traditional microporous HKUST-1 MOF. The hierarchical 
porous HKUST-1 MOF obtained from these two methods was catalytically tested in both 
gaseous and liquid- phase reactions, showing that introducing macropores into this MOF can 
have a myriad of advantages in facilitating interactions with the reactants and decreasing the 
pressure drop, resulting in increased catalytic activity. It was found that the hierarchical pore 
structure helped to increase the reaction conversion of styrene oxide methanolysis (by ~65% 
using either HKUST AE and HKUST CO2, at 40 
oC in 25 min) and CO oxidation (by 55% 
using HKUST CO2 at 260 
oC). These results suggest different scalable synthetic methods for 
preparation of materials with hierarchical porous structures, for improved molecular 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the motivation and structure of the thesis as well 





Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) as a result of reticular chemistry (the chemistry of linking 
molecular building blocks) are open framework structures made via the self-assembly of metal 
clusters (or nodes) and organic linkers. The first metal-organic framework (MOF-5) with a 
rigid porous 3D architecture (which is synthesised from zinc ions and terephthalic acid) and 
high surface area (Langmuir surface area of 2900 m2 g-1) was constructed in 1999. This was 
reported by Omar Yaghi1 who was inspired by previous work on linking copper ions with rod-
like adiponitrile.2 Soon after the first MOF was discovered, similar chemistry was studied by 
hundreds of research groups to develop new types of MOF from a variety of metal nodes and 
organic ligands. There were ~70,000 structures having been designed and synthesised in 20173 
and more than 75,000 structures reported so far4. Among them, some are more commonly 
mentioned in literature such as HKUST-1 (also known as CuBTC which is synthesised from 
copper(II) ions and benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid5), UiO-66 (which is synthesised from 
zirconium(IV) ions and benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate6), MOF-74(Zn) (which is synthesised from 
zinc(II) ions and 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid7) and ZIF-8 (which is synthesised from 
zinc(II) ions and 2-methylimidazole8), see Figure 1. In a growing trend, much research has 
been carried out to find the highest surface area that MOFs can achieve; in 2012, a record 
surface area of ~7,000 m2 g-1 was reported for NU-110 (Figure 2).9 The outstanding surface 
areas seen in MOFs have significant implications for those who are interested in gas storage 





Figure 1. Some commonly studied MOF structures. From the top, HKUST-1, UiO-66, MOF-
74(Zn) and ZIF-8. Copper clusters are represented by lime green octahedra, zirconium 
clusters are represented by dark green tetrahedra and zinc clusters are represented by blue 
tetrahedra. Carbon atoms are represented by grey spheres. Nitrogen atoms are represented 




Figure 2. Progress in the synthesis of ultrahigh-porosity MOFs. BET surface areas of MOFs 
and typical conventional materials were estimated from gas adsorption measurements. The 
values in parentheses represent the pore volume (cm3/g) of these materials. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. 9. Copyright 2013 Science 
Seeing that their development within last two decades, the challenge within MOF chemistry 
has been to considerably enlarge the pore openings (or pore apertures, see Figure 3) so that 
guest molecules can effectively access the structure, minimising diffusional barriers during 
catalysis which have been reported as a problem in other microcrystalline materials (e.g. 
zeolites15,16). A good example of how this can be approached is MOF-74, made of rod-like 
multi-metal units assembled in a hexagonal form linked by simple organic units. The pore 
aperture of this MOF was enlarged by increasing the length of the phenylene linker units, with 
the resultant mesoporous IRMOF-74XI (pore aperture 98×85 Å) displaying the largest opening 
of any porous crystal known.17 There is also a growing trend to develop hierarchical porous 
MOFs in which mesopores (pore diameters between 2-50 nm) and macropores (pore diameters 
> 50 nm) are incorporated into MOF systems containing traditional micropores (pore diameters 
< 2 nm). This kind of hierarchical structure is of major advantage because, apart from the large 
apparent surface areas used to attract molecules by the van der Waals interaction (a process 
defined as adsorption), MOFs with these advanced structures enable molecules to reside in the 
framework (a process defined as absorption), leading to a combination of large gas storage 
capacities and diffusion rates. As opposed to simply enlarging pore apertures, introducing 
multiple porosity regimes into MOFs by extending ligand lengths is more difficult because of 
 
5 
ligand size limitations and the increased risk of pore collapse during desolvation18. Thus, a 
range of other advanced techniques have been developed to fabricate these hierarchical 
structures, including structural templating, gelation, defect formation, routes involving 
supercritical CO2, and 3D printing. 
 
Figure 3. Pore apertures and pore sizes. Guest molecules are presented by green spheres 
To further advance the practical applications of these materials, hierarchical porous MOFs with 
additional macropores were considered as a major focus of this research. As opposed to 
structural templating and gelation, which are well-known fabrication methods, two novel 
methods including acid etching and the use of scCO2 were focused on. These structures were 
also tested in facilitating interactions with gaseous or liquid-phase reactants to qualify the 
benefits of macropores in decreasing pressure drop, which is one of the main issues hindering 
practical MOF application in industrial settings. 
 
1.2. Structure of the Thesis 
The aim of this thesis was to synthesise hierarchical porous MOFs with a view to demonstrating 
improved catalytic performance. To achieve this goal, two synthetic methods (acid etching and 
use of scCO2) were systematically investigated. The parameters contributing to the introduction 
of macropores in these MOFs using these approaches were investigated and full 
characterisation of the materials was carried out. The resultant hierarchical structures were then 
tested for methanolysis of styrene oxide (as a representative for liquid phase reactions) and CO 
oxidation (as a representative for gas phase reactions) to examine the effect of the additional 
macroporosity on diffusion of different guest molecules in these hierarchical MOF structures. 
The seven chapters presented in this thesis are structured as follows: after this introduction, 
Chapter 2 presents a review of the state of the art on current preparation techniques for metal-
organic frameworks with macroporosity. This chapter summarises the achievements and 
challenges of all synthetic methods mentioned so far in literature to obtain macroporous metal-
organic frameworks including structural templating, gelation, acid etching, use of supercritical 
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CO2 (scCO2) and 3D printing. Chapter 3 focuses on a post-synthetic acid etching method, in 
which for the first time HKUST-1 MOF with geometrical interconnected macropores was 
introduced. The characterisation of the materials, a systematic investigation of the added 
porosity as a function of pH and etching time and an exploration of the etching mechanism are 
presented in this chapter. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 introduce a synthetic method involving 
scCO2, which was investigated using a range of well-known MOFs including HKUST-1, MOF-
74(Zn), ZIF-8, Zn-BTC and [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n to explore the effect of scCO2 on different 
chemical systems. Chapter 4 presents HKUST-1 with the formation of macroporous structure 
in scCO2. This chapter provides a complete experimental investigation into how to control the 
formation of HKUST-1 in the presence of scCO2 as a function of reaction time and pressure. 
In line with the aim of this thesis, the experiments presented in this chapter were focused on 
producing HKUST-1 with hierarchical porous structure. In Chapter 5, to probe the 
generalisability of this mechanism for the introduction of additional porosity, the scCO2 
method was extended to other MOF systems including MOF-74(Zn), ZIF-8, Zn-BTC and 
[Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n. Little evidence of formation of macropores was observed in these 
systems, and the results are discussed in Chapter 5 as a comparison to the previous chapter. In 
Chapter 6, the HKUST-1 MOF with macropores (synthesised using both the acid etched and 
scCO2 approaches) was tested in both liquid and gas phase reactions to determine effect of 
hierarchical porosity on catalytic performance. The thesis closes with a conclusion section, to 
reflect on the results and make suggestions for how the work could progress in the future 
(Chapter 7). Supplementary information for the experiments mentioned in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 
6 are provided in the Appendices (B, C, D and E, respectively). 
 
1.3. Methodology 
This section provides a summary of the solvothermal and scCO2 methods which were 
employed to synthesise MOFs in Chapters 4 and 5. Following this, an explanation of the more 
commonly used characterisation techniques for testing and analysis of the prepared samples 
are presented. Supplementary information for these characterisation techniques are provided in 
the Appendix A. 
1.3.1. Conventional solvothermal preparation of MOFs  
In conventional synthesis, a typical MOF is synthesised by a solvothermal method in which 
metal and ligand ions are dissolved in a solvent to form a precursor solution containing either 
non-hydrogen-bonded complexes or hydrogen-bonded complexes (see Chapter 5 for 
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examples). This precursor solution is left for MOF crystallisation over time at a fixed 
temperature. Depending on the nature of hydrogen bond in the precursor solution, an 
antisolvent might need to be added to trigger the reaction. For example, as reported by Ameloot 
et al.,19 HKUST-1 MOF is synthesised conventionally by dissolving copper(II) nitrate 
hemipentahydrate (Cu(NO3)2×2.5H2O) and benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid (trimesic 
acid/BTC) in DMSO to form a precursor solution (which is stabilised by hydrogen bonds 
between DMSO and BTC). To induce MOF formation, 100 mL methanol (as an antisolvent) 
is added to 10 mL of the precursor solution, heating to 40 oC for 24 hours with continuous 
stirring. Product formation is evidenced by a precipitate being formed after the reaction. The 
product can be isolated by centrifugation, washed with pure methanol and re-centrifuged three 
times. While this synthetic method is fairly straightforward to perform, copious amounts of 
solvents typically used in the preparation are not environmentally friendly. The formed 
HKUST-1 crystallites have high surface area as expected, however, using this synthesis method 
the micropore size in this MOF cannot be easily adapted for efficient use in particular 
applications. 
 
1.3.2. Using scCO2 in preparation of MOFs  
Use of CO2 for performing separations, extractions and reactions is a very promising way to 
reduce environmental and cost burdens in chemical companies. Although it has a bad 
reputation as one of the gases contributing to the greenhouse effect, when used as a solvent, 
CO2 can be especially useful for certain applications with a simultaneous environmental benefit 
associated with reducing excessive organic solvent wastage. During the last two decades, many 
research groups have clearly demonstrated the advantages of a tuneable solvent composed of a 
compressed CO2 dissolved in an organic compound.
20,21 By tuning the operating pressure, the 
generated media can be varied from neat organic solvents to a CO2-expanded liquid (CXL) and 
to scCO2 (where the volume of the liquid media is expanded similar to a CXL but pressure and 
temperature are both above the critical point of CO2), see Figure 4. Percent volume change of 
the expanded media can be controlled depending on the solubility of CO2 in liquids, to that the 
operating pressures and temperatures and nature of organic solvents are crucial factors, see 
Figure 5.22 As for the difference of their nature, liquids can be classified into three categories, 
including type I solvents such as water (which are not expanded in CO2 and do not change their 
properties, except acidity), type II solvents such as MeOH, DMF and DMSO (which are 
expanded greatly in CO2 and have significant changes in their physical properties) and type III 
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solvents such as ionic liquids and crude oil (which are moderately expanded in CO2, with some 
properties, such as viscosity, changing significantly while others, such as polarity, do not).22 It 
can be seen that some organic solvents like MeOH and DMSO showed identical behaviours in 
expansion with CO2 at low temperature (40 
oC) but significant differences at higher 
temperatures (50 and 60 oC). The ternary system MeOH/DMSO showed decreased solubility 
in CO2 because of hydrogen bonding in this system.
23 
 
Figure 4. A phase diagram showing CO2-expanded liquids (CXL) and scCO2 formed by a 
mixture of gaseous CO2 and liquid solvent 
 
Figure 5. Percent volume change vs pressure of CO2 for multiple solvents at 40 
oC (a), 50 oC 
(b) and 60 oC (c). Percent volume change vs pressure of CO2 for MeOH/DMSO system at 40 
oC (d), 50 oC (e) and 60 oC (f). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 22. Copyright 2013 
Chemical Engineering Transactions 
a) b) c)
d) e) f)
40 oC 50 oC 60 oC
40 oC 50 oC 60 oC
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As a result of the expansion, some deviations are expected to be seen in key solvent properties 
such as polarity,24 hydrogen-bonding ability,24 melting point,25,26 transport properties,27 
conductivity28 and acidity29–31. In particular, parameters in polarity and hydrogen-bond 
accepting/donating ability drop significantly as the CO2 content increases; see CO2-expanded 
methanol (MeOH)24 (Figure 6) for example. It was shown that diffusivities of solutes such as 
benzene and pyridine in CXL, however, increase as a function of the CO2 pressure.
27 Viscosity 
and surface tension of liquids have shown to be significantly reduced upon CO2 introduction.
32–
34 As expected, increased ion mobility in compressed CO2 can result in an increase of solvent 
conductivity. This has been confirmed by Umecky et al.28 who showed the correlation between 
the electrical conductivity in CO2-expanded [C(4)mim]PF6 and CO2 pressure. Solvent acidity 
has also been demonstrated to be lowered by dissolving CO2. Toews et al.
29 have shown that 
the pH of water in the presence of CO2 drops to 2.84 at 71 bar and 40 
oC (i.e. in the presence 
of supercritical CO2). The author also showed that this pH value did not significantly change 
upon further increase of CO2 pressure. Enhanced acidity was also observed by Hunter et al.
30 
and West el al.31 who took an advantage of this effect to use high-temperature water and 
alcohols with CO2 in acid-catalysed reactions. 
 
Figure 6. Experimental π* and β* values for MeOH/CO2 binary mixtures using 4-
nitroanisole as the solvatochromic probes at 40 oC, showing an increase in CO2 pressure 
leads to a decrease in the polarity (quantified by Kamlett-Taft π* parameter35) and hydrogen-
bond donating ability (quantified by Kamlett-Taft β* parameter35) of the MeOH/CO2. 




























Due to the enhanced mass transfer, the reduced surface tension and viscosity, CXL and scCO2 
have been considered as promising solvents in material synthesis and processing.21,36,37 CO2 
has been shown to serve as an antisolvent by decreasing the density of the solvent phase to 
trigger precipitation.38 This can be achieved by simply bubbling the organic solvent with scCO2 
to achieve solvent expansion (termed the gas antisolvent method, GAS39), spraying the solution 
into the scCO2 (called precipitation with compressed antisolvent, PCA
40) or depressurising 
quickly the expanded solvent to lower rapidly the temperature for the compound to crystallise 
(termed depressurisation of an expanded liquid organic solution, DELOS41,42). CO2 was also 
used for depositing nanoparticles into high aspect ratio nanostructures. An example of this 
application was demonstrated by McLeod et al. who have utilised CO2 for narrowing the size 
distribution of nanoparticles through pressure-tuneable CXL.43,44 As CO2 can lower the 
polarity, a solvent in this gas can have switchable polarity or fluorophilicity. This is particularly 
useful for one-step syntheses in which the reaction is performed in polar solvents, but the 
solvent extraction is optimised in non-polar solvents.45,46 Interestingly, some porous materials 
such as hydrogels and MOFs, once formed, can be dried in scCO2 without the pore collapse 
common with other solvent removal methods.47  
In the studies presented in Chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis, scCO2 was used as an antisolvent for 
MOF formation. In a typical experiment, by using a pump, scCO2 was introduced into a glass 
vial containing MOF stock solution (a co-solvent might need to be added in, see Chapter 4 as 
an example), heating at 40 oC under stirring with CO2 pressure and reaction times varied for 
investigating optimal conditions, see Figure 7. High pressure view-cell experiments were 
carried out in a 20 mL stainless steel vessel with opposing windows of single crystal sapphire 
(Figure 8) to observe MOF precipitation under scCO2 pressure. 
 
Figure 7. Use of supercritical CO2 to synthesise MOFs, showing that MOF precipitation 




Figure 8. Observation of MOF formation under scCO2 pressure in a view cell reactor 
All products were dried further by continuous-flow scCO2 extraction. As a general procedure, 
a sample of 0.1-0.3 g solid is placed in 2 cm dialysis tubing (cellulose, 1000 MW cut-off), 
sealed with copper wire and then placed into stainless steel high-pressure tubing (0.5 inch 
diameter, 10 cm length) with a 50 µm particulate filter at the outlet. The sample is subjected to 
continuous scCO2 extraction at 40 
oC and 120 bar (𝛿 = 0.69 g mL-1) with 2 g CO2 min-1 over 
18 hours using a custom-built supercritical fluid (SCF) continuous flow rig similar to that 
previously described.48 The plug flow reactor is then depressurised at 10 bar min-1, the solid 
sample recovered by carefully removing the dialysis tube and analysed immediately.  
 
1.3.3. Powder X-ray diffraction 
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data analysis throughout this thesis was used primarily for 
phase identification, with some additional investigation of the crystallite size of prepared 
samples. The technique is performed by diffraction of periodic and long-range X-ray radiation 
scattered from an X-ray tube at specific angles onto a densely packed sample in flat plate 
geometry and recorded by a detector, as shown in Figure 9a. 
 
Figure 9. PXRD technique represented by a schematic diagram of the experimental PXRD 
geometry (a) and a schematic depicting Bragg’s law (b)  
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All MOF samples studied in this thesis are considered as crystals where the atoms are arranged 
in a periodic array and in a specific order depending on the crystal structures of the materials. 
The scattering of X-rays from these atoms produces a unique diffraction pattern, which 
contains information on the crystal structure. Observed diffraction peaks with Miller indices 
(hkl) can be related to different planes of atoms and are used to analyse the atomic structure 
and microstructure of a sample. The scattering angle where a diffraction peak is produced can 
be calculated by Bragg’s law (see Equation 1.1).  
𝜆 = 2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃    (Equation 1.1) 
where dhkl is the interplanar spacing, 𝜃 is the scattering angle and 𝜆 is the wavelength of the 
incident wave (see Figure 9b). In the BRUKER AXS D8-Advance diffractometer, Cu Kα was 
chosen as a source of X-ray radiation with the wavelength fixed at 1.5418 Å, which is similar 
to the distance between atoms. In this thesis, phase identification of prepared samples was 
determined by the position and relative intensity of diffraction peaks to compare experimental 
data to the simulated patterns generated from a crystallographic information file (cif) of the 
reference crystal structure. 
The average crystallite size of nanoparticles can be quantified by peak broadening using the 
Scherrer equation, see Equation 1.2. To achieve this, the contribution of peak width from the 
instrument needs to be identified by using a calibration curve. Typically, the broader the peak 
observed in the PXRD pattern, the smaller the crystal size that was in the sample (see PXRD 




    (Equation 1.2) 
where 𝜏 is the average size of the crystallites, K is a shape factor which has a typical value of 
about 0.9, 𝛽 is the line broadening at half the maximum peak intensity. 
In a typical experiment, PXRD analyses were performed on a BRUKER AXS D8-Advance 
instrument with Vantec-1 detector using Cu Kα (λ = 1.5418 Å) as the source of X-ray radiation, 
in flat plate geometry, spinner speed 15 rpm, at room temperature. The two theta range, between 
2 and 60 degrees was used with a 0.02 degree interval for collection and 20 minute scans.  
 
1.3.4. Gas sorption analysis 
As key features of MOF materials, surface area and pore size distribution are two common 
textural characteristics which were examined throughout this thesis. In most cases when MOFs 
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are applied in liquid or gas phase catalysis, the reaction occurs at the interface between phases, 
where the surface area of a solid is the primary property used to estimate the chemical kinetics 
of a particular reaction. Increasing the surface areas of catalysts can increase the rate of 
chemical reactions as reagents have greater accessibility to the active sites of the material.49–51 
Surface area of a material is normally affected by the particle size, particle morphology, surface 
texturing and porosity. Typically, breaking down a large particle into smaller ones increases 
the total surface area. For example, the surface area of one cubic particle can increase 4 times 
after being divided into 64 smaller pieces (see Figure 10). Texturing is also a factor affecting 
surface area. For example, MOF-74(Zn) after etching in supercritical CO2 has a rough surface 
(observed from SEM results), resulting in an increased surface area in comparison to the 
smoothly faced sample before etching, see the results and discussion in Chapter 5 of this thesis.  
 
Figure 10. Illustration of one particle having increased surface area after being broken down 
into smaller pieces 
Surface area and pore size distribution can be estimated using various techniques such as 
scanning electron microscopy,52 small angle X-ray scattering,53 and Monte Carlo 
simulation,54,55 however, gas adsorption is considered the most direct and reliable technique56. 
In the latter method, gas molecules collide with a solid surface and adsorb for a period of time 
until the solid is covered or the pores are filled. Assumed by Langmuir in 1916, a 
monomolecular layer is formed on an energetically uniform surface by non-interaction 
adsorbed molecules, surface area of the adsorbent Sa can be measured from the amount of 
adsorbate Va at a given pressure P using Equations 1.3 and 1.4.
57 This method is appropriate 
for calculating high surface areas in materials with very narrow micropores, however, deviates 
significantly in many cases such as materials with rough inhomogeneous surfaces which have 
multiple site-types available for adsorption (Langmuir method is more appropriate for 
monolayer adsorption). As an advance on the Langmuir treatment, the BET (Brunauer-
Emmett-Teller) method equates rate of condensation onto an already adsorbed layer to the rate 
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of evaporation in multilayer adsorption, which is more likely to take place in meso- and 
macropores.58 In this method, monolayer volume Vm is calculated from the slope (C-1)/VmC 
and intercept 1/VmC of the BET plot using the BET equation (see Equation 1.5 and 1.6), then 
surface area Sa is calculated using Equation 1.4. The BET method is widely used to report the 





















   (Equation 1.5) 
𝐶 = exp (
𝐸1−𝐸𝐶
𝑅𝑇
)    (Equation 1.6) 
where L is a temperature dependent constant, P and Po are the equilibrium and the saturation 
pressure of adsorbates at the temperature of adsorption, C is the BET constant, E1 is the heat 
of adsorption for the first layer, EC is the heat of adsorption for the second and higher layers 
and is equal to the heat of condensation, w is adsorbent mass under analysis and aA is effective 
area occupied by adsorbate molecule. In BET theory, surface area is generally measured by 
plotting the amount of adsorbed gases against relative pressure (p/po) between 0.05 and 0.3. 
For surface area measurements of HKUST-1 samples in Chapter 3, 4 and 6, an optimised range 
of relative pressure suggested by Rouquerol is necessary to obtain positive C value for the BET 
calculation59. 
An adsorption isotherm describes the relationship between the amount of gas molecules 
adsorbed by a material and the relative pressure at constant temperature, and is used to study 
the adsorption process. The correlation between adsorption isotherms (using the experimental 
77 K N2 isotherm of HKUST-1 as an example) and gas behaviour on a solid surface is 
illustrated in Figure 11. Gas adsorption begins by exposing the sample to a low pressure of the 
adsorptive gas, which causes an increase of adsorbate density at the adsorbent surface. In the 
next step, gas molecules can form a monolayer (Langmuir theory) or can stack, where the heat 
of adsorption and heat of condensation need to be considered (BET theory) before surface area 
is measured, using the corresponding equations. Note that the two steps in the isotherm 
represent different micropore sizes in the HKUST-1 sample. As the pressure rises, additional 
gas molecules adsorb to form multilayer coverage (BET theory), giving information of 
mesopores in the material. A further increase in the gas pressure will cause complete coverage 
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of the sample and fill all the pores (if the pores are not too large), providing further pore size 
data and total pore volume.  
 
Figure 11. The correlation between gas sorption isotherm (experimental 77 K N2 isotherm of 
HKUST-1 was used as an example) and gas behaviour on the solid surface. This figure was 
adapted from the image in Ref. 59. 
Following updated IUPAC classifications,60 adsorption isotherms can be grouped into six 
characteristic types which are used to identify particular pore structures, see Figure 12. A steep 
uptake at very low relative pressure in a type I isotherm is the result of enhanced interactions 
between adsorbents and adsorbates in narrow micropores (pore width ≤ 1 nm in type I(a) 
isotherms or ≤ 2.5 nm in type I(b) isotherms). Langmuir theory can be applied in this case to 
measure surface area. The shape of type II isotherms is due to unrestricted monolayer-
multilayer adsorption in nonporous or macroporous materials at high relative pressure. The 
knee point in this graph (point B) represents the completion of monolayer coverage and the 
beginning of multilayer adsorption. In type II isotherms, this point is less distinctive, with a 
reversed curvature indicating that adsorbent-adsorbate interactions become relatively weak. 
The adsorbed molecules are bunched around the most favourable sites on the surface and the 
adsorbed multilayer appears to increase and remains finite at the saturation pressure. 
Adsorption on mesoporous solids produces type IV and V isotherms, in which the initial parts 
are similar to monolayer-multilayer adsorption in the type II and III isotherms, respectively. 
The final stages are typical saturation plateaus associated with capillary condensation taking 
place in mesopores. In a type IV isotherm, the adsorption and desorption processes can be 
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accompanied by a hysteresis loop (IVa) or are completely reversible (IVb) depending on the 
mesopore size and geometry. Monolayer-multilayer adsorption on nonporous solids can be 
represented by stepwise type VI isotherms with the step-height associated to the monolayer 
capacity for each adsorbed layer. 
 
Figure 12. Updated IUPAC classifications of adsorption isotherms. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. 60. Copyright 2015 Pure and Applied Chemistry 
 
Figure 13. Updated IUPAC classifications of hysteresis loops. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. 60. Copyright 2015 Pure and Applied Chemistry 
In pore size measurements, the adsorption isotherm is followed by reducing the pressure to 
prompt desorption. In most cases when monolayer-multilayer adsorption is associated with 
capillary condensation, adsorption and desorption processes in isotherms can produce many 
different shapes of hysteresis loops (Figure 13), which are used to predict pore structure and 
adsorption mechanism at high relative pressure (usually at P/Po ~0.4-0.5 for nitrogen at 77 K). 
In general, the less sharp the pore condensation step, the wider the pore size distribution. The 
steep loop in type H1 is attributed to delayed condensation on the adsorption branch, which is 
found in well-defined and narrow cylindrical mesopore networks. The big loop in type H2 is 
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produced by disordered pores due to blocking or percolation. The difference in pore neck 
widths can result in H2(a) loops (small pore necks) and H2(b) loops (large pore necks). Type 
H3 is produced by slit-shaped pores in non-rigid aggregates of plate-like particles. This 
hysteresis loop is also for macropore networks which are not completely filled by the adsorbate 
during pore condensation. Type H4 is produced by narrow slit micropores, which are common 
in zeolites and activated carbons. Type H5 also possesses a sharp stepped desorption branch as 
seen in H2(b) and H3 but with a distinctive shape that is attributed to open or semi-open 
mesopores in solid adsorbents. 
Pore size and volume of micro- and mesoporous materials (up to 300 nm diameter) can be 
analysed from gas sorption using various calculation methods such as Horvath-Kawazoe (HK), 
non-linear density functional theory (NLDFT) and Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) methods. For 
mesoporous materials, BJH is likely the most appropriate method because it is able to derive 
multiple layers adsorbed on solid surface and additional condensation into central capillary 
region in mesopores. 
In a typical experiment, gas sorption isotherms are determined using nitrogen sorption at 77 K 
with a Micromeritics 3-Flex volumetric gas sorption analysis system. Samples (~100 mg) are 
degassed at 120 °C under dynamic high vacuum (10-6 mbar) over at least 6 hours before 
analysis to remove moistures and contaminants. The total pore volume is taken at the end of 
the filling of the pore. Surface area is determined by the BET method according to British 
Standards,61 with relative pressure (P/Po) selected considering the Rouquerol consistency 
criterion between values of 0 and 0.3. 
 
1.3.5. Scanning electron microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a high-resolution imaging technique that uses a 
focused beam of electrons to study external morphology, surface topography and chemical 
composition of various materials. In this thesis, SEM analysis was used (in conjunction with 
gas sorption) to identify additional macropores and surface features of prepared MOF samples 
under extreme magnification. In a typical SEM set-up (see Figure 14), electrons are generated 
from a heated tungsten wire in an electron gun and accelerated down the column. A condenser 
lens, apertures, and an objective lens are used to manipulate the size and the focus of the 
electron beam. Accelerated electrons in this beam produce vast amounts of kinetic energy 
(ranging from 0.2 keV to 40 keV) which is transformed into signals after interacting with the 
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sample. Unlike transmission electron microscopy (TEM), which detects electrons passing 
through a thin sample, SEM detects backscattered (from deeper regions) and secondary 
electrons (from surface regions), as a result of inelastic interactions between the electron beam 
and the sample. 
In this thesis, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was typically perfomed on a JSM-
IT300 (JEOL, Japan) at 5 kV with a 10.8 mm working distance and magnifications from 350 
to 40,000 times. The samples were sputtered with a thin layer of silver (10 nm) and imaged 
with a secondary electron detector. Elemental composition in the samples is analysed by 
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) technique. In this thesis, EDX data was collected on HKUST-
1 samples used for catalytic testing (in Chapter 6) using an Oxford INCA X-ray analyser 
attached to the microscope. 
 





CHAPTER TWO: HIERARCHICAL METAL-ORGANIC 
FRAMEWORKS WITH MACROPOROSITY: 
SYNTHESIS, ACHIEVEMENTS, AND CHALLENGES 
 
In this chapter, the most recent research into the preparation of hierarchical MOFs with 
macroporosity is presented. MOFs are typically microporous, containing pores of less than 2 
nm in diameter, which means that gas- and liquid-phase interactions may be limited by low 
rates of diffusion or high pressure drop (i.e. a high pressure differential between inlet and outlet, 
which may be a result of hindered gas- or liquid- flow through a catalytic bed). This can be 
overcome by the introduction of larger pores or hierarchical porosity to improve molecular 
accessibility. To do this, all new state-of-the-art synthetic methods including use of structural 
templating agents, gelation, defect formation, routes involving supercritical CO2 and 3D 
printing are discussed. These approaches could lead to improved molecular accessibility and 
diffusion and should impact on a range of applications of these materials including catalysis 
and drug delivery. 
This chapter appeared as a review paper published to Nano-Micro Letters journal (DOI: 
10.1007/s40820-019-0286-9), with the author of this thesis as the first author. The author 
confirms that he did the majority of the work for this review, including defining the scope and 
structure, preparation of a first draft (with extra contributions by other co-authors in the 
subsequent versions are stated as below), revising the penultimate version and leading on the 
submission. Additional contributions were made by co-authors on the paper, including Harina 
Amer Hamzah, who provided extra comments and corrections on a review of macroporous 
MOFs synthesised using structural templating (Section 2.2.1), Prasanth Karikkethu 
Prabhakaran who provided extra comments and corrections on a review of macroporous MOFs 
synthesised via defect formation (Section 2.2.2), Chiara Petrillo who provided extra comments 
and corrections on a review of macroporous MOFs synthesised via 3D printing (Section 2.2.4) 






Introduction of multiple pore size regimes into metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) to form 
hierarchical porous structures can lead to improved performance of the material in various 
applications. In many cases, where interactions with bulky molecules are involved, enlarging 
the pore sizes of typically microporous MOF adsorbents or MOF catalysts is crucial for 
enhancing both mass transfer and molecular accessibility. In this review, we examine the range 
of synthetic strategies which have been reported thus far to prepare hierarchical MOFs or MOF 
composites with added macroporosity. These fabrication techniques can be either pre- or post-
synthetic and include use of hard or soft structural templating agents, defect formation, routes 
involving supercritical CO2, and 3D printing. We also discuss potential applications and some 
of the challenges involved with current techniques, which must be addressed if any of these 
approaches are to be taken forward for industrial applications. 
 
2.1. Introduction 
The interactions of gases and liquids with porous materials have been a great source of 
inspiration for scientists tackling problems related to gas separation,62–65 energy storage,66–69 
drug delivery70–73 and catalysis74–77. Pores can be discrete or can form complete pathways or 
channels from one surface to another and play a crucial role in gas adsorption and fluid 
dynamics.78 Depending on the size of these pores or channels, these materials can be classified 
as microporous (pore diameters of less than 2 nm), mesoporous (pore diameters between 2 and 
50 nm) or macroporous (diameters above 50 nm).79 There has been a recent trend towards the 
development of new porous materials incorporating pores with different size regimes to form 
hierarchical systems with interconnected pores and entirely new properties for desired 
applications. While the concept of introducing meso- and macropores into microporous 
materials has been extensively investigated in zeolitic porous systems,80–82 development of 
metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) with open framework structures comprised of metal nodes 
and organic ligands has seen a rapid expansion of research interest last two decades. Advances 
in synthetic chemistry have reported numerous MOF structures (~70,000 structures reported in 
20173 and just above 75,000 structures reported so far4) with potential use in gas storage,10–12 
gas separation,83–86 catalysis,13,14 carbon dioxide capture87–89 and as semiconductor 
materials90,91. As the vast majority of MOF materials are microporous, great interest has 
developed in the creation of multiple porosities in these materials. While a number of excellent 
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reviews on hierarchical MOFs have recently been published,92,93 the focus of these articles has 
been primarily on MOFs containing micro- and mesoporosity. The current review emphasises 
the recent achievements in the development of specifically macroporous MOF structures 
which, though important, are under-represented in the MOF field. Macropores are desirable in 
hierarchical porous materials to enable faster molecular diffusion and mass transfer, which is 
especially important for applications involving large molecules, viscous solutions or 
applications involving high throughput with low pressure gradients.  
The benefits of a hierarchical structure for catalytic applications have been well-established in 
analogous inorganic systems. For example, hierarchical meso-macroporous structures in high 
internal phase emulsion (HIPE) templated halloysite nanotubes have been shown to have 
greatly improved catalytic activity for the conversion of cellulose to 5-hydroxymethylfurfural 
due to the catalyst’s increased permeability and mass transfer efficiency.94 Similarly, the 
macroporous nature of the support in hierarchical flower-like TiO2 superstructures helps in 
facilitating more efficient photo-degradation of bulky dye molecules such as methyl orange.95 
The degradation of Rhodamine B under visible light irradiation using hierarchical core–shell 
Fe3O4/WO3 was tested by Xi et al., showing that the combination of mesoporous and 
macroporous regions enhances the photocatalytic activity with almost 100% decomposition 
achieved after 90 min compared to <20% and 50% for the iron(iii) oxide core and tungsten(vi) 
oxide respectively.96 In addition, the large voids between the Fe3O4 and WO3 in the hierarchical 
structure were deemed to synergistically reduce the recombination rate of photogenerated 
electron–hole pairs, further improving the photocatalytic degradation. The importance of pore 
size in catalysis was further illustrated by Feng and co-workers97 using a hierarchical MOF 
composite comprised of PCN-222 (also known as MOF-545) and ZIF-8 to achieve size-
selective catalysis. The PCN-222(Fe)@ZIF-8 composite was exposed to two molecules 
sensitive to oxidation by PCN-222, namely o-phenylenediamine (o-PDA) (0.5 x 0.5 nm) and 
2,2′- azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS) (0.7 x 1.6 nm). Whilst PCN-
222 successfully catalysed the transformation of o-PDA, the catalysis of the larger ABTS 
molecule was hindered due to constricted diffusion through the small pore-size window of ZIF-
8. Thus, considering the importance of hierarchical structure in these inorganic systems, the 
ability to fabricate hierarchical MOF structures with macroporosity may be of great importance 
when considering future practical applications.  
The nature of the porosity in a material can be determined by various characterisation 
techniques, which can be generally grouped into use of fluid penetration, scattering and 
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imaging. Fluid penetration techniques involve the filling of pores with a liquid or a gas, to 
obtain information on the pore sizes and volumes. For MOFs, (conventionally microporous 
materials), gas sorption (generally with nitrogen at 77 K up to 1 bar) is the most common 
characterisation method to establish the specific surface area, pore volume and pore size 
distributions. To obtain this information, the gas sorption isotherms are modelled using 
standard and widely accepted approaches such as the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method 
for calculating surface area,98 density functional theory (DFT) or the Horvath-Kawazoe (H-K) 
method for calculation of the pore size distribution in the micropore region, and the Barrett-
Joyner-Halenda (BJH) for mesopore distribution.99,100 However, nitrogen sorption at 77 K will 
typically not provide information on macropores larger than 100 nm.99 For materials containing 
pores in the mesopore and macropore range (~4 nm – 60 µm), an alternative method is mercury 
intrusion porosimetry, which uses non-wetting mercury to penetrate the pores under 
pressure.99,101 While this method can produce a macroporous size distribution in robust porous 
materials, it has the disadvantages of using a toxic compound (mercury) for the 
characterisation, cannot be used on soft or deformable structures and (unlike gas sorption) is 
destructive to the sample.  
Scattering techniques, which involve bombarding the sample with, for example, X-rays, 
neutrons or electrons to obtain a pattern, and can be non-destructive while still enabling 
characterisation of the porosity. While powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and single crystal X-
ray diffraction (SXD) are commonly used to study the microstructures of crystalline porous 
materials, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) can be used to probe the variations of scattering 
length density which occur over distances exceeding typical interatomic spacings to determine 
larger particle or pore sizes. Hence, SAXS can be used to calculate pore size distributions in 
porous materials (1- 100 nm range), and can be used for both crystalline or non-crystalline 
materials, and for materials having regular (but perhaps non-crystalline or disordered) 
porosity.102 Both neutron and X-ray scattering can be used to provide information on the pore 
dimensions in a bulk sample, and, unlike fluid penetration, which can only give information on 
interconnected pores that are accessible to penetration by the fluid (“open”) porosity, can 
provide information on isolated, or “closed” pores in the material. However, for scattering 
techniques to be used for characterisation of porosity, there needs to be appropriate scattering 
length contrast between the pores and the surrounding material, which can be difficult in the 
case of X-ray scattering from MOFs, where the voids are often filled with air and the materials 
contain predominantly light organic materials such as C or H. Increasing the contrast may be 
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achieved by the filling of the pores with a suitable contrast agent,103 which may have the 
undesirable effect of distorting the pores, for example, in the case of flexible MOFs, or where 
there is a soft, compliant matrix, such as a hydrogel. In cases where the scattering length density 
contrast is too small for X-rays, small angle neutron scattering (SANS) can be used.104 As 
neutron scattering length varies independent of atomic number) even light atoms such as 
hydrogen and carbon can be easily distinguished using neutrons,105 but the need for a neutron 
source means this is a far less widely-used technique. 
As can be seen throughout the literature, imaging is by far the most common technique to 
visualise the macropores appearing in MOFs due to widespread accessibility of the technique 
and ease of use. Microscopy can provide valuable insight into the shape and spatial distribution 
of pores. For small macropores, (e.g. below 10 micron) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) can be used to image porosity, and can be 
performed in a very straightforward way on a very small amount of sample. However, these 
imaging methods are not bulk techniques (with SEM in particular being restricted to definition 
of surface features), and can only sample a small number of particles and therefore may not be 
representative of the bulk porosity. For imaging of larger macropores (from a few tens of 
microns to millimetres in size), optical microscopy can be useful, but cannot not provide 
information on the connectivity or tortuosity of the interior pore network in monolithic 
structures. The ability of X-rays to penetrate light materials can be used in X-ray computed 
tomography (CT), whereby a series of 2D images of a material are computationally compiled 
and reassembled to obtain a 3D image.106 X-ray CT can thus be used to image large pores in 
monolithic structures, though the resolution of such techniques is currently limited to a few 
tens of microns.106 X-ray CT can thus be used to image large pores in monolithic structures, 
though the resolution of such techniques is currently limited to a few tens of microns.106 
Therefore, as will be shown in this review, due to the complexity of such materials, a 
combination of several techniques may be needed obtain a full description of the macroporosity 
in hierarchical MOF structures. 
The routes to formation of such complex structures are equally varied. In terms of approaches 
to increase pore dimensions in MOFs using synthetic chemistry, the typical methods used in 
MOF synthesis to produce mesopores (such as extending ligand lengths or enlarging building 
blocks) are of limited use in the creation of much larger macropores. This is due to the 
difficulties in stabilising these pores against collapse upon desolvation during activation.18 
Hence, the formation of macroporosity (rather than mesoporosity) in MOFs necessitates the 
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use of very different fabrication approaches. In this review, we focus on the synthetic strategies 
and challenges of creating MOFs with hierarchical pore structures containing macropores to 
provide readers with a wider scope of the strategies available for fabrication of hierarchical 
macroporous MOFs.  
We have grouped the macroporous MOF structures that have been studied together under four 
broad approaches, which are presented in order of most commonly-reported method to least 
reported as follows: macroporous MOFs synthesised via structural templating, defect 
formation, use of compressed or supercritical CO2 (scCO2), and via 3D printing routes (as 
summarised in Figure 15 and Table 1).  
 
Figure 15. Schematic representation of synthetic methods for hierarchical MOFs with 
macroporosity. Aggregated clusters of MOFs are represented by green spheres. 
Broadly speaking, structural templating involves use of a template containing macroporous 
voids to produce a macroporous composite structure by directly growing the crystalline MOF 
either on or around a template. The template can be “hard” (e.g. a foam or porous monolith) or 
“soft” template (e.g. a gel or emulsion) and can be retained or removed after templating. 
Defect formation describes the disruption of the periodic crystalline structure of the MOF e.g. 
by incorporating a bulky ligand during synthesis which introduces a porous defect or by 
selective removal of sites to produce pores e.g. via post-synthetic acid etching of MOF single 
crystals. 
Compressed or supercritical CO2 has been used extensively for the removal of solvents and soft 
templates to produce porous aerogel structures, but when used in expanded solvent systems, 
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scCO2 has recently been shown useful for producing macroporous voids during MOF synthesis. 
Finally, the recent use of 3D Printing combines MOFs with binders to create MOF-based inks 
capable of forming hierarchical monoliths on deposition. This represents a new method with 
potential to enable the construction of hierarchical monoliths with complex geometries. 
Most of these methods can be employed either using MOF precursor solutions (termed “direct 
synthesis”) or using pre-formed MOFs (post-synthetic treatment), as seen in Table 1. This 
review also describes strategies involving scCO2 which were originally used to activate 
MOFs,47 yet can be tailored to create macroporous structures via an in situ method. 
Table 1. A summary of preparation techniques, crystallisation routes and templates for the 
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2.2. Preparation techniques for hierarchical MOFs with macroporosity 
2.2.1 Macroporous MOFs synthesised using structural templating  
The most common approach to the introduction of macropores into an intrinsically 
microporous MOF is via use of structural templating to form a hierarchical structure. As 
demonstrated for a multitude of other porous materials systems, the macroscopic shape and the 
pore size of the resulting hierarchical structures can be well controlled through judicious choice 
of template.107–111 The resulting hierarchical porous MOF structures could potentially exhibit 
improved properties such as more rapid molecular diffusion compared to the respective non-
hierarchical MOFs, better mechanical or thermochemical stability, or immobilisation of 
nanoparticulates. Thus, they are preferentially used in some applications that require easy 
integration and regeneration e.g. for adsorbent systems112,113 or exceptional mass transfer e.g. 
for catalyst supports114.  
The macroporous MOF structures deriving from the template approach can be divided into two 
main categories; ones where the template remains in the final MOF structure, forming a 
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composite material or ones where the template is sacrificial and is removed to obtain a 
macroporous structure in the pure MOF (often called a MOF aerogel or a foam). Template 
types can be broadly grouped into “hard” and “soft”. Hard templates may be carbons,115 
ceramics,112,114,116–118 and metals113,119–121) and are typically in the form of monoliths, porous 
membranes or foams.113,115,122 As it is difficult to remove hard templates, the majority of these 
templates act as supports, resulting in macroporous composite MOF structures.  
Hard structural templating 
As an example of direct MOF synthesis on a hard template to obtain a hierarchical structure 
with macropores, Xie and co-workers grew HKUST-1 MOF crystals on three-dimensional 
kenaf stem-derived macroporous carbons (3D-KSCs), forming a composite material with a 
macroporous structure.115 In this work, it was shown that a large number of smooth-faced 
octahedral HKUST-1 crystallites with maintained morphology were formed on the surface and 
inner walls of the macroporous 3D-KSC template (Figure 16a and b), with the amount of 
HKUST-1 loaded onto this template increasing with increased reaction time. The as-obtained 
composites were tested for electrochemical sensing of glucose, showing very promising 
activity with a relatively wide linear range (15.84 μM - 5.62 mM), low limit of detection 
(4.8 μM) and a high sensitivity (28.67 μAmM−1 cm−2). The excellent electrocatalytic activity 
was attributed to the presence of macropores in the hierarchical structure which lead to 
improved mass transfer.  
 
Figure 16. SEM images of HKUST-1/3D-KSCs800 at different magnifications, showing the 
growth of microporous HKUST-1 crystals on the 3D-KSCs800 macroporous template. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 115. Copyright 2018 Journal of Alloys and Compounds. 
Using a similar hard template, Sandra et al.112 synthesised a series of silicoboron carbonitride 
(Si/B/C/N) polymer derived ceramic (PDC) foams with micro/macroporosity using silicon and 
carbon high internal phase emulsions (HIPE) as exo-templates and boron modified 
polycarbosilazane as an organosilicon precursor. HKUST-1 was impregnated by growing the 
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MOF inside the macropores of the PDC to form Si/B/C/N@MOF composite foams, thus 
allowing faster and more efficient uptake and release kinetics, in particular for CO2 capture. 
Direct synthesis of MOFs on hard templates has also been shown by Betke et al.117 and is 
readily adaptable to a variety of MOF types, with a range of macroporous MOF@ceramic foam 
composite materials being formed by growing MOFs such as HKUST-1, CAU-10, MIL-
101(Cr) and UiO-66(Zr) on macroporous oxide-bonded silicon carbide (ob-SiC) and alumina 
ceramic foams (CF). In these cases, where the MOFs were being tested for use in sorptive heat 
pump/heat storage applications, the macroporous ceramic structure not only had benefits for 
the mass transfer and adsorption/desorption kinetics (which had the effect of decreasing cycling 
times), but also enhanced heat transfer in comparison to the powdered MOF, increasing the 
potential for adsorptive cooling in this application. The surface properties of the CF were 
modified by silanisation using aminopropyl triethoxysilane/terephthaloyl chloride treatment 
prior to the MOF crystallisation to obtain a thick homogeneous MOF coating on the surface. 
The thickness of the MOF on the surface was also shown to be influenced by an alumina sol 
coating on the cellular CF support before silanisation, as supported by the SEM images of 
HKUST-1 on the surface without (Figure 17a and c) and with (Figure 17b and d) alumina sol 
coating. The coating thickness of HKUST-1 crystals ranged between 112 μm and 264 μm for 
the ob-SiC based composites and between 36 μm and 151 μm for the HKUST-1@alumina 
composites.  
 
Figure 17. SEM images of HKUST-1 coatings on ob-SiC and Al2O3 ceramic foams without (a 
and c) and with preliminary alumina sol coating (b and d). The HKUST-1 coating layers on 
the ob-SiC composites are thicker than those on Al2O3 composites. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. 117. Copyright 2017 Microporous and Mesoporous Materials. 
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Similarly, Li et al. reported a facile synthesis of hierarchical porous MOF-5 structure using a 
copper foam as a template, for removal of volatile sulphides from plant sources.119 The MOF 
composite was prepared by solution impregnation of zinc nitrate and terephthalic acid into a 
pre-treated copper foam. The macroporous MOF monolith was tested for the extraction of 
volatile organic sulphur compounds with detection values of 6.0–54.6 μg g-1.The extraction 
process could be replicated at least 200 times, indicating that the formation of the macroporous 
composite structure may have been beneficial for the stability of MOF-5, which is widely 
recognised for being prone to hydrolysis, particularly in humid environments. 
While the direct crystallisation of MOFs onto a macroporous template is the most commonly 
used method, in addition to the direct synthesis and growth approaches discussed above, a 
microporous MOF can also be endowed with a macroporous structure by combining a 
macroporous substrate with a pre-formed MOF. For example, Ren et al. prepared MIL-101(Cr) 
powders and immobilised the nanocrystals on a macroporous nickel (Ni) foam via spray 
coating.113 The PXRD pattern of the MIL-101/Ni foam composite showed peaks which 
correspond to both MIL-101 powders and Ni foam (Figure 18a). The incorporation of the MOF 
crystals on the Ni foam was further evidenced by SEM, in which the porosity of the Ni foam 
was reduced by the presence of multi-layered MIL-101 powders on its surface (Figure 18b).  
 
Figure 18. a) The PXRD patterns of Ni foam-immobilised MIL-101(Cr) (blue) showing the 
presence of peaks which correspond to both Ni foam (black) and MIL-101(Cr) nanocrystals 
(red). b) SEM images of Ni foam-immobilised MIL-101(Cr) showing the presence of multi-
layered MIL-101(Cr) nanocrystals on the macroporous Ni foam. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. 113. Copyright 2015 Journal of Alloys and Compounds. 
The MIL-101/Ni foam composite was tested for hydrogen storage and the composite with 81 
wt.% loading of MIL-101(Cr) nanocrystals exhibited a hydrogen adsorption capacity similar 
to pure MIL-101(Cr) powders. Although an increase in hydrogen uptake was not observed, the 
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immobilisation of MIL-101(Cr) powders onto a macrostructural support provides a facile 
method to process MOF powders and immobilise the nanoparticulates for applications in 
practical systems. 
Soft structural templating 
In situations where flexibility of the porous support is desired, soft macroporous templates are 
sometimes advantageous. Soft templates can include surfactants,123 polymers,124–126 gels and 
emulsions. Flexible macroporous composite materials were developed by Bo et al., who 
reported a facile method for the direct synthesis of a cellulose hybrid aerogel of ZIF-8 (ZIF-
8@CA) in which zinc cations were dispersed in a cellulose solution before prompting 
nucleation reaction with 2-methylimidazole to form the MOF as illustrated by the schematic in 
Figure 19.127 ZIF-type materials are favoured candidates because of their high water stability 
which is crucial for gel formation without losing the original crystallinity. As shown in the 
inset of Figure 19, the resulting hybrid material retained the original ZIF-8 particle size (20-40 
nm) with hierarchical porous structures (pore size between 10 and 100 µm). Cr(VI) sorption 
was performed on this sample, showing a greatly improved uptake in the composite material 
when compared with a single component. A similar synthetic method was applied to the 
synthesis of ZIF-9 and ZIF-12 on CA (Figure 20a and b, respectively),128 which showed 
macropores with improved catalytic performance in p-nitrophenol degradation (90% in 1 h). 
Preparation of a ZIF aerogel via a one-pot strategy was further explored using various templates 
such as biodegradable konjac glucomannan by deacetylation129 and graphene-oxide,130 and 
resulted in structures with outstanding photoelectric, mechanical and thermal properties.  
 
Figure 19. Schematic illustrations showing the preparation of ZIF-8@CA and the resulting 





Figure 20. SEM images of ZIF-9@CA and pure ZIF-9 inset (a); and ZIF-12@CA and pure 
ZIF-12 inset (b). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 128. Copyright 2018 Chemical 
Engineering Journal. 
 
Figure 21. a) The procedure for the preparation of PCN‐224 decorated melamine foam 
composites. b) FE‐SEM images of PCN‐224(Fe)/MF composite depicting the melamine foam 
network homogeneously decorated with PCN-224(Fe) microcrystals. c) The high similarities 
between the PXRD patterns of PCN‐224(Fe) (grey) and PCN‐224(Fe)50%/MF (purple), PCN‐
224(Fe)100%/MF (green), PCN‐224(Fe)150%/MF (blue), PCN‐224(Fe)200%/MF (red) and PCN‐
224(Fe)325%/MF (black) indicating the structural stability of the MOF composites. d) 
N2 sorption isotherms of PCN‐224(Fe)50%/MF (purple), PCN‐224(Fe)100%/MF (green), PCN‐
224(Fe)150%/MF (blue), PCN‐224(Fe)200%/MF (red), and PCN‐224(Fe)325%/MF (black). The 
BET surface areas increased with the increasing loading amount of PCN-224(Fe) in the 
composites. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 131. Copyright 2018 Angewandte Chemie 
International Edition. 
Another example of using soft structural templates in direct synthesis was given by Huang et 
al.,131 who reported a series of porous coordination network (PCN) MOFs that were integrated 
into a macroporous monolithic melamine foam (MF) using a one-pot synthesis (Figure 21a and 
b), hierarchical porosity, and a flexible and elastic texture, which may be favourable for 
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heterogeneous catalysis. Additionally, the BET surface areas were found to increase with the 
loading amount of PCN-224(Fe) in the composites (1704 – 1623 m2 g-1) (Figure 21d). The 
positive effect of the macroporous structure on the application of these samples was confirmed 
in the highly-efficient catalytic epoxidation of unsaturated cholesteryl esters. The 2 mol% of 
PCN‐224(Ru)200%/MF showed an excellent yield (92%) of the corresponding epoxide after 
36 h, compared to a yield of 56% using normal PCN-224(Ru) and 0% conversion using a 
control of pure melamine foam.the corresponding epoxide after 36 h, compared to a yield of 
56% using normal PCN-224(Ru) and 0% conversion using a control of pure melamine foam. 
 
Figure 22. a) SEM images of the conversion of Cu-06 to HKUST-1 with 1-minute time 
intervals, showing the growth of polyhedral crystallites with the preservation of the co-
continuous macroporous gel structure. All the images are in the identical magnification. N2 
sorption isotherms (b) and BJH pore size distributions (c) with respect to increased 
immersion times. The BET surface areas and pore sizes increased with immersion times. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 132. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. 
Moitra et al. developed an innovative protocol for the direct synthesis of a macroporous 
monolithic HKUST-1 composite by conversion of Cu(OH)2-based networks in a 
polyacrylamide (PAAm) gel.132 The presence of PAAm in the original (oxy)hydroxide network 
supported the scaffold of Cu(OH)2 by chelating the copper ions with the N-groups in the amide, 
resulting in gelation and producing a co-continuous network which was converted to HKUST-
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1 through coordination by H3BTC. The macropore size within the aggregated particles could 
be controlled by changing the amount of PAAm from 0.3 to 1 g, or by varying the immersion 
time in H3BTC from between 3 and 6 min (Figure 22a). In addition, enhancements in N2 uptake 
(Figure 22b) and pore size (Figure 22c) were reported with increased immersion times. The 
resulting HKUST-1 monolith showed high crystallinity, a high surface area of 1,315 m2 g-1 and 
good mechanical properties (stress values at catastrophic failure of 1.5 MPa), which is 
promising for possible applications to continuous flow reactors. 
 
Figure 23. a) Schematic diagram of SOM-ZIF-8 synthesis. SEM images of SOM-ZIF-8 (b) 
and an isolated crystal of SOM-ZIF-8 (c) showing the tetrakaidecahedron morphology. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 122. Copyright 2018 Science. 
Soft templates are often beneficial where facile template removal is desired. As an example of 
where a polymer has been used as a sacrificial soft template to form a macroporous MOF, a 
hierarchical SOM-ZIF-8 MOF was formed by impregnating ZIF-8 precursors into the 
interstices of three-dimensional polystyrene (PS) spheres in a mixture of methanol/ammonia 
(Figure 23a).122 SEM confirmed that ZIF-8 single crystals were uniformly grown around the 
PS template and the overall network displayed a tetrakaidecahedron morphology (Figure 23b 
and c). The macroporous framework could be accessed by dissolving the PS template in THF, 
and subsequently activated via removal. The presence of macropores in the MOF was 
confirmed by mercury intrusion porosimetry and the size of the macropores could be modified 
(80 – 470 nm) by changing the diameter of the polystyrene templates. Furthermore, Shen et al. 
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reported that single crystal growth is governed by the solvent system and the crystal size could 
be tuned by modifying the ratio of the methanol/ammonia mixture. 
Xi et al. reported the soft-templated synthesis of a HKUST-1 framework that contains micro-, 
meso- and macropores,123 formed by a mixture of a hydroxy double salt (Zn and Cu based) 
with an ethanolic solution of N,N-dimethyloctylamine (DMOA) and benzenetricarboxylic acid 
(H3BTC) at room temperature. The DMOA surfactant was employed as a sacrificial template 
to direct the formation of meso- and macropores whereas the hydroxy double salt accelerated 
crystal nucleation. The role of DMOA as a template was demonstrated by mesodynamics 
simulation in which the introduction of DMOA into the reaction mixture resulted in the 
formation of supramolecular micelles. Subsequently, the MOF precursors were self-assembled 
on the surface of the template micelles, which led to the formation of the hierarchical porous 
HKUST-1 upon the removal of DMOA template. SEM revealed the hierarchical nature of this 
MOF whereby continuous pore voids were formed between the nanoparticles. TEM further 
confirmed the abundance of mesopores and macropores (pore sizes of 40–100 nm) in the final 
product. Due to the presence of macropores which contribute to high molecular diffusion, the 
hierarchical MOF exhibited a high toluene storage capacity (646 mg g−1 at 298 K), representing 
a 25 wt.% increase compared to that for the non-hierarchical HKUST-1 (516 mg g−1).133 This 
value is also much higher than other microporous MOFs and zeolites.134–136 The preparation of 
this hierarchical MOF can be expanded to other MOF systems such as ZIF-8 and the degree of 
porosity can also be tuned by adjusting the amount and type of surfactant used.  
In addition to direct synthesis, it may also be the case that preformed MOFs can be deposited 
onto a macroporous soft template. For example, Lin et al. used a surfactant-assisted dip coating 
method to similar effect, to synthesise a three dimensional hierarchically porous ZIF-
67/melamine sponge composite (as illustrated by the schematic of Figure 24a and b).125 The 
ZIF nanocrystals were dip-coated on the surface of a surfactant modified melamine sponge by 
immersing it in ZIF-67 suspension while stirring for 3 hours. The self-assembly of MOF 
crystals on the modified melamine sponge occurs via electrostatic attractions and possibly π–
π stacking interactions. The SEM image (Figure 24c and d) showed that the clean, smooth 
surface of the melamine sponge became roughened by the ZIF-67 coating. Four types of 
surfactants were used for the modification of the melamine sponge including anionic sodium 
dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS), cationic cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), non-
ionic hydrophobic sorbitan monooleate (denoted as SPAN-80) and non-ionic hydrophilic 
Triton X-100 to study the effect of surfactant properties on the ZIF-67 loading. It was found 
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that increasing the concentration of CTAB and Triton X-100 did not increase the ZIF-67 
loading. However, an increase in ZIF-67 loading was observed when the melamine sponge was 
modified by SDBS and SPAN-80. According to zeta potential measurements, in the testing pH 
range, Triton X-100 was found to be neutral, ZIF-67 and CTAB displayed positive surface 
charges, and SDBS and SPAN showed negative surface charges. The increase in ZIF-67 
loading with SDBS and SPAN surfactants was attributed to the electrostatic attraction between 
the positively surface charged ZIF-67 and negatively surface charged SBDS and SPAN. This 
approach to synthesising the ZIF-67/melamine sponges could be further used to fabricate 
various shapes such as fibres or membranes and can be used as adsorbents for the removal of 
toxic large molecule pollutants like malachite green dye. 
 
Figure 24. a and b) Schematic illustrations showing the preparation of ZIF–sponge, showing 
surfactant-assisted dip-coating self-assembling process (a) and surface-modification of the 
sponge skeleton first with a surfactant and then ZIF-67(b). c and d) SEM images of ZIF–
sponge prepared with the assistance of SDBS under different magnifications (the scale bar is 
2 μm), showing ZIF nanocrystals were dip-coated on the surface of melamine sponge. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 125. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. 
The use of structural templating agents remains the most established method in the formation 
of macroporous MOFs due to the wide range of templates and templating agents that can be 
employed using this technique. Based on the examples given thus far, the resulting hierarchical 
structures generally adopt the shape of the templating agents. It was also shown that these 
templates could be introduced either in the reaction solution during MOF synthesis or in the 
precursor solution where the prepared MOFs were dispersed. The final materials could be 
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obtained as MOF-based composites with the template retained or as pure MOF superstructures 
without the template. When the templating agents are incorporated in the final MOF structures, 
in addition to the immobilisation of the MOF crystals, they may also contribute to improved 
mechanical and thermochemical stability of the MOF composites. In the case of MOFs with 
sacrificial templates, washing processes to remove the templates are required, which in some 
cases (such as coordination polymer frameworks, silicates and MCM-41) can be detrimental to 
the stability of the pore structures.137–140 Furthermore, incomplete removal can lead to 
occlusion of the pores and therefore loss of functionality for gas sorption/catalytic reactions. In 
terms of potential uses, the MOFs formed via this method have been utilised in various 
applications which range from catalytic applications, heat and mass transfer to extraction of 
volatile compounds. 
 
2.2.2. Macroporous MOFs synthesised via defect formation 
From the point of view of sustainable processing, the ability to form macroporosity in the 
absence of sacrificial templates or scaffolds would be preferable. An alternative successful 
strategy to obtain hierarchical porous MOFs without using templates is through direct 
introduction of defects into microporous structures. This process could be carried out using 
either in situ synthetic methods (e.g. using linker modulation) or using post-synthetic treatment 
(e.g. via acid etching). Linker modulation methods predominantly produce mesoporous defects 
in microporous MOFs. Yuan et al. demonstrated linker labilisation to introduce mesoporosity 
in microporous MOFs. Using this method, a pro-labile organic linker was used for the synthesis 
of PCN-160 MOF and the defect in the preformed MOF was introduced by splitting this pro-
labile linker into removable monocarboxylate moieties under acidic conditions which 
improved their gas adsorption and catalytic properties.141 Similarly, Kim et al. created 
mesoporous defects in microporous HKUST-1 using an acetic acid fragmented linker co-
assembly method. A small amount of acetic acid removed the BTC linker to create mesoporous 
defects. On increasing the amount of acetic acid, metal clusters in MOF were removed, which 
resulted in interconnected defect sites and mesoporous channels inside the MOF, which 
enhanced the methane storage capacity in the defective MOF 142. These methods have been 
employed extensively in numerous studies to functionalise meso- and macropores with 
straightforward synthetic procedures and a number of effective mechanisms have been 
demonstrated,143,144 but there have been additional reports of the use of similar methods for 
production of macroporous structures. 
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Examples of macroporous materials formed by in situ linker modulation methods include the 
introduction of bulky aliphatic chains to MOF linkers in MOF-5 to result in sponge-like or 
pomegranate-like crystallite structures145 and the use of alkyl chains as modulators for 
macropore formation in UiO-66. In the case of the hierarchical macroporous MOF-5 structures, 
the formation of either the sponge-like (spng-MOF-5) or pomegranate-like (png-MOF-5) 
structures were the result of incorporating different proportions of the linkers containing bulky 
void-forming alkyl chain (50% and 30% incorporation, respectively). The modulators were 
shown by gas sorption to prompt formation of additional mesoporosity and macroporosity into 
MOF-5, which influenced the CO2 uptake properties of the different structures. However, the 
additional beneficial effects of having such an interconnected macroporous structure which 
was evidenced from the SEM, would have been more obvious if a bulkier adsorbent than CO2 
had been employed. In the case of the defective UiO-66 synthesised by a modulator-induced 
defect-formation strategy described by Cai et al.,146 Zr4+ ions reacted with less than 
stoichiometric amounts of BDC2- linkers and COO- ions in monocarboxylic acids as a 
modulator to pre-coordinate Zr-oxo clusters. The alkyl chain on the modulators then linked 
these clusters to create large voids during synthesis (Scheme 1).  
 
Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the synthesis of HP‐MOFs with adjustable porosity using 
UiO‐66 as an example. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 146. Copyright 2017 
Angewandte Chemie International Edition. 
The pore sizes were tuneable by changing the molar ratio of Zr to H2BDC and alkyl chain 
length. The ability to transport large molecules through the defect structure was demonstrated 
using the catalytic methanolysis of styrene oxide, indicating that the hierarchical porous UiO-
66 with additional large mesopores exhibited superior catalytic activity when compared to the 
normal MOF. It was foreseen by the authors that macropores could be obtained with further 
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investigation of the alkyl chain length in the modulator. However, they noted that the high pKa 
values of elongated alkyl chains could decrease the solubility and coordination ability of the 
modulator with Zr-oxo clusters, which might result in adverse effects such as pore shrinkage.  
An alternative approach for synthesis of defective MOFs with macropores is via the post-
synthetic etching of prepared microporous MOFs. This can be done either by an acid etching 
mechanism whereby selected acid molecules diffuse through the MOF structure, forming large 
voids over time, or by synergistic etching where bulky acid molecules modify and protect the 
MOF surface to obtain the holey materials.  
Koo et al.147 investigated a size selective acid diffusion method for the post synthetic treatment 
of MIL-100 (Fe) using phosphoric acid (d = 0.61 nm) as the etching agent. During the etching 
process phosphoric acid could specifically diffuse through the hexagonal windows (d = 0.89 
nm) but not through the pentagonal windows (d = 0.49 nm) of MIL-101(Fe) to form 
macropores in the framework, preserving the microporous nature by selective removal of metal 
nodes and BTC linkers. The framework crystallinity and morphology of the MOF crystals were 
well maintained even after post-synthetic treatment. Note that this process cannot be achieved 
by employing smaller acids such as HCl (d = 0.34 nm) using the same manner. This is simply 
because the small cages could also be attacked during etching, leading to complete collapse of 
the MOF structure. This etching method seems to be effective for the creation of hierarchical 
porous MOFs with tuneable pore sizes. However, as mentioned in the literature,147 these 
approaches are only applicable for highly water-stable MOFs. 
A similar idea was developed by Ahmed et al. with their report on solvothermal post-synthetic 
modification of microporous HKUST-1 (Figure 25a).148 By etching prepared HKUST-1 in 
weakly acidic hydroquinone (pKa = 9.85 in water) at 150 ˚C for 16 h, macroporous channels 
with pore sizes ranging from 500 nm to 10 µm ((via Hg intrusion porosimetry – see Figure 25c 
and d) were observed within HKUST-1 microparticles while retaining the structure of the large 
crystallites and high surface area. The etching process was further investigated at 120 oC and 
180 oC for 16 h, and 150 oC for 72 h, showing that the degree of macropore formation was 
dependant on reaction time and temperature. By using ICP analysis of HKUST-1 on the etching 
solution, it was found that Cu(II) ions were selectively removed from the framework when 
using a hydroquinone solution. This was also confirmed by a slight distortion in the single 
crystal XRD patterns, likely caused by Cu deposits generated during the modification process. 
Other reagents (including H3BO3 and NaCl) were also tested in this process. Etching HKUST-
1 in H3BO3 and NaCl resulted in the formation of large etched holes at the centre of the particles 
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(Figure 26a and b), yielding additional macropores in this MOF. Diffusion of acid molecules 
within the MOF particles was considered as the main mechanism, which can be also used to 
explain why edges of these etched MOFs are unaffected. The synthesised macroporous 
HKUST-1 crystals were then successfully used to separate styrene and ethyl benzene when 
packed into a high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) column. 
 
Figure 25. a) Schematic representation for the preparation of HKUST-1 particles and the 
subsequent modification to produce macroporous HKUST-1 particles. b) SEM image of 
HKUST-1 microparticles prepared by solvothermal synthesis with water–ethanol (1 : 1 v/v). 
c) SEM image of modified HKUST-1 particle with hydroquinone at 150 °C for 16 h, showing 
the macroporous microparticles. d) Macropore size distribution as measured by Hg intrusion 
porosimetry, with an intrusion pore volume 2.65 cm3 g−1, for the modified HKUST-1 
particles. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 148. Copyright 2014 Royal Society of 
Chemistry. 
 
Figure 26. SEM images of HKUST-1 particles modified by different reagents other than 
hydroquinone in 50 µl boric acid aqueous solution at 150 ˚C for 16 (a) and in 50 µl NaCl 
aqueous solution at 150 ˚C for 16 h (b), showing some large etched holes were formed from 
the centre of the particles. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 148. Copyright 2014 Royal 
Society of Chemistry. 
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Prompted by the size-selective acid diffusion mechanism, a defective HKUST-1 was 
synthesised by Doan et al. using a phosphoric acid etching agent (Figure 27a).149 The 
mechanism of macropore formation was explained by the disassembly of 1 copper cluster and 
the paddle wheel linkers in the framework of HKUST-1 by phosphoric acid (Figure 27b). The 
degradation problem of HKUST-1 in water was effectively solved by employing DMSO and 
methanol as dilute solvents. More interestingly, a range of interconnected highly geometrical 
macropores were observed with the extent of porosity being tailorable by controlling time and 
pH in these systems (Figure 27c-e). It can be anticipated that the macropores in these MOFs 
would improve the diffusion and accessibility of bulky molecules to active sites in catalysis, as 
was shown to be the case of defective UiO-66 which showed improved catalytic performance 
in Lewis acid catalysed reactions.150 
 
Figure 27. a and b) Schematic representation of etching process for HKUST-1 using 
phosphoric acid, showing phosphoric acid diffuses into HKUST-1 to form a hierarchical 
porous structure (a) and the disassembly of a cluster and 4 linkers (b). c-e) SEM images of 
HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using DMSO and MeOH as dilute solvents at pH 2.8 (c) 
and pH 2.6 (d and e), showing interconnected geometrical macropores after etching. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 149.  
As an extension on the idea of size-selective acid etching, another post-synthetic process, 
termed “synergistic etching and surface functionalisation”, was reported by Hu et al.151 In this 
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study, weak bulky phenolic acids such as gallic acid and tannic acid were used to provide free 
protons that penetrated into the MOF crystals to form a hollow structure. Interestingly, these 
acids with large molecular sizes simultaneously blocked the exposed surface of ZIF-8, leading 
to the preservation of the parent crystalline framework of MOF in the outer shell. Yoo et al. 
reported that by etching IRMOF-3 with cyanuric chloride and tetraethylamine (TEA), protons 
released from the modification can create a mesoporous structure or even macro-scale defects 
if the etching process proceeds further.152 In this case, TEA was used as a proton scavenger to 
prevent the complete dissolution of IRMOF-3 in cyanuric chloride, thus preserving the MOF 
crystallinity. 
From the above examples, it can be seen that it is possible for the defective MOFs resulting 
from these approaches to possess well-defined crystal structures and preserve their external 
morphology after acid etching. Whilst water unstable MOFs were considered as limited 
candidates in some etching mechanisms, this could be solved by varying the dilute solvents 
employed. The nature of the interactions of various solvents with MOF frameworks therefore 
needs to be well understood to generate a method applicable to different MOF systems. Acid 
etching approaches for the preparation of hierarchical macroporosity in MOFs are a 
comparatively facile procedure compared to templating methods, as they can be carried out as 
a post-synthetic step on larger samples of MOFs. However, judicious choice of the etching 
agent and etching conditions is essential to obtain controllable macroporosity in MOFs without 
the loss of crystallinity or complete dissolution of the crystalline structure.  
 
2.2.3. Macroporous MOFs synthesised using compressed or supercritical carbon dioxide 
Compressed or supercritical carbon dioxide has been widely applied to a range of MOF 
processing steps including crystallisation,153–155 impregnation,156 dispersion,157 drying158 and 
activation159,160. Formation of highly porous materials will generally benefit the use of 
supercritical drying (typically supercritical carbon dioxide), with the low viscosity and high 
diffusivity of supercritical fluids being recognised as being especially vital for activation of 
large pores, to avoid pore collapse in MOFs during solvent removal.161 An alternative approach 
for generating microporous structures in MOFs, as opposed to depositing a MOF on a porous 
support which has then to be removed, is to directly form microporous MOFs into an aerogel, 
establishing free-standing monoliths with added macroporosity. The resulting MOF monolithic 
aerogels are more practically used as catalysts and catalyst supports themselves without 
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restrictions in mass transport and catalyst recovery as would be the case for normal 
nanocrystalline MOF powders. Drying with scCO2 has been illustrated as a key post treatment 
step for synthesis of macroporous MOF/aerogel composites (MOFAC) in the absence of a 
polymer template. In this synthesis, a prepared MOF may be added into an emulsion to form a 
stable network, before drying by scCO2 to obtain an aerogel. Recently, a strategy to synthesise 
HKUST-1 MOF-stabilised high internal phase emulsions (HIPE) at the oil-water interface was 
described by Zhang et al.162 After removing the liquids with supercritical CO2 (Figure 28a), the 
as-assembled MOF aerogel presented a macroporous structure with an outstanding volume 
expansion and low density of 0.015 g cm-3 (Figure 28e-g) compared to 0.350 g cm-3 in 
commercial HKUST-1163, the macropore size could be easily tuned by changing the initial oil 
volume fraction of the emulsion structures without the need for single-use sacrificial polymer 
templates (Figure 28b-d).  
 
Figure 28. a Diagram illustrating the MOF-stabilized HIPE and derivation of MOA from 
HIPE. b-d Photographs of the emulsions stabilised by Cu3(BTC)2 with the initial diethyl ether 
volume fractions of 0.57, 0.43 and 0.29, respectively, demonstrating ability to tune pore size 
in HIPEs. e-g The corresponding confocal laser scanning microscopy images of the above 
HIPEs (HIPE-1, HIPE-2 and HIPE-3, respectively). Scale bars, 20 μm. Reprinted with 
permission from Zhang et al.162. Copyright CC BY-NC-SA 4.0. 
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Similarily, Li et al. reported a two-step gelation of MOF nanoparicles, in which AlBTC and 
AlBDC gels with different metal-to-ligand ratios and concentrations were formed before 
exchanging the pore liquid with CO2(l) under subcritical extraction to produce aerogels (Al-
MOAs), resulting in meso-/macroporous aerogel scaffolds.164 It can be seen that this method 
heavily relies on the use of supercritical CO2 to avoid the collapse of porous networks, and 
hence requires specialised high-pressure equipment for solvent removal. These MOF aerogel 
composites can be produced as free-standing monolithic porous solids which can be easily 
formed into desired shapes for numerous applications.165,166 The formation of monolithic 
structures holds significant advantages over the powdered materials, including ease of 
handling, immobilisation of particulates and improved robustness and mechanical properties. 
In addition to its use for aerogel formation, compressed or supercritical carbon dioxide has 
been recently investigated as an unconventional solvent for direct MOF synthesis. By varying 
CO2 pressure in the reactor, particle sizes and porosity can be controlled, which is not possible 
using conventional solvothermal synthesis. These substantial benefits are reasons why using 
this alternative solvent in MOF synthesis can be preferred even though a high pressure is 
required. 
As an early demonstration of this synthetic strategy, Peng et al. described a CO2–ionic liquid 
interfacial templating route for the synthesis of hollow Zn-based MOF polyhedral.167 By 
varying the pressure of gaseous CO2 from 10 to 63 bar in a solution of N-ethyl 
perfluorooctylsulfonamide/N,N,N',N'-tetramethylguanidinium trifluoroacetate (N-
EtFOSA/TMGT), tetrahedron-like particles were formed as CO2 bubbles generated (Figure 
29a). It was also seen that at high pressure, the MOF tetrahedroids possessed a hollow structure 
with inner cores evidenced by SEM (Figure 29b), TEM (Figure 29c) and gas sorption. The 
formation of this structure was explained by the selective assembly of metal nodes and organic 
linkers at the bubble interfaces during the crystallisation. This MOF was then tested in the 
reaction of propylene oxide and CO2 to produce propylene carbonate, indicating an increase in 
conversion from 20.1% to 97.4% with the presence of the hollow structure.  
At the same time, Peng et al. also reported a method using CO2 to form an expanded solvent 
to synthesise HKUST-1 (Figure 30a-f).168 It is noticeable that large mesopores (up to 30 nm) 
with pore wall diameters of around 10 nm could be formed within this MOF by increasing 
pressure to 66 bar at 30 oC for 3 h (Figure 30g), resulting in improved performance in catalysed 
reactions with benzyl alcohol oxidation. The mesocellular formation of this MOF with large 
mesopores and thin mesopore walls168 in CO2-expanded liquids was explained by the assembly 
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of HKUST-1 nanosized framework building blocks in expanded liquid volumes at CO2 
pressure. Whilst the formation of larger mesopores was favoured by higher CO2 pressures, this 
study was limited to introducing CO2 at 66 bar and 30 
oC, and the maximum pore sizes 
witnessed were ~ 30 nm. It can be anticipated that these mesopores need to be further enlarged 
in some cases to obtain macropores which more significantly enhance the transportation of 
reactants, intermediates, and products in heterogeneous catalysis applications. 
 
Figure 29. a) Schematic illustration for the formation of hollow Zn–BTC tetrahedroids via a 
CO2–IL interfacial templating route. SEM (b) and TEM (c) images of the hollow tetrahedron-
like Zn–BTC microparticles. The N-EtFOSA concentration is 2.0 wt% based on IL and the 
CO2 pressure is 6.3 MPa. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 167. Copyright 2014 Journal 




Figure 30. a-f) SEM images of HKUST-1 synthesised in CO2-expanded DMF at 2.0 (a,b), 4.5 
(c,d) and 6.6 (e,f ) MPa. Scale bars, 150, 50, 500, 150, 500 and 150 nm for a–f, respectively. 
g) The mesopore size distribution curves for the Cu3(BTC)2 synthesised in CO2-expanded 
DMF at 2.0 MPa (blue curves), 4.5 MPa (red curves) and 6.6 MPa (green curves). 
Reprinted with permission from Peng et al.168. Copyright CC BY-NC-SA 4.0. 
 
Figure 31. a) Schematic illustration for the formation of the mesoporous Co-MOF in an IL/SC 
CO2/surfactant emulsion system. b) TEM images of the Co-MOF synthesised in an IL/SC 
CO2/surfactant emulsion system at 16 MPa and 80 °C for 48 h. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. 169. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. 
Utilisation of scCO2 in binary solvent systems comprising an ionic liquid (IL) was also reported 
for the synthesis of mesoporous zinc and cobalt MOFs (Figure 31a).169,170 In these studies, 
scCO2 not only established the pattern of the MOF nanospheres but also swelled the IL micelles 
to form long-range ordered mesopores which could be tuned easily by changing the CO2 
pressure. Remarkably, in the case of Co-MOF,169 a series of interconnected macropores could 
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also be seen with a worm-like morphology (Figure 31b). Note that these MOF syntheses were 
investigated at supercritical conditions of CO2 (160 bar, 80 
oC) and for extended reaction times 
(48 h) which differ from conditions chosen in Peng’s research introduced previously. The 
extreme reaction conditions in CO2 have also been employed in the synthesis of 1D, 2D and 
3D MOFs by reactive crystallisation in the absence of or using lower volumes of solvents.171–
173  
By tuning the conditions used in previous studies, Doan et al. demonstrated the synthesis of 
HKUST-1 using supercritical carbon dioxide as a pressure-tuneable antisolvent to induce MOF 
crystallisation from the resulting single phase expanded liquid (Figure 32a).174 Interestingly, 
this methodology allowed control over nucleation and growth kinetics, and also introduced a 
range of larger macropores into these typically microporous materials leading to so-called 
“hierarchical” porous materials (Figure 32b). The ability to control the expansion of the solvent 
by control of the density of CO2 permits access to new structures and material morphologies 
not accessible by traditional methods. SEM and TEM images of the materials showed that 
crystallites were of the order of ~100 nm to microns in size, with interconnected macropores 
ranging from ~50-200 nm in diameter (Figure 32c). A view-cell experiment (allowing direct 
observation of the reactants under high pressure scCO2) showed that HKUST-1 could be 
formed within a few minutes rather than the 18 hours required for the conventional synthesis.175 
In addition, due to the expansion in volume with CO2 pressure, the amount of solvent required 
was greatly reduced in comparison to the conventional synthesis.  
 
Figure 32. Schematic illustration for HKUST-1 crystallisation (a) and meso/macropore 
formation (b) in the CO2-expanded solvent. c SEM images (top) and TEM images (bottom) of 
HKUST-1 synthesised using scCO2 at 75 bar, 40 
oC for more than 24 h, showing introduction 




The latest research demonstrates that MOFs with macropores can be synthesised using 
supercritical CO2. These findings suggest an intelligent method to obtain this structure without 
using templates. It is anticipated that this process may be applicable to other MOF systems. 
Note that in the case of HKUST-1 metal-ligand coordination forces between Cu2+ and BTC3- 
in DMSO dominated the MOF aggregation process, resulting in a precursor solution.19 It was 
found that the nucleation was only triggered when the introduction of CO2 and a small amount 
of methanol served to disrupt the H-bonding in the stock solution. Due to critical conditions of 
CO2 applied in this method (Tc and Pc of CO2 are 31.1 
oC and 73.9 bar, respectively176), a high 
pressure reactor needed to be employed. Also, low temperature synthesis at 40 oC was found 
to be more favourable, which is not easy to achieve for most MOFs. Another challenge in this 
synthetic strategy is carrying out the experiment in in situ characterisation to understand the 
mechanism of the macropore formation during CO2 pressurisation.  
 
2.2.4. Macroporous MOFs synthesised via 3D printing 
The formation of macropores in MOFs by the acid etching and scCO2 methods detailed above 
have been shown to be beneficial for catalytic applications, but, with the exception of the MOF 
aerogels, most still result in MOF materials consisting of small crystallites, rather than 
controllable monolithic structures. As discussed in the preceding sections, a key barrier to the 
implementation of MOFs in industry is their lack of processability owing to their general 
insolubility and inherently powdered form. Whilst a variety of methods have been attempted 
to transform MOF powders into appropriate monolithic forms, such as pressing powders into 
pellets,177 melting them to form glasses,178–180 or forming MOF coatings on monolithic supports 
(such as those mentioned in Section 2.2.1),181 typically such techniques result in reduced MOF 
surface area. 
Over the past few decades, 3D printing, also known as additive manufacture or robocasting 
technology, has been developed and applied successfully to fabricate monoliths with controlled 
3D shapes by careful placement of material in space. Currently, printing methods are not 
limited to utilising inks comprised of plastics for art exhibitions, and may also employ inks 
comprised of ceramics, metals, graphene additives, and even stimuli responsive hydrogel 
composites182 for prototyping and industrial applications.183–185 Recently, there has been a 
growing number of research papers on developing tailored porous biomedical scaffolds,186 
membranes,187–189 carbons,190 zeolites,191–193 aminosilicate adsorbents194 and heterogeneous 
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catalytic systems195 by taking advantage of this technique.  
In comparison to other processing techniques for making microporous MOFs such as 
solvothermal and microemulsions, 3D printing promises multiple advantages such as high 
reproducibility of complex geometries, low cost, scalability, and efficiency. Furthermore, with 
regards to MOFs specifically, the printing of a MOF composite would represent major 
advantages over alternative methods of monolith formation, which generally involve the 
deposition of MOFs onto non-flexible substrates like metals and require complicated 
techniques for precise MOF positioning.196,197 Additionally, a further benefit is the formation 
of a printed monolith has potential to enable additional porosity to be implemented depending 
on the additives employed in the ink. Hence, 3D printed monoliths not only offer an 
implementable contact medium for MOFs, but also enable an increased pore size distribution 
to be attained compared to parent MOF powders. In addition, polymers with a variety of unique 
attributes, such as softness, thermal and chemical stability, and optoelectrical properties that 
can be integrated with MOFs to make hybrids with sophisticated architectures.198 With 
numerous potential applications, 3D-printed MOFs have been prepared successfully, though 
only recently, and therefore have been studied to a limited extent.  
The first report in which MOF based inks were developed and printed to give monoliths was 
described by Thakka et al, and employed MOF-74(Ni) and UTSA-16(Co).199 In this study, pre-
prepared MOF powders and bentonite clay (as a binder and rheological modifier) were 
dissolved in ethanol to obtain a homogeneous solution. This solution was then combined with 
a mixture of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and deionised water to form an extrudable paste, before 
loading into a 3D-printer to create a MOF-based object with desired shapes, as illustrated in 
Figure 33a. The obtained 3D-printed MOF monoliths (at 80 and 85 wt.% loadings) retained the 
physical properties and mechanical integrity of their powder counterparts, and also displayed 
crystallinity akin to their parent MOF crystal structures. While physical properties were 
retained, the surface area of the 3D-printed MOF composites was reduced by a maximum of 
38 % (from 1180 to 737 m2/g), owing to the inclusion of bentonite clay and PVA additives. 
The key challenge underlined by the work of Thakka et al. was the effect of ink rheology on 
the resulting printed structures, the cross-sectional areas of which are displayed in Figure 33. 
Differences in wall thicknesses and channel sizes were attributed to the viscosity of the 
prepared MOF pastes, with the less viscous UTSA-16(Co) paste resulting in the expansion of 
layers on deposition. Nevertheless, the printed MOF monoliths displayed CO2 capacities 
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similar to their MOF powder counterparts with stable performance and faster adsorption 
kinetics than that of the corresponding powder (by 15 mins).  
According to Semino and co-workers, the general method developed by Thakka et al. for the 
production of hierarchical MOF monoliths is likely governed by the polymer it is embedded 
in: firstly by the partial blocking of MOF pores by flexible polymers (giving smaller pore 
sizes), and secondly by the formation of voids within the polymer matrix itself.200 The influence 
of polymer characteristics on the fabrication of hierarchical MOF monoliths by 3D printing 
was in fact investigated by Evans et al. in 2018.200 In this study, high loadings of powdered 
ZIF-8 (up to 50 wt.%) were incorporated into a matrix of either polylactic acid (PLA) or 
thermoplastic polyurethane, representing rigid and flexible polymer matrices, respectively, to 
produce a filament feedstock for 3D printing. It was revealed that the rigidity of the PLA chains 
limited their re-organisation around ZIF-8 crystals during extrusion, resulting in various void 
sizes (micro-, meso-, and macro-voids) and hence giving a hierarchical MOF monolith with 
preserved MOF crystallinity. Unfortunately, employment of the flexible polymer matrix 
resulted in almost complete pore occlusion, as concluded from the low specific surface area of 
the monolith (68 m2 g-1 at 50% MOF loading).  
Recently, Young et al. highlighted a practical solution to the problem of pore occlusion in MOF 
composite monoliths by 3D-printing UiO-66 in combination with a mixture of flexible 
acrylates which exhibited low thermal stability (<100 oC).201 As expected, the printed UiO-66 
monoliths were non-porous (owing to blockage by flexible acrylate chains), however, on 
heating to 100 oC the polymer matrix degraded to recover porosity and reveal UiO-66 sites. 
Interestingly, although the treated composite displayed physisorption behaviour characteristic 
of microporous UiO-66, the presence of small mesopores were also identified. This work, 
carried out by Young et al., promises a method to embed MOFs within 3D printed monoliths 
and later expose crystals as required for production of structures with hierarchical porosity. 
Furthermore, UiO-66 was found to behave as a rheological modifier itself, avoiding the need 




Figure 33. a) Schematic of the 3D-printed MOF monolith preparation procedure. b) SEM 
images of 3D-printed MOF-74(Ni) (b1 and b2) and 3D-printed UTSA-16(Co) (b3 and b4), 
showing uniform distribution of MOF crystals and with large voids. c) PXRD patterns of 3D-
printed MOF-74(Ni) (c1) and 3D-printed UTSA-16(Co) (c2) with their powder counterparts, 
showing crystallinity retained for both MOF-74(Ni) and UTSA-16(Co) MOFs after they were 
extruded into the monolith form. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 199. Copyright 2017 
Applied Materials and Interfaces. 
Whilst the most commonly employed methods to prepare printable MOF inks combine 
synthesised MOFs and additives (such as binders and plasticisers) in ethanol, a novel one-pot 
room temperature approach using water as a solvent was carried out by Sultan et al.202 The 
printable ink was formulated by in situ growth of ZIF-8 and MIL-100(Fe) MOFs onto anionic 
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxylradical-mediated oxidised cellulose nanofibers (TOCNFs) 
prior to combination with a sodium alginate binder and calcium chloride crosslinker. 
Introducing MOFs into cellulose resulted in increased pore volume and surface area of the 
composite material compared to unmodified TOCNF. In contrast, the cellulose (with high 
aspect ratio, negative zeta potential and good mechanical performance) provided benefits to 
MOFs by offering high printability and versatility of the hybrid inks. The printed scaffolds 
(Figure 34a-d) possessed a large pore size (1 mm), useful for drug delivery applications, as the 
large pores would aid in infiltration of biological fluids into the support. In addition, the 3D-
printed composite was found to be stimuli-responsive (pH-dependent) regarding the release of 
curcumin and methylene blue, indicating that the printed MOF monoliths produced using a 




Figure 34. Photos of 3D printed scaffolds: 4CelloZIF8 (a) and 4CelloZIF8‐Cur (b). Insets 
are images representing the pores, with the scale bar representing 0.5 mm. SEM images of 
scaffold 4CelloZIF8 (c) and scaffold 4CelloZIF8‐Cur (d). Scale bar = 1 µm. PXRD patterns 
of CelloZIF8 hybrids using different ZIF‐8 (e) and different ZIF‐8 loadings while keeping 
Hmim:Zn to 35:1 and curcumin to 30 mg (f), showing that the crystallinity and the framework 
are maintained with different curcumin and Zn loadings. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
202. Copyright 2019 Advanced Functional Materials. 
Recent developments in the fabrication of 3D-printed MOFs have been successful in both 
providing a monolith suited for practical applications, as well as adding hierarchical porosity 
into MOF based materials. Although 3D printing of MOF monoliths has predominantly 
required high processing temperatures (up to 230 oC) or ultraviolet curing,203,204 the recent work 
described by Sultan and co-workers demonstrates the feasibility of room temperature synthesis. 
However, it should be noted that this technique may not be suited to a variety of MOFs which 
are unstable in air, since the layer-by-layer printing process may necessitate air-exposure for 
extended periods (15-120 h). For example, Kreider and co-workers205,206 observed the 
degradation of water-sensitive MOF-5 during blending of the printable ink with the MOF 
powder and attributed this to ambient humidity. Interestingly though, irrespective of the 
observed MOF degradation, the resulting monolith was capable of adsorbing more H2 than the 
pure polymer counterpart, demonstrating the viability for H2 storage using 3D printed MOFs 
even in humid conditions.  
Overall, the ability to tailor both the MOF and binding matrix could render extensive 
applications viable, from providing photonic platforms to biomedical testing and catalysis. 
Whilst the precise placement of materials in 3D printing renders more complex macroscale 
structures achievable, it should be noted that fine control on the micron - nanoscale could be 
challenging in terms of accurately controlling the size of macropores which form inherently 
during ink deposition. However, as 3D printing methods become more established, it is 
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anticipated that finer control over macropore sizes will be achievable. Finally, since significant 
research attention has taken steps towards employing MOFs in biomolecule encapsulation for 
controlled drug delivery and in biological applications, where macroporosity would be 
beneficial for facilitating mass transfer of biological fluids, it may be useful to consider the 
biodegradability of MOFs in low pH environments.207,208 To this end, future work could 




In this review, a range of current achievements and challenges of creating hierarchical pore 
structures with additional macropores have been discussed. Introduction of macroporosity has 
been demonstrated to lead to improvements in mass transfer and catalytic activity, and 
reductions in pressure drop over traditional powdered or nanocrystalline MOFs. Templating 
and gelation stand out as the most popular routes towards obtaining macroporous MOFs with 
numerous studies reported on these methods so far. Most macropores were formed within 
composite materials in which the interaction between MOFs and other substrates need to be 
carefully investigated. The stability of the MOFs used in these methods remains a major 
challenge. In some cases, macroporous MOFs have been shown to form stand-alone aerogel 
monoliths, however, carefully controlled drying techniques are required to remove the gel 
without collapsing pore networks. While defect formation and selective acid etching has 
resulted in some impressive macroporous MOF crystal structures, studies of macroporous 
MOFs formed via acid etching are limited, due to the instability of most MOFs under acidic 
conditions. However, the discovery that large geometrical pores within HKUST-1 could be 
achieved by acid etching indicates that with further investigation of the synthetic conditions 
and further understanding of the etching mechanisms, the approach to the formation of such 
macropores in MOF crystallites may be more widely applied. 
Use of supercritical or compressed CO2 is well-known in MOF synthesis and post-synthetic 
treatment, but the use of supercritical CO2 routes for formation of additional macropores was 
demonstrated through use of longer reaction times and higher pressures 3D printing, on the 
other hand, is a very new but promising technique which shows promise for generalised use in 
MOF preparation, allowing a very high MOFs loading to be incorporated into scaffolds (~85 
wt.%). The high reproducibility, fabrication of complex geometries and controlled pore 
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structures of these MOFs have potential to open up new applications for MOF materials in 
biomedical fields. The range of fabrication approaches presented here indicates the vast variety 
of different macroporous structures that can be achieved using functional MOF materials. 
Further development of this toolbox will surely give materials scientists greater flexibility in 
tailoring the porosity and structure of their MOF materials toward particular functions and 















CHAPTER THREE: DEFECTIVE HIERARCHICAL POROUS 
COPPER-BASED METAL-ORGANIC FRAMEWORKS 
SYNTHESISED VIA FACILE ACID ETCHING STRATEGY 
 
In this chapter, a post-synthetic acid etching strategy is presented to synthesise MOFs with 
macroporosity. Acid etching, as presented in Chapter 2, is a potentially simple and scalable 
approach to producing macroporosity, but as many MOFs are prone to hydrolysis including 
archetypical and high surface area materials such as MOF-5, HKUST-1 and SNU-80, 
limitations in the water stability of a large number of MOFs mean that the simplest acid etching 
approaches are often not suitable. In this chapter, a size-selective acid etching approach using 
phosphoric acid, DMSO and methanol is developed for MOFs that are unstable in water, using 
HKUST-1 as an example system. A systematic chemical and structural investigation using 
electron microscopy, gas sorption and X-ray diffraction analysis revealed that varying the time 
and pH of the etching process resulted in the formation of interconnected hexagonal 
macropores in this MOF while the bulk crystallinity was retained. This chapter appeared as a 
manuscript which has been published in Scientific Reports (DOI: 10.1038/s41598-019-47314-
1), with the author of this thesis as the first author. The author confirms that he carried out all 
synthesis experiments, PXRD, SEM, gas sorption experiments, data analysis and prepared the 
manuscript. Additional work was contributed by Jean-Charles Eloi (University of Bristol), who 
provided a training on using SEM and helped with the microtome experiment. Sean Davis 
(University of Bristol), Asel Sartbaeva (University of Bath) and Valeska P. Ting provided 





Introducing hierarchical pore structure to microporous materials such as metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs) can be beneficial for reactions where the rate of reaction is limited by low 
rates of diffusion or high pressure drop. This advantageous pore structure can be obtained by 
defect formation, mostly via post-synthetic acid etching, which has been studied extensively 
on water-stable MOFs. Here we show that a water-unstable HKUST-1 MOF can also be 
modified in a corresponding manner by using phosphoric acid as a size-selective etching agent 
and a mixture of dimethyl sulfoxide and methanol as a dilute solvent. Interestingly, we 
demonstrate that the etching process which is time- and acidity- dependent, can result in 
formation of defective HKUST-1 with extra interconnected hexagonal macropores without 
compromising on the bulk crystallinity. These findings suggest an intelligent scalable synthetic 
method for formation of hierarchical porosity in MOFs that are prone to hydrolysis, for 
improved molecular accessibility and diffusion for catalysis. 
 
3.1. Introduction 
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a new class of crystalline porous solids which can be 
self-assembled from an abundance of inorganic ions/clusters and a variety of organic 
linkers/ligands, thus possessing tailorable chemical and structural characteristics. According to 
the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD), more than 70,000 MOF structures have been 
designed and synthesised so far.3 This figure is far higher than the number of reported zeolites 
which is limited to 64 natural structures and about 240 synthesised structures.209 Due to the 
functional flexibility of their structures, MOFs possess exceptional properties such as apparent 
surface areas9 up to 7,000 m2 g-1 (compared to the maximum reported values of ~1,000 m2 g-1 
for zeolites and 3,500 m2 g-1 for activated carbons18,210) and the highest porosity (3.60 cm3 g-
1)211 yet achieved for any porous material.212 These unique properties lead to MOFs being 
trialled in various energy and environmentally relevant applications such as gas storage,10–12 
gas separation,83–86 catalysis,13,14 carbon dioxide capture87–89 and as semiconductors.90,91 Due 
to the enormous number of MOF entries dispersed throughout the literature and their potential 
for application, there is growing research effort focussed on the large-scale synthesis and 
practical application of novel MOF structures. Promising new approaches have focussed on 
novel synthetic methods such as supercritical fluid processing to reduce the environmental 
impacts associated with solvothermal synthesis37,174,213 or mechanochemical synthesis to scale 
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up the production of MOFs.214 Other recent research strategies have involved tailoring porosity 
of conventional MOF-based structures to form hierarchically-structured porous 
materials,82,174,215,216 to fabricate materials based on MOFs that can be tailored for use in 
numerous areas such as environmental remediation28, catalysis,,29 energy,219 health,220 or in 
electronic devices and chemical sensors.221 
Among these new synthetic approaches, the development of advanced hierarchical porous 
MOFs made of interconnected pores spanning different length scales ranging from micro-, to 
meso- and macroporosity (referring to pore diameters of <2 nm, 2-50 nm and >50 nm, 
respectively) has attracted considerable current interest. Introduction of larger meso- and 
macropores into traditionally microporous MOFs is desirable for facilitating diffusional 
processes, thereby increasing the rate of reaction for diffusion-limited or mass-transfer limited 
processes.76,215 Numerous methods to synthesise these types of hierarchical porous MOFs have 
been developed, including template-assisted routes (e.g. dual surfactant templating 
methods216,222 and CO2-ionic liquid interfacial templating routes
167), template-free routes (e.g. 
facile self-assembly processes223 and use of CO2-expanded solvents
168,174), spontaneous 
formation (via linker labilisation141 and metal-ligand fragmentation142,224,225) and post-
treatment (acid etching151,226 and emulsion templating162). 
While other methods require lengthy synthetic procedures to functionalise meso/macropores 
in hierarchical porous MOFs, acid etching stands out as the simplest method to create 
mesoporous defects and to engineer large voids via controlled acid etching. Recently, a process 
called size-selective acid diffusion was investigated and explained by Koo et al.147 By 
observing the etching process and the mesopore transformation of MIL-100(Fe), phosphoric 
acid with an appropriate size (d = 0.61 nm) was indicated to selectively diffuse into the 3D 
tetrahedral channel of MIL-100(Fe) through the hexagonal windows (d = 0.89 nm) rather than 
pentagonal windows (d = 0.49 nm) of the MOF. After gradual etching at 70 oC, the metal nodes 
and the benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid (BTC) linkers near this channel were disassembled, 
leading to the creation of large cages while maintaining the majority of the microporous cages, 
to preserve the crystallinity and external morphology. This is simply because the acid 
molecules are unable to diffuse through and provide the etching effect on the small 
microporous channels. With the smaller acids, for example HCl (d = 0.34 nm), MIL-100(Fe) 
collapsed after etching because the small cages were also attacked, in contrast to the size-
selective acid diffusion approach. A similar size-selective controlled etching process, termed 
“synergistic etching and surface functionalisation”, was reported by Hu et al.151 on a ZIF-8 
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MOF. In that research, weak bulky phenolic acids such as gallic acid and tannic acid were used 
to provide free protons that penetrating into the MOF crystals to form a hollow structure. 
Interestingly, these acids with large molecular size simultaneously blocked the exposed surface 
of ZIF-8, leading to the preservation of the parent crystalline framework of MOF in the outer 
shell. Typically, such use of acid etching to tune pore size in those processes is only applicable 
for highly water-stable MOFs. As the stability of MOFs is a recognised impediment to their 
industrial applicability and a large number of MOFs are not stable in water,227,228 the 
generalisation of this inventive acid etching method remains a significant challenge. 
Inspired by recent reports where phosphoric acid could be used to tailor porosity via selective 
acid etching, we report an innovative method to create hierarchical porous structure in water-
unstable MOFs which has not been examined so far. Here, we used the archetypical HKUST-
1 (Cu-BTC) MOF as a model. This study sought to investigate to what extent porosity may be 
tailorable by controlling the degree of acid etching in these systems. 
 
3.2. Materials and Methods 
All chemicals used in this study were purchased from commercial suppliers without further 
purification (see Appendix B Table S1). A commercial HKUST-1 (also known as Basolite C 
300, copper benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate or Cu-BTC and referred here as normal HKUST) was 
sourced from Sigma-Aldrich and was subjected to acid etching, as follows. To test the effect 
of pH on the etching process, 50 mL DMSO and 50 mL methanol were mixed and magnetically 
stirred at room temperature for 10 minutes to obtain a stock solution (SS) with pH = 6.4. 
Subsequently, different amounts of 90% phosphoric acid (0.2 mL, 0.6 mL and 1 mL) were 
added to 20 mL of the stock solution, with continuous stirring at room temperature for another 
10 minutes. The acidities of these solutions were recorded by a calibrated Jenway 3510 pH 
meter with an accuracy of ±0.003. More information of using a pH meter to measure acidity of 
solution can be found in Appendix B. The stock solution containing 1 mL phosphoric acid is 
subsequently referred to as SSH. To increase the pH, 20 mL of SS was acidified by addition of 
0.2 mL, 0.6 mL and 1 mL of SSH, with vigorous stirring before measuring pH (see Table 2). 
In the etching process, 20 mL of the prepared solution with different pH from 2.6 to 6.4 was 
added to 50 mL centrifuge tubes containing 200 mg of normal HKUST, and was agitated 
strongly before being placed in an oven at 40 oC for 72 h. To evaluate the effect of etching 
time, the same amount of normal HKUST was soaked in 20 mL SSH at 40 oC for 1 h, 3 h, 5 h, 
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24 h, 48 h, 72 h and 240 h. The details of the HKUST-1 acid etching process are summarised 
in Appendix B Figure S4. After etching, the solid was isolated by centrifugation (10,000 rpm 
for 10 minutes), washed with pure methanol, re-centrifuged and re-washed three times and 
dried at 60 oC overnight. The dried samples in the centrifuge tubes were weighed before and 
after etching to record the weight loss with respect to the starting dry weight. 
Table 2. Preparation of stock solutions (a mixture of phosphoric acid, DMSO and methanol) 












SS + 0.2 
mL 
H3PO4 
SS + 1 mL 
SSH 





pH 6.4 2.6 2.8 3.1 3.6 4.0 4.5 
 
The etched HKUST MOFs were characterised by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) on a 
BRUKER AXS D8-Advance instrument (Cu Kα radiation, λ = 1.5418 Å, in flat plate geometry) 
to check the crystallinity and phase, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) at 5 oC min-1 ramp rate 
in air to determine changes in the metal-linker ratios with etching, nitrogen sorption analysis 
at 77 K using a Micrometrics 3 Flex (degassing at 120 oC under dynamic high vacuum over 6 
hours using at least 100 mg of sample) to measure BET surface area and pore size distribution 
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a JSM-IT300 instrument with a secondary 
electron detector (coating the samples with 10 nm silver) to investigate crystal morphology and 
macroporosity. In addition, a representative HKUST single crystal etched in pH 2.6 for 72 h 
was embedded in an epoxy resin, cured at 60 °C for 12 h, and sectioned using an ultra-
microtome to image its internal structure. The microtomed block was coated with a thin layer 
of silver (10 nm) and imaged with SEM at 5 kV using a back-scattered electron detector to 
reveal the pore connectivity. HKUST samples were dissolved in 0.1 mL deuterium chloride 
(DCl, 99 atom% D) and 3 mL anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 (DMSO-d6, 99 atom% D) 
before being tested by 31P nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Further details of these 
experiments are provided in Appendix C1. 
 
3.3. Results and discussion 
Prior to etching, HKUST-1 was assessed for water stability at 40 oC to avoid unexpected 
degradation while controlling the degree of acid etching on HKUST-1. This was of importance 
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for obtaining a defective hierarchical porous HKUST-1 while retaining the MOF 
microstructure. To investigate the degradation of HKUST-1 in water, 50 mg of normal 
HKUST-1 was immersed in 50 mL of distilled water for different lengths of time (from 1 to 72 
h) at 40 oC without stirring. PXRD results of these samples show that HKUST-1 immersed in 
water for 1, 3 and 5 hours partially maintained its original crystallinity with the preservation of 
peaks at 7 and 12 degrees 2𝜃. However, after 24 h, this MOF started to noticeably change in 
structure with the absence of the peaks at 7 and 12 degrees 2𝜃 and an obvious split in the peak 
at 10 degrees 2𝜃 (Figure 35). Note that peaks at 14, 17 and 27 degrees 2𝜃 retained their 
positions in all samples, so the assumption of changes in unit cell parameter in the samples 
immersed in water for periods greater than 24 h can be disregarded. This result is consistent 
with what was shown in the literature229 where HKUST-1 was reported to be stable in relative 
humidity up to 90% at temperature up to 50 oC and for 6 hours. Disappearance of the 
characteristic diffraction peaks in PXRD results show that changing the concentration of the 
acid solution by using serial dilution in water (which was shown to be a very promising method 
for control of the degree of etching in MIL-100(Fe) from 2 to 12 hours in 40 mM of H3PO4
147) 
would not be applicable to HKUST-1. In fact, HKUST-1 samples etched in a mixture of 
phosphoric acid and water at different concentration and time showed poor crystallinity and 
very low surface area (below 34 m2 g-1), in comparison to normal HKUST-1 (more than 2,200 
m2 g-1) (Appendix B Figure S7, Table S3 and Table S2). 
 
Figure 35. PXRD results of HKUST-1 immersed in water from 1 to 72 hours. Key peaks that 
remained the same are highlighted in light blue. Key peaks that changed or disappeared are 
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It has been shown that HKUST-1 can be synthesised from a stable precursor solution formed 
by a mixture of trimesic acid, copper nitrate and DMSO19. Recently, we also reported a novel 
method to synthesise HKUST-1 using supercritical CO2 to dramatically reduce the amount of 
MeOH needed to trigger the HKUST-1 nucleation reaction inside the precursor solution174. 
These results suggested that HKUST-1 would be stable in a mixture of DMSO and MeOH, 
indicating that this could be used to vary the concentration of the acid solution and control the 
degree of etching in HKUST-1. Indeed, the overall crystallinity of HKUST-1 remained 
unchanged with up to 10 days etching and up to an acidity of pH 2.6, which is confirmed by 
the series of PXRD results shown in Figure 36a and b. Note that the decrease in the intensity 
of the peak at 5.8 degrees 2𝜃 is because of different amounts of moisture adsorbed in the 
samples during XRD preparation. This was demonstrated by comparing XRD patterns of two 
simulated HKUST MOFs in hydrated and dehydrated form. It can be seen that the peak at 5.8 
degrees 2𝜃 significantly decreased after removing all oxygen atoms of water molecules 
coordinated with copper in simulated dehydrated HKUST-1 structure (see Appendix B Figure 
S8). 
 
Figure 36. PXRD results of HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using DMSO and MeOH as 
dilute solvents at different concentrations (a) and times (b). PXRD spectra are offset in 
intensity, for clarity. 
To investigate the mass change after acid etching, the dry weights of the HKUST samples in 
centrifuge tubes were recorded before exposure to phosphoric acid and after washing with 
methanol 3 times to remove excess acid and drying the solid in an oven overnight at 60 oC. The 
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to test reproducibility and to estimate experimental errors which could be caused by sample 
loss during the decanting of the solvents, drying or weighing. The deviation in the measured 
dry weights shows that the error bars in the measured weights for this experiment are about 
±1.5 mg – equipvalent to ~6.2% (Table S5 in Appendix B), which was deemed reliable enough 
to initially investigate the etching process and compare between samples etched for different 
times and with different acid concentrations. Figure 37 shows that when etching at pH 2.6 for 
72 h, the dried sample lost 24 wt.%. The weight loss decreased when pH increased from 2.8 to 
6.4, meaning that the lower the phosphoric acid concentration, the less weight loss (and 
presumably the less etching) was seen in the sample. When the pH was fixed at 2.6 and the 
etching time was varied from 1 h to 240 h, a reverse trend was observed. The weight loss of 
samples etched for short periods (1, 3 and 5 h) was between 13 and 18 wt.%, and for longer 
periods of exposure to the acid (24, 48 and 72 h) the weight loss observed was between 22 and 
24 wt.%. The highest figure was seen in the sample etched for 240 h, reaching 42 wt.% loss 
after etching in acid. From these results, it can be predicted that the degree of etching depends 
on both concentration and time. 
 
Figure 37. Weight loss of HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using DMSO and MeOH as 
dilute solvents at different concentrations and times. The dotted lines are linear fits, intended 
as guides to the eye. 
Samples were examined by SEM to investigate the effects of etching on crystal morphology 
and surface structure. The untreated HKUST crystals were faceted and typically up to 40 
microns in diameter (Figure 38a). These features were retained on exposure to the pH 6.4 
DMSO/MeOH stock solution (Figure 38b). There was no discernible etching by the SS of the 
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exposed crystal faces (see insets Figure 38a and b). In contrast, for the samples etched in 
phosphoric acid for a constant etching time of 72 h using DMSO and MeOH as dilute solvents 
at different acidities ranging between 2.6 and 4.5 (Figure 38c-h), it can be seen that at less 
acidic conditions (pH at 3.6 and above) there was no appearance of macropores in these 
samples even though some features witnessed on the surface of HKUST 72h pH 3.6 show some 
minor etching effects which can be evidenced in the SEM images in Figure 38c and e.  
 
Figure 38. SEM images of HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using DMSO and MeOH as 
dilute solvents at different concentrations. 
At higher concentrations of phosphoric acid in DMSO and MeOH, interestingly, a number of 
large hexagonal pores with an approximate diameter size of 0.5 µm can be observed. The 
number of these newly-introduced holes seemed to increase while increasing the acid 
concentration. Surprisingly, the regular, well-ordered hexagonal shape of these holes in 
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HKUST-1 has not been reported even though this MOF is a favoured candidate for study of 
porosity tailoring and surface functionalisation. The sample etching only in DMSO and MeOH 
(pH = 6.4) in 72 h do not result in any noticeable changes on the surface (Figure 38b), indicating 
that phosphoric acid played a critical role in creating these hexagonal holes.  
To show the inner connectivity of these holes, the sample that was etched at acidity of pH 2.6 
over 72 h was carefully sectioned using a microtome and observed again under the SEM. 
Interestingly, the etching in phosphoric acid using DMSO and MeOH as dilute solvents not 
only generated hexagonal macropores while preserving the HKUST-1 microstructure and 
external crystal morphology but also prompted formation of a connected interior pore network 
between these holes (Figure 38i), which might be very useful to improve molecular diffusion 
in catalytic processes. Note that the possibility of mechanical cracking on cutting through the 
resin-embedded crystal can be disregarded because there was no clear evidence of this in the 
SEM (the HKUST-1 octahedron was still maintained). 
 
Figure 39. SEM images of HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using DMSO and MeOH as 
dilute solvents at different times. 
In order to examine the effect of etching time on creation of these macropores in HKUST-1, 
the acidity was maintained at 2.6 (1 mL H3PO4 in 10 mL DMSO and 10 mL MeOH) and the 
etching time was varied from 1 hour to 240 hours (Figure 39a-f). Small holes with some 
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triangle-shaped geometrical edge features appeared on the surface of the sample etching for 1 
hour (Figure 39a), which may suggest the direction of creating hexagonal pores observed 
previously in the sample etching in 72 hours (Figure 38h). It is also notable that the large 
hexagonal pores did not appear when using a shorter etching time (up to 5 hours; Figure 39a-
c) but appeared when increasing etching time to 24 hours and above (Figure 39d-f). These 
results are consistent with the non-linear time-dependent porosity generation with supercritical 
CO2 exposure time we reported previously.
174 The number of these hexagonal holes in the 
sample etched over 240 h (Figure 39f) is obviously higher than those in the samples etched 
over 24 h (Figure 39d), 48 h (Figure 39e) and 72 h (Figure 38h). It can also be seen that the 
crystal morphology of the original HKUST-1 samples was still preserved (compared with 
Figure 38a) with an octahedral shape and a crystal size of 15-20 µm. 
The surface areas and total pore volumes of each of the samples were examined by using N2 
sorption at 77 K. In the isotherm data shown in Figure 40, all etched samples possess the typical 
microporous isotherms with two steps clearly observed in the low relative pressure region (P/Po 
below than 10-3). This adsorption isotherm is to be expected in normal HKUST-1 which has 
larger primary pores (d = 0.83 nm) and smaller secondary pores (d = 0.51 nm). This result 
confirms that the micropore structure within the samples was maintained after etching, in 
contrast to the distinct loss of microporosity when etching HKUST-1 in phosphoric acid using 
water as the key solvent (see Appendix B Table S3 and Table S2).  
 
Figure 40. Nitrogen isotherms of HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using DMSO and 
MeOH as dilute solvents at different concentrations (a) and times (b). The full isotherms in 
logarithmic scale in the blown-up sections show 2-stepped adsorption in the samples, which 
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Figure 41. Gas sorption results of HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using DMSO and 
MeOH as dilute solvents at different concentrations (a) and times (b). The dotted lines are 
linear fits, intended as guides to the eye. 
 
Figure 42. Etching process for HKUST-1 using phosphoric acid. a) Phosphoric acid diffuses 
into HKUST-1 to form a hierarchical porous structure. b) The disassembly of a cluster and 4 
linkers. 
The disassembly of 1 copper cluster and 4 linkers (paddlewheels) was considered the main 
reason of defect formation in HKUST-1.142,225 This defect formation was confirmed by TGA, 
which indicated by proportionally lower weight loss over the region between 250 oC and 300 
oC for the etched acid- samples (see Figure S10 in Appendix B). 31P NMR additionally 
confirmed the defect formation did not result in coordination of PO4
3- in the MOF structure 
(Figure S5 in Appendix B). This cluster disassembly mechanism can be used to explain the 
formation of large hexagonal cages, which would be, in turn, more susceptible to selective acid 
etching in HKUST-1 using H3PO4 (Figure 42b). Removal of some secondary building units 
can also be used to explain the lower BET surface areas after HKUST-1 acid etching (Figure 
41). The longer the HKUST-1 was exposed to etching in H3PO4, a greater number of clusters 
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hexagonal voids being observed. Remarkably, the overall crystallinity was still preserved due 
to the maintained structural integrity formed by the majority of secondary building units in the 
small cages which were not easily accessible by the acid and therefore not affected by the 
selective acid etching.  
 
3.4. Conclusion 
In this study, an innovative approach to acid etching was systematically investigated on a MOF 
(HKUST-1) that is known not to be stable in water. It is demonstrated that the extent of etching 
on this MOF depends on both pH and etching time. Geometrical pores were observed on 
HKUST-1 MOF immersed in phosphoric acid, DMSO and methanol at pH less than 2.8 for 
more than 24 h. It is predicted that by using phosphoric acid with a size-selective diameter (d 
= 0.61 nm), the diffusion process occurs preferably in larger pores (d = 0.83 nm) rather than in 
smaller pores (d = 0.51 nm) of HKUST-1, resulting in the interconnected macropores appearing 
over longer etching times and higher acid concentrations while the overall crystallinity, 
morphology and microporosity of this MOF was still preserved. The tailorable hierarchical 
pore structure obtained by this method would be promising for the use of MOF catalysts, to 
speed up reactions of bulky molecules where the rate of reaction is limited by low diffusion 










CHAPTER FOUR: CONTROLLED FORMATION OF 
HIERARCHICAL METAL-ORGANIC FRAMEWORKS 
USING CO2 EXPANDED SOLVENT SYSTEMS 
 
Methods involving scCO2 synthesis of hierarchical MOFs are introduced in this chapter. 
HKUST-1 MOF, used as the model MOF for the post treatment via acid etching strategy, is 
used here also. The use of scCO2 allowed rapid synthesis of HKUST-1, as well as a reduction 
in the amounts of conventional solvents required for synthesis. Interestingly, this method could 
be used to control macroporosity in the resulting MOF. This chapter provides a detailed study 
of the effect of CO2 pressurisation on the synthesis, resulting in important differences in the 
structures of the resultant crystallites. The ability to form materials with hierarchical porosity 
influences their ability to perform useful functions in catalysis and gas storage, indicating that 
this low-solvent approach could be a facile route to introducing useful hierarchical porosity 
into these MOF systems. 
This chapter appeared as a paper published in ACS Sustainable Chemistry and Engineering 
(DOI: 10.1021/acssuschemeng.7b01429), with the author of this thesis as the first author. The 
author confirms that he carried out all synthetic experiments, PXRD, SEM, DLS, gas sorption 
experiments, data analysis and prepared the manuscript. Additional contributions were made 
by Yanan Fang (Nanyang Technological University), Bingqing Yao (Nanyang Technological 
University) and Dong Zhili (Nanyang Technological University) who helped with the TEM 
experiment. Timothy J. White (Nanyang Technological University), Asel Sartbaeva 
(University of Bath), Ulrich Hintermair (University of Bath) and Valeska P. Ting provided 





It is shown that a crystalline metal-organic framework (HKUST-1) can be rapidly synthesised 
from DMSO/MeOH solution with greatly reduced amounts of organic solvents using a 
supercritical CO2 (scCO2) solvent expansion technique. The precursor solution is stable for 
months under ambient conditions, and CO2-driven MOF crystallisation is achieved under mild 
conditions (40˚C, 40-100 bar) with excellent reproducibility. As the degree of liquid phase 
expansion drives MOF nucleation and growth, the crystallite size and overall yield can be tuned 
by adjusting the CO2 pressure. Furthermore, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and gas sorption analyses showed that 
in the presence of scCO2, HKUST-1 crystallites with a hierarchical pore structure are generated 
through a post-crystallisation etching process. These findings demonstrate that scCO2 is a time 
and material efficient route to MOF synthesis with a high level of control over the 
crystallisation process for accessing tailored material properties. 
 
4.1. Introduction 
Porous materials are attracting considerable attention for numerous applications because of 
their ability to interact with molecules, not only at their surfaces, but also within the internal 
cavities. An interesting class of materials which have a wide range of surface areas and porosity 
are the metal-organic frameworks (MOF), which are extended coordination polymers built 
from metal ions/metal clusters and organic linkers. These architectures are of interest due to 
their permanent porosity and flexible linking of metal-cluster nodes and organic ligands, 
leading to high porosity, chemical stability and thermal resistance.9,230 The metal-containing 
units in MOFs, also called secondary building units (SBUs), are rigid squares, tetrahedra or 
octahedra that self-assemble to form designed topologies, creating permanent porosity. The 
ability to systematically vary the size and nature of MOF tunnels and cavities makes them 
promising candidates for applications in gas separation and storage, and catalysis.12,86,87,231–235 
One of the most stable nanoporous MOFs is copper trimesate (CuBTC) 
{Cu3[(O2C)3C6H3]2(H2O)3}n also known as HKUST-1 or MOF-199. This material, first 
reported in 1999 by Chui et al.,5 has a cubic 3D framework where the most abundant pore size 
diameter is 11 Å. HKUST-1 can be synthesised by dissolving Cu(NO3)2 and trimesic acid 
(benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid, BTC) in DMF with a molar ratio Cu/BTC/DMF of 1 : 1 : 
90,236 whereupon nucleation proceeds rapidly after 30 min with the formation of a light-blue 
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solid. This is exceptional for solvothermal MOF synthesis, which normally require reaction 
times of several hours to days. Under basic conditions precipitation occurred during precursor 
solutions mixing, however, the solids formed were ill-defined, amorphous and showed neither 
the morphology nor the composition of the desired MOF.237,238 Subsequently, a refined method 
using DMSO instead of DMF or DEF without additional base prevented premature 
precipitation, resulting in a very stable HKUST-1 precursor solution even at concentrations as 
high as 0.5 mol L-1.19 Addition of a several fold excess of methanol then triggered MOF 
crystallisation within 10 minutes at room temperature, yielding HKUST-1 with 2 microns 
octahedral crystals of uniform size.239  
While appropriate on laboratory scale, the use of large amounts of organic solvents, many of 
which are volatile, harmful and flammable, is detrimental to the environment and expensive at 
large scale. Therefore, alternative methods for synthesizing porous MOFs have been 
investigated, mainly focused on non-conventional solvents including supercritical fluids 
(SCFs),240,241 ionic liquids242 and fluorinated solvents.170 More recently, “zero-solvent” 
approaches using solid-phase243 and gas-phase244 syntheses have been developed. Although 
requiring high pressure, SCFs reduce not only the quantities of solvents needed, but also the 
energy and time required for separation of the SCF from the porous product, because the 
traditional multiple exchange, filtration and drying steps are unnecessary.168 In addition, due to 
their low surface tension and capillary forces, removal of the SCF solvent minimizes pore 
collapse during purification, which can be significant for highly porous materials.21 This 
feature has long been exploited for the post-synthetic purification of aerogels21,245 and ultra-
high surface area MOFs,18 but somewhat surprisingly, SCF MOF synthesis and purification 
have rarely been combined so far. 
In a separate line of research, the development of tailor-made porous materials exhibiting so-
called hierarchical pore structures has attracted considerable current interest.246,247 These 
intriguing materials combine micro-, meso- and macro-porosity within one structure, which 
not only enhances the total surface area, but also facilitates diffusional processes within the 
solid, thereby improving catalytic activity.76 
Inspired by recent work, where HKUST-1 synthesised from Cu(OAc)2 with BTC and NEt3 in 
DMF diluted with liquid CO2 showed modified pore sizes,
168 this study sought to investigate 
how MOF crystallisation may be controlled by CO2-induced solvent expansion. Specifically, 
the influence of the mixed media on the product structure was examined. To assess the intrinsic 
porosity, the materials were subjected to post-synthetic continuous-flow scCO2 extraction. 
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4.2. Experimental methods 
All chemicals were sourced from commercial suppliers and used without further purification 
(Appendix C Table S6). The general synthesis procedure of HKUST-1 is summarised in Figure 
S12. Conventional HKUST-1 was prepared following Ameloot et al.19 with a 20-fold scale up. 
First, a stock solution was made by dissolving 24.52 g copper(II) nitrate hemipentahydrate 
(Cu(NO3)2×2.5H2O) (10.54 mmol) and 11.66 g benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid (trimesic 
acid/BTC) (5.54 mmol) in 100 mL DMSO. This deep blue solution was stable over at least 6 
weeks at ambient conditions (Appendix C Figure S13a and b). To induce HKUST-1 formation, 
10 mL of the stock solution was magnetically stirred at 200 rpm in a glass beaker, 100 mL 
methanol was added in one portion, and the sample heated to 40 oC for 1 hour with continuous 
stirring. The HKUST-1 crystallisation reaction is shown in Scheme 2. Product formation was 
evidenced by a pale turquoise precipitate being formed within 10 minutes. The product was 
isolated by centrifugation (3000 rpm for 20 minutes), washed with pure methanol and re-
centrifuged three times. The clear, colourless solvent was finally decanted and the product dried 
in air at room temperature to yield 436 mg of a deep blue microcrystalline powder (8.6 wt.% 
yield). 
 
Scheme 2. HKUST-1 crystallisation reaction. 
For experiments using CO2 instead of methanol, 40 mL of the stock solution were added to a 
glass vial containing 40 mL of methanol, which did not lead to colour change or precipitation. 
The vial was placed inside a stainless steel high-pressure vessel (V = 250 mL), stirred with a 
magnetic bar at 200 rpm, heated to 40 oC and pressurised with CO2 at a flowrate of 5 g min
-1. 
The vessel was then sealed and left stirring at 40 oC. Reaction times ranged from 1 to 72 hours 
and pressures between 40 and 90 bar (Appendix C Table S7). High pressure view-cell 
experiments were carried out in a 20 mL stainless steel vessel with opposing windows of single 
crystal sapphire using 1.5 mL of DMSO stock solution combined with 1.5 mL methanol under 
otherwise identical conditions. 
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All products were dried further by continuous-flow scCO2 extraction. A sample of 0.1-0.3 g 
solid was placed in 2 cm dialysis tubing (cellulose, 1000 MW cut-off), sealed with copper wire 
(Appendix C Figure S13d), and then placed into stainless steel high-pressure tubing (0.5 inch 
diameter, 10 cm length) with a 50 µm particulate filter at the outlet. The sample was subjected 
to continuous scCO2 extraction at 40 
oC and 120 bar (𝛿 = 0.69 g/mL) with 2 g CO2 min-1 over 
18 hours using a custom-built SCF continuous flow rig similar to that previously described.48 
The plug flow reactor was then depressurised at 10 bar min-1, the sample recovered and 
analysed immediately. After drying, the sample colour had changed from dark to light blue 
(Figure S13f and g), with a weight loss of 6-10%. 
To investigate the potential solubility and post-synthetic modification of crystalline HKUST-1 
in methanol and DMSO, 0.1 g of conventionally synthesised HKUST-1 was added to a mixture 
of 40 mL methanol and 40 mL DMSO, and stirred magnetically at 200 rpm and 40 oC for 48 
hours (Appendix C Figure S13c). 
The porous MOFs were characterised by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), gas sorption 
analysis, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), high-resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (HRTEM), and dynamic light scattering (DLS). Details of these experiments are 
provided in the Appendix C1. 
 
4.3. Results 
4.3.1. Using CO2 as anti-solvent for HKUST-1 synthesis 
As reported previously, HKUST-1 nucleation from DMSO can be promoted by either 
evaporating at 373 K over 24 hours or by adding methanol as an anti-solvent to prompt 
nucleation. The latter method requiring 50 times excess methanol239 is challenging in large 
scale batch-wise synthesis, thus we investigated the amount of anti-solvent required by 
systematically varying methanol addition (1:1, 2:1, 4:1, 6:1, 8:1 and 10:1 by volume) while 
monitoring HKUST-1 formation (Figure 43a). It was found that a 4-fold excess of methanol is 
the minimum to induce nucleation within 1 hour, with higher yields obtained with more MeOH. 
In common with the pure DMSO precursor solution, 1:1 mixtures of DMSO and MeOH failed 
to produce any solid even after 6 weeks at room temperature. Thus, the possibility of inducing 
HKUST-1 formation from neat DMSO and 1:1 DMSO/MeOH solutions by expansion with 
CO2 was investigated. Many liquid organic compounds (including DMSO and MeOH) form 
so-called type II solvent mixtures of high mutual solubility with compressed CO2 in the near-
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critical region (i.e. around pc, but above Tc), see section 1.3.2.
20 The dissolution of large 
amounts of CO2 leads to volumetric expansion of the solvent (up to 10 times the initial volume), 
and these expanded liquid phases (ELPs) show a range of interesting (tuneable) physico-
chemical properties.248 In case of DMSO, the decrease in polarity and disruption of the 
stabilizing hydrogen bonding interactions that prevent premature HKUST-1 formation249,250 in 
the absence of an anti-solvent were expected to be the trigger for CO2 induced MOF 
crystallisation. Note that the HKUST-1 precursor solution was stabilised by strong O-H∙∙∙O 
hydrogen bonds, forming a two-dimensional supramolecular network within each layer (see 
Figure S14). The donor groups are the hydroxyls of the trimesic acid molecules, while the 
acceptors are the carbonyl or the sulfoxide O atoms.249 
 
Figure 43. HKUST-1 formation driven by solvent expansion with CO2. a) Conventional 
HKUST-1 synthesis with different ratios of DMSO to methanol. b) Precursor solution as 1:1 
mixture of DMSO/MeOH after 72 hours at 40 oC in air (right) and after exposure to 75 bar 
CO2 (right). c) Observation of HKUST-1 synthesised with 65 bar CO2 in a view cell. d) 
PXRD diffraction peaks of HKUST-1 synthesised by conventional MeOH excess method 
compared to using CO2 induced solvent expansion. 
It was found that HKUST-1 formation could not be induced by expanding pure DMSO 
precursor solutions with 90 bar CO2 for 72 hours at 40
oC. However, pressurizing the equally 
stable 1:1 DMSO/MeOH mixture with CO2 at 40 
oC resulted in a blue precipitate in yields of 
4-9% (depending on conditions; see below) that did not re-dissolve upon depressurisation. 
PXRD showed the solid to be pure HKUST-1 (Figure 43d), and SEM revealed octahedral 
crystallites ~2 µm in size, similar to conventional synthesis using >10-fold excess of MeOH 
(Figure 46a). This confirms that MOFs can be synthesised by CO2 induced solvent expansion 
using greatly reduced amounts of organic solvent. As the solubility of CO2 in DMSO and 
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MeOH is very similar,23 leading to a comparable decreases in polarity when expanded with 
CO2,
251 it is concluded that H-bonding disruption must be the effective driving force for CO2-
induced HKUST-1 crystallisation from DMSO/MeOH mixtures. 
When the reaction was followed in a high-pressure view cell at 40 oC, a precipitate was 
observed within 2 minutes after introducing 65 bar of CO2 to the reactor, and a fully opaque 
mixture was obtained after 4 minutes (Figure 43c). Thus, CO2 driven HKUST-1 crystallisation 
from DMSO solution is faster than with excess MeOH, yet produces phase-pure crystalline 
material, distinct from the use of DMF and/or additional bases. 
 
4.3.2. Effect of CO2 pressure on HKUST-1 yields and particle sizes  
To investigate how the CO2 content in the expanded liquid phase affects HKUST-1 formation, 
the CO2 pressure applied was varied from 40-90 bar while temperature, reaction time and 
flowrate were held constant (40 oC, 24 h and 5 g min-1). Longer reaction times were chosen for 
these experiments to ensure that equilibrium was established. Figure 44c shows that up to 60 
bar CO2 the yield of HKUST-1 increased to levels obtained with an excess of organic anti-
solvent. At higher pressures the yields decreased again, an observation ascribed to a decrease 
in pH with increasing pressure, which progressively destabilizes the product. This is supported 
by the known sensitivity of HKUST-1 to acidic media246,247 and our observation of post-
synthetic etching effects described below. 
 
Figure 44. Effect of CO2 pressure on particle sizes and yields. a) SEM images of HKUST-1 
synthesised with different CO2 pressures at 40 
oC after 24 h. b) Particle size distribution of 
HKUST-1 synthesised with different CO2 pressures at 40 
oC after 1 h. c) Yields of HKUST-1 
formation synthesised with different CO2 pressures at 40 
oC after 24 h. 
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SEM showed that up to 70 bar CO2, the particle sizes obtained were comparable to the 
conventionally synthesised material, but at higher pressures smaller particles with ill-defined 
shapes formed, despite retaining their crystallinity (Figure 44a). Lowering the pressurisation 
rate from 5 g min-1 to 0.1 g min-1 for 75 bar CO2 gave similar yields and crystallite sizes 
(Appendix C Table S7), indicating that the amount of CO2 added is the dominant factor in the 
crystallisation process, rather than its rate of addition. 
To gain deeper insight into how CO2 pressure affects crystallite nucleation and growth, particle 
size distributions were analysed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) after one hour reaction time 
(Figure 44b). Under these conditions, applying 40 bar of CO2 produced insignificant amounts 
of HKUST-1. However, at 50 bar and above, the DLS results showed a direct relationship 
between pressure and average particle size, with dispersity increasing substantially at higher 
pressure. This behaviour suggests more rapid nucleation at higher pressures, likely due to the 
larger amounts of anti-solvent added. These results demonstrate that particle sizes and 
dispersity can easily be controlled over a wide range simply by varying the CO2 pressure 
applied (if the temperature is kept above Tc to avoid condensation). 
 
4.3.3. Effect of CO2 exposure on HKUST-1 porosity  
To confirm the production of porous HKUST-1 crystallites and assess the influence of CO2 on 
their mesostructure, nitrogen adsorption/desorption analysis at 77 K was performed following 
scCO2 extraction of the isolated materials. The samples synthesised by CO2-induced solvent 
expansion showed the typical microporous isotherms expected of HKUST-1, with total pore 
volumes >0.5 cm3 g-1 and BET surface areas >1000 m2 g-1 (Appendix C Figure S4). 
Interestingly, when comparing different reaction times under otherwise identical conditions, a 
small but consistent decrease in both surface areas and pore volumes the longer the samples 
had been left in the CO2 expanded DMSO/MeOH solvent mixture is seen (Table 3). Analysis 
of the N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms shows this to originate from a greater proportion of 
macropores which contribute less to surface area than micropores (Figure S16), which can also 
be seen in the SEM and TEM analyses. Figure 46b-f shows the change in morphology over 
time, with faceted macroporous crystallites and mesopores appearing in the samples left for 24 
h (Figure 46d and Appendix C Figure S17a). The number of mesopores increased with longer 
exposure to CO2; after 72 h the microstructure consisted of a finely divided network of macro- 
and mesopores (Figure 46f and Appendix C Figure S19a). For 24 h and 72 h, the nature of the 
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porosity was further confirmed by HRTEM (Figure 46j and k, Appendix C Figure S17b and 
Figure S19b). All samples produced PXRD patterns characteristic of HKUST-1 (Appendix C 
Figure S15), confirming the MOF framework was preserved. 
Table 3. BET surface areas and total pore volumes of HKUST-1 samples precipitated with 
different anti-solvents at varying reaction times (all at 40˚C, all scCO2 extracted prior to analysis). 
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Figure 45. The mesopore size distribution curves for HKUST-1 samples precipitated with 
different anti-solvents at varying reaction times (all at 40˚C, all scCO2 extracted prior to 
analysis). 
Analysis of the differential pores size distributions (Figure 45) revealed that all samples 
precipitated from base-free 1:1 DMSO/MeOH solution, either with a 10-fold excess of MeOH 
or with 70 bar CO2, showed the characteristically high, intrinsic microporosity of HKUST-1. 
Consistent with the SEM analyses, samples synthesised via CO2 expansion of the 
DMSO/MeOH precursor solution show added macroporosity. These results differ from Peng’s 
data168 that showed almost exclusive mesoporosity for HKUST-1 synthesised from DMF/NEt3 
precursor solutions which alone form non-porous, amorphous solids, but addition of liquid CO2 
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Figure 46. SEM and HRTEM images of HKUST-1 synthesised in different conditions. a) 
HKUST-1 synthesised by a conventional method. b-f) HKUST-1 synthesised with CO2 at 75 
bar over 1, 3, 24, 48 and 72 hours respectively. g) HKUST-1 ageing in methanol, DMSO and 
CO2 over 48 hours. h) HKUST-1 ageing in methanol and DMSO over 48 hours. i) HKUST-1 
synthesised with CO2 at 75 bar slow pressurisation. j) and k) HRTEM images of HKUST-1 
synthesised in 24 and 72 hours. l) HRTEM image of HKUST-1 ageing in methanol and 
DMSO over 48 hours. 
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To test for post-synthetic ageing effects in conventionally synthesised HKUST-1 material we 
left samples in 1:1 DMSO/MeOH for 48 h at 40 ˚C without added CO2. PXRD and SEM 
analyses showed that both the crystallinity (Appendix C Figure S15) and microstructure 
(Figure 46h) were preserved in this case, although there is some evidence of surface roughening 
by HRTEM (Figure 46l) and the BET surface area is slightly reduced (Table 3). Considering 
the much more pronounced effect of HKUST-1 ageing in the CO2 expanded DMSO/MeOH 
mixtures it can be concluded that, in line with the observation of lower yields at higher 
pressures discussed above (Figure 44), the additional acidity introduced by CO2 accelerates 
post-synthetic ageing that leads to increased levels of macroporosity in the MOF crystallites. 
This observation, which to the best of our knowledge has not been previously described for a 
MOF,* represents another experimental variable of the CO2 expansion method for MOF 
crystallisation that allows fine-tuning the properties of the resulting material. The possibility 
of adding larger pores and channels to a crystalline MOF without compromising its intrinsic 
highly microporous structure offers exciting prospects for applications in any process that may 
be limited by diffusional resistance to its internal surface. Importantly, crystallite size and 
porosity may be adjusted independently by the appropriate choice of CO2 pressure and reaction 




It has been demonstrated that crystalline, porous HKUST-1 can be synthesised using CO2-
induced solvent expansion as an alternative to adding copious amounts of organic solvents. 
HKUST-1 crystallisation is triggered by the application of CO2 to a stable 1:1 DMSO/MeOH 
precursor solution that does not form any precipitate in the absence of CO2. Rapid nucleation 
and HKUST-1 crystallisation occur under 50-90 bar CO2 at 40 ̊ C to achieve yields comparable 
to conventional anti-solvent methods. This low-solvent route to MOF synthesis may find wider 
use and lead to greener MOF production with reduced environmental impact. Significantly, the 
CO2 expansion technique allows tight control over crystallite size by adjustment of CO2 
pressure, and post-synthetic ageing accelerated by the presence of CO2 to create additional 
porosity. As this added meso- and macro-porosity is interconnected with the intrinsic 
 
*
 A similar change of morphology over time (in the absence of CO2) has very recently been observed for the Zn-
based zeolitic imidazolate framework ZIF-8.172  
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microporosity of the MOF, a truly hierarchical pore architecture was obtained that could prove 











CHAPTER FIVE: USING SUPERCRITICAL CO2 IN THE 
PREPARATION OF METAL-ORGANIC FRAMEWORKS: 
INVESTIGATING EFFECTS ON CRYSTALLISATION 
 
The scCO2 method, which was successfully utilised on HKUST-1 MOF, was extended to other 
MOF systems including MOF-74(Zn), UiO-66, Zn-BTC (in DMSO) and [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n 
to probe the generalisability of this mechanism for the introduction of additional porosity. In 
this chapter, it was proven that the effectiveness of scCO2 to create hierarchical porous 
structures depends on the MOF chemistry, in which the nature of solvents, ligands and metals 
in the precursor solution need to be considered. This chapter appeared as a draft which is about 
to be submitted to CrystEngComm. The author confirms that he carried out all MOF preparation 
experiments, PXRD, SEM, gas sorption experiments, data analysis and prepared the 
manuscript. Additional contributions were made by Valeska P. Ting, who provided feedback 





Supercritical CO2 (scCO2) has been used extensively in the removal of solvents from gels or 
polymers, to produce highly porous materials. They have shown some promise in the 
preparation of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) with a goal of achieving permanent 
additional meso- and macropores (forming so-called hierarchical structures) in these materials. 
Here, we have applied this process to a range of MOFs including MOF-74(Zn), Zn-BTC, UiO-
66 and [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n to explore the effect of scCO2 on different chemical systems. It 
was shown that scCO2 can have an effect on crystallinity, crystal size and morphology, 
however, there was no evidence of additional meso- or macroporosity in these MOFs. These 
findings provide new information on the effects of introducing scCO2 into the synthesis of a 
broad range of different MOFs, and provides information to direct further application of scCO2 
as an approach for morphological control. 
 
5.1. Introduction 
Supercritical fluids (SCFs) are fluids under conditions where both temperature and pressure 
are maintained beyond the critical point of the pure substance. In the SCF regime, chemical 
and physical properties undergo remarkable changes, allowing changes in solvent polarity, 
liquid-like densities, gas-like viscosities and compressibility, reduced surface tension and 
increased diffusivities. As a result, mass transfer behaviour in SCFs can be greatly enhanced, 
allowing the SCF to easily penetrate solid matrices and dissolve a wide range of compounds. 
Thus, SCFs have been widely used in industry, for example in food technology (e.g. for 
extraction of vitamin E from natural sources,252,253 decaffeination of coffee254 and removal of 
alcohol from wine and beer,255,256), as a “green” solvent in dry cleaning of textiles257. More 
recently, they have been applied in the synthesis and processing of porous materials21,36,37. 
Some substances commonly used in the form of SCFs include nitrous oxide, ethylene, 
propylene, propane, n-heptane, ethanol and ammonia but supercritical CO2 (scCO2) is the most 
common258 because of its low critical point (Tc and Pc of CO2 are 31.1 
oC and 73.9 bar, 
respectively176), and its non-toxic, non-flammable and inexpensive nature. Use of scCO2 has 
been extensively studied as a way to incorporate stable permanent porosity in materials during 
various processing steps including crystallisation,153–155 impregnation,156 dispersion,157 
drying158 and activation159,160. 
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The study of porous materials, which can be either ordered structures (including zeolites, metal-
organic frameworks (MOFs) and silicates), or disordered materials (including activated 
carbons, ceramics, metals and polymers), has been listed among the fastest growing research 
areas of recent years. In this field, MOFs, normally microporous or mesoporous crystallites 
constructed by the coordination of transition-metal nodes and organic linkers, have emerged as 
enabling materials for a wide variety of potential applications, showing promise for gas 
storage,10–12 gas separation,83–86 catalysis,13,14 carbon dioxide capture87–89 and as 
semiconductors90,91. Due to the high interest in these materials, various synthetic methods have 
been developed beyond the conventional solvothermal approaches which are a straightforward 
way to achieve highly crystalline materials but have the potential to use large amounts of 
organic solvents. In addition, there has been a recent trend towards creation of multiple 
porosities (so-called hierarchical pore structures) in these materials,92,259 leading to the 
development of a number of innovative synthetic strategies including macrostructural 
templating,112,114,116–118 gelation,127,128,132,260 acid etching,146–148,151 use of supercritical 
CO2
167,168,171–173 and three-dimensional (3D) printing199,201,202,261.  
Using supercritical carbon dioxide during the synthesis has been shown to be successful in 
introducing additional porosity to traditionally microporous or mesoporous MOFs.154,155,174 
Unlike other methods such as templating or gelation, using scCO2 can preclude the use of 
additional purification or activation steps to obtain hierarchical structures without pore 
collapse. It has been reported that introducing scCO2 into a system containing organic or ionic 
liquids to obtain a switchable solvent168 or binary solvent,169,170 resulted in additional 
mesoporosity in MOFs. Interestingly, it has been shown that particle sizes and porosity can be 
tuned by varying CO2 pressure during synthesis, or by using scCO2 to acid etch post 
synthetically which introduces a further method for producing hierarchical porous MOFs with 
improved diffusion rates in catalytic applications.  
However, the mechanism for the introduction of the larger pores in the MOF crystallites via 
scCO2 synthesis is not well understood. It was thought that the expanded liquid volume at CO2 
pressure resulted in the mesocellular formation of building blocks before the frameworks were 
assembled.168 However, by changing to hydrogen-bonded complexes (using DMSO instead of 
DMF to form a precursor solution in HKUST preparation), Doan et al. reported that the MOF 
was actually formed before additional macropores were driven by scCO2. The latter synthesis 
can be related to the etching mechanism which was further studied using different acidic 
agents.147–149 In addition, a method involving scCO2 has been reported which has the 
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advantages of triggering or enhancing the nucleation rate from a MOF stock solution,174 while 
simultaneously reducing the amount of co-solvent required to trigger the reaction. Here, we 
report the results of a range of investigations into the use of scCO2 in different MOF syntheses 
(see Figure 47), to provide insights which could improve the generality of such approaches. 
 
Figure 47. Schematic representation of synthetic methods for different MOFs. Precursor 
solutions where MOFs were formed without adding antisolvents are referred to as 
“precursor solutions type I” and precursor solutions where MOFs crystallised only if an 
antisolvent was added are referred to as “precursor solutions type II” 
 
In this study, the scCO2 synthetic method which was successfully employed in HKUST-1
168,174 
and Zn-BTC (in DMF)167 was further examined using a range of other MOF systems including 
MOF-74(Zn), UiO-66, Zn-BTC (in DMSO) and [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n. These MOFs were 
examined to see the effect of scCO2 on the creation of meso- and macropores. Zn-BTC was 
chosen as an example of a HKUST-1 MOF analogue that could not be typically synthesised 
using the mixture of DMSO and MeOH which was reported previously as a crucial factor to 
obtain additional macropores from expanded solvent systems,161 even though this MOF was 
shown to be a successful candidate for scCO2 templating.
167 [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n was selected 
as an example of a MOF which shares the same copper paddlewheel and similar ligands to the 
HKUST-1 MOF used in previous scCO2 synthetic studies,









































with two instead of three carboxylic acid groups. MOF-74(Zn) was also synthesised with 
scCO2 in the same manner as reported in the literature,
174 in order to investigate the behaviour 
of CO2 towards different solvent systems. UiO-66 was chosen as an example of a well-known 
MOF that is not easily synthesised at 40 °C, to see if the crystallisation could be triggered in 
the presence of scCO2. In the syntheses of MOF-74(Zn), UiO-66, Zn-BTC and [Cu24(OH-
mBDC)24]n, scCO2 was introduced to precursor solutions where either MOFs were formed 
without adding antisolvents (hereafter referred to as “precursor solution type I”) or MOFs 
crystallised only if an antisolvent was added (hereafter referred to as “precursor solution type 
II”). Introducing scCO2 to these different solutions was carried out to help to understand the 
role of this supercritical fluid in MOF formation. 
As will be seen, employing scCO2 in these systems had a variety of effects on the crystallisation 
of these MOFs. The results of this study can be used to build up an understanding of the 
behaviour of scCO2 in different solvents on MOF crystallisation. 
 
5.2. Materials and Methods 
All reagents were purchased from commercial sources and used without further purification. 
Due to constraints on CO2 pressure, MOF synthesis at low temperature was preferred. In this 
study, 40 oC was chosen as the synthesis temperature for MOF-74(Zn), UiO-66 (see Appendix 
D2.4), Zn-BTC and [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n. The conventional syntheses of these materials were 
also reported to allow comparison with the scCO2 method. 
5.2.1. Synthesis of MOFs by conventional methods 
Synthesis of MOF-74(Zn)  
MOF-74(Zn) (i.e Zn2(DOBDC), where DOBDC is 2,5-dioxido-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate) was 
synthesised at low temperature following the method reported by Yaghi et al.262 Typically, 
0.24 g 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid (H4DOBDC, 2.4 mmol) and 0.69 g Zn(OAc)2·2H2O 
(6.24 mmol) were dissolved in 40 mL of DMF in a 200 mL glass vial, stirring magnetically for 
30 mins until a clear solution formed. This vial was sealed with parafilm before being placed 
in an oven for crystallisation at 40 oC for 24 h. The product was separated by filtration and 
repeatedly washed with methanol, before drying at room temperature to obtain 0.69 g MOF-
74 solid (giving a yield of 34.0% based on Zn). The reaction scheme for formation of this MOF 




Scheme 3. Synthesis of MOF-74(Zn) 
Synthesis of [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n 
The synthesis of [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n was informed by the procedure reported for synthesis 
of copper-based cuboctahedron metal-organic polyhedra by Lee et al.263. The synthesis of this 
MOF is illustrated in Scheme 2. Typically, 40 mL of 1.46 g OH-mBDC MeOH was mixed with 
120 mL of 1.60 g Cu(OAc)2.H2O MeOH (MeOH was used as a solvent in this system) to form 
a stock solution. No precipitation occurred after 10 days. After that, 12.5 mL N,N’-
dimethylacetamide and 7.5 mL of MeOH were added to 80 mL of the stock solution, stirring 
at 200 rpm at 40 oC for 3 days. The blue solid was separated by filtration, repeatedly washed 
with methanol, yielding 1.9 g of solid after drying at room temperature. 
 
Scheme 4. Synthesis of [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n (copper clusters represented as blue 
polyhedra, C-C bonds are represented as dark grey sticks, C-O bonds are represented as 
orange sticks; all hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity) 
 
5.2.2. Synthesis of MOFs using supercritical CO2 (scCO2) 
In the scCO2 routes, MOF precursor solutions (a mixture of metal salt and acid linker dissolved 
in a solvent) were produced with the same concentrations as the conventional methods above 
and were placed in a 200 mL glass vial, then sealed inside a 250 mL cylindrical steel reactor 
pressure vessel, magnetically stirrer at 200 rpm and heated to 40 °C in an oven. The vessel was 
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connected to a scCO2 rig equipped with a flow controllable liquid pump. The vessel was 
pressurised to 75 bar at a flowrate of 5 g min-1, keeping the reaction time the same as for the 
normal synthesis, i.e. without scCO2. After reaction, the reactor was depressurised slowly to 
atmospheric pressure. The resulting solution was centrifuged (10,000 rpm for 10 minutes), 
washed with methanol 3 times, and dried in air at room temperature to obtain a solid product. 
 
5.3. Results and Discussion 
This study focuses on some well-known MOFs, namely: MOF-74(Zn), UiO-66, Zn-BTC and 
[Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n (see Table 4). Synthetic procedures of the well-known MOFs mentioned 
above with and without scCO2 are given in either the Materials and Methods (section 5.2) or 
in the Appendix D (section D2). In the conventional method in the absence of scCO2, MOF-
74(Zn) was synthesised using DMF and taken to the crystallisation step without the use of 
antisolvents. Using scCO2 in these MOF syntheses was expected to form the same meso- and 
macroporous structures as seen in HKUST-1 and Zn-BTC reported by Peng et al167,168. 
[Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n with similar structural composition to HKUST-1 was synthesised in 
MeOH in which a precursor solution of OH-mBDC and Cu(OAc)2 was formed. Results of these 
syntheses are further discussed below. 
Table 4. Summary of MOFs synthesised by conventional methods 









In DMF, MOF was formed 









In MeOH, MOF was not 












In DMF, MOF was formed 
without adding antisolvents. 
In DMSO, MOF was not 











In DMF, MOF was not formed 




The use of DMSO in BTC to form hydrogen-bonded complexes as reported in the HKUST-1 
synthesis174 was extended to the Zn-BTC. However, this method did not seem to be successful 
for this MOF, with no precipitation occurring from the stock solution after adding up to ten 
times the volume of MeOH and introducing scCO2 into the system after 3 days. This might be 
due to the metal-ligand coordination forces between Zn and BTC not being able to overcome 
the H-bonding, even in the presence of CO2-expanded MeOH as an antisolvent at 40 
oC. In the 
synthesis of UiO-66, 40 oC was chosen as the technical preferable temperature for the scCO2 
method. However, the MOF synthesised at this temperature shows poor crystallinity with 
broader PXRD peaks than conventional UiO-66. Syntheses of Zn-BTC (in DMSO) and UiO-
66 are described and further discussed in Appendix D. 
 
5.3.1. Using scCO2 in precursor solution type I 
In MOF-74(Zn) synthesis 
MOF-74(Zn) was synthesised via the methods given in the Materials and Methods section, 
enabling comparison of the MOFs synthesised without CO2 (here called “normal MOF-
74(Zn)”) to the MOF synthesised with scCO2 (here called “MOF-74(Zn) in scCO2”). As seen 
in Figure 48, normal MOF-74(Zn) samples show a similar powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) 
pattern to simulated MOF-74(Zn) with all the main peaks at 7, 12, 22, 25 and 32 degrees 2 
preserved, confirming that this MOF can be successfully synthesised at low temperature (40 
oC) in addition to the higher temperatures of 110 oC or 100 oC as reported by others264,265. The 
PXRD pattern of MOF-74(Zn) in scCO2 is almost identical to the normal MOF-74(Zn) sample 
(see Figure 48), showing that the scCO2 did not overly affect the MOF crystal structure during 
the synthesis. Yields in both syntheses are also comparable (0.70 g in normal and 0.73 g in 
scCO2). SEM analysis of these samples revealed that the typical morphology of normal MOF-
74(Zn) is octahedral with smooth crystal faces, while MOF-74(Zn) in scCO2 shows a similar 
morphology but with very rough faces (Figure 49), which might be due to an acidic etching 
effect of the CO2 at 75 bar and 40 
oC for 72 h. Etching processes of MOFs in different solvents 
such as cyanuric chloride, tetraethylamine (TEA), hydroquinone, H3BO3, NaCl, and 
tetramethylethylene diamine (TMEDA) have been investigated recently, which resulted in 





Figure 48. PXRD results of normal MOF-74(Zn) and MOF-74(Zn) in scCO2 
 
Figure 49. SEM results of normal MOF-74(Zn) and MOF-74(Zn) in scCO2. The main peaks 
which are preserved (compared to simulated MOF-74(Zn)7) are marked by light blue, 
confirming that this MOF can be successfully synthesised at 40 oC 
Gas sorption experiments were carried out on these samples to investigate the etching effect on 
the micro/mesoporosity. The surface area observed in the normal MOF-74(Zn) in this study 
(BET surface area of normal MOF-74(Zn) is 201 m2 g–1, see Figure 50a) was lower than those 
reported in the literature, and the type III isotherm indicated a lower level of microporosity.266 
This may be due to incomplete solvent removal as solvent removal was achieved through 
scCO2 depressurisation rather than the lengthy high temperature activation used in previous 
studies.266 However, it should be noted that the scCO2 route also provides additional features 
on the surface of the sample (presumably due to an etching effect), which had the effect of 
increasing the BET surface area of this MOF compared to the normal MOF-74(Zn) synthesised 
at low temperature (BET surface area of MOF-74(Zn) in scCO2 is 352 m
2 g-1, see Figure 50a). 
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The pore size distributions obtained from gas sorption isotherms using the BJH method, 
however, do not show any significant differences between these two samples, meaning that 
there were no additional meso- and macropores formed in MOF-74(Zn) through exposure to 
scCO2, indicating that addition of scCO2 during this MOF synthesis did not help to enlarge the 
pores as was the case for HKUST-1.168,174 This might due to the differences in chemistry of 
these MOFs. In HKUST-1, a precursor solution was formed by the domination of H-bonding 
formed by the BTC3- linker and DMSO. The aggregation and self-assembly process for 
formation of this MOF was only triggered when CO2-expanded MeOH was introduced.  
 
Figure 50. Gas sorption results of normal MOF-74(Zn) and MOF-74(Zn) in scCO2. a) N2 
isotherm at 77 K and BET surface area shows that MOF-74(Zn) in scCO2 has improved gas 
uptake capacity compared to normal MOF-74(Zn). Filled markers are adsorbed N2 and 
unfilled markers are desorbed N2. b) Pore size distribution by BJH method shows no 
additional mesopores in the MOF-74(Zn) synthesised using scCO2  
 
5.3.2. Using scCO2 in precursor solution type II 
In [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n synthesis 
The composition of [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n is very similar to HKUST-1, containing the same 
Cu2(COO)4 paddlewheel as a metal node but using an OH-mBDC organic linker with two 
instead of three carboxylic acid groups as in benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid. In addition, 
it was shown that the metal nodes and linkers in this MOF remained unreacted in MeOH for 
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Stable precursors of this sort are promising for investigation of the effect of scCO2 on this MOF 
because the aggregation can happen at the same time that the solvent is expanded. Indeed, in 
comparing the two [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n samples synthesised from the same starting materials 
and at the same temperature but with and without scCO2 pressure (i.e. at 0 and 75 bar), some 
distortion occurred in the sample treated with scCO2, as evidenced by differences in the 
intensities and shapes of the PXRD peaks at 7, 14 and 18 degree 2𝜃 (see Figure 51a). In the 
SEM images of these two samples (Figure 51b), it can be seen that they have identical 
morphologies with crystal facets similar to the HKUST-1 octahedron.  
 
Figure 51. a) PXRD results of normal [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n and [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n in 
scCO2. Peaks which are retained are marked by light blue, while peaks which are changed 
are marked by light purple. b) SEM results of normal [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n and [Cu24(OH-
mBDC)24]n in scCO2, showing that these samples have identical morphology but increased 
crystal size and do not appear to have additional meso- and macropores. 
The crystallite size of the samples produced in scCO2 is remarkably larger than the normal 
sample (~2 µm compared to ~1 µm), indicating the scCO2 affected the growth rates of this 
MOF. Significantly, there was no evidence of additional meso- and macropores appearing in 
these samples, even though scCO2 was shown to successfully introduce a large number of 
macropores in HKUST-1168,174. This might be due to the difference between MeOH (in 
[Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n synthesis) and DMSO (used in the HKUST-1 synthesis
6) interacting 
with the starting materials during the formation of precursor solutions. The CO2-expanded 
MeOH used in HKUST-1 synthesis had the effect of disrupting the H-bonding between DMSO 
and the BTC3- linker, while in the [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n synthesis, the scCO2 could have 
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simply interrupted the reaction between Cu(II) and OH-mBDC when N,N’-dimethylacetamide 
was introduced. Dissolving 1.6 g Cu(OAc)2.H2O and 1.5 g OH-mBDC in 100 mL DMSO 
resulted in precipitation after 2 hours (see Appendix D Figure S21), showing that the precursor 
solution in this MOF was formed by a different chemical route to that of HKUST-1. 
The results of the syntheses of MOF-74(Zn), UiO-66, Zn-BTC (in DMSO) and [Cu24(OH-
mBDC)24]n are summarised in Table 5. 
Table 5. A summary of the results from both precursor solutions type I and II in the synthesis 
of MOFs in the presence of scCO2 
Precursor MOFs Solvents Temperature Formation in scCO2 
Type I MOF-74(Zn) DMF 40 oC Product formed. Crystallinity 
and morphology preserved. 
Surface texture changed. Surface 
area increased. 
UiO-66 DMF 40 oC Same as without scCO2 at 40 
oC 




MeOH 40 oC Product formed. Crystallinity 
slightly changed. Morphology 




DMSO 40 oC Product not formed. 
 
5.4. Conclusions 
In this study, scCO2 was introduced in different precursor complexes to synthesise various 
MOF systems. There was substantial evidence that scCO2 had an effect on surface texturing 
and crystal growth in these MOF syntheses. MOF-74(Zn) was formed in scCO2 and precursor 
solution type I, showing some changes in surface texture and surface area. [Cu24(OH-
mBDC)24]n with increased crystal size was also formed in scCO2 and precursor solution type 
II, indicating the growth rates of this MOF increased in the CO2-expanded solvent system. 
However, there was no evidence showing that additional porosity appeared in these MOFs in 
scCO2. Zn-BTC (in DMSO) and UiO-66 were formed but contained smaller crystallites in the 
scCO2 case. While scCO2 indeed showed some positive effects on synthesis of Zn-BTC and 
HKUST-1 in introducing additional porosity, the mechanism of these effects needs to be further 










CHAPTER SIX: NOVEL HIERARCHICAL COPPER-BASED 
METAL-ORGANIC FRAMEWORKS FOR IMPROVED 
CATALYTIC PERFORMANCE 
 
To qualify the benefits of hierarchical porous structures in improving molecular accessibility 
and diffusion in catalytic applications, HKUST-1 MOF with the microporous structures 
reported in Chapter 3 (as a result of acid etching) and Chapter 4 (from the scCO2 synthesis) 
were employed as catalysts in both liquid and gas phase reactions. Due to more accessible 
macropore structures, hierarchical porous HKUST-1 are kinetically superior catalysts than 
normal HKUST-1 in both cases. This chapter appeared as a paper submitted as a preprint in 
ChemRxiv (DOI: 10.26434/chemrxiv.9699863.v1), with the author of this thesis as the first 
author. The author confirms that he carried out all synthetic experiments, PXRD, SEM, gas 
sorption experiments, the CO oxidation testing, data analysis and prepared the manuscript. 
Additional contributions were made by Samuel Pattisson (Cardiff University) who helped in 
carrying out the methanolysis experiment and Ken Chiang (RMIT) who helped in carrying out 
the CO oxidation experiment. Srinivasan Madapusi (RMIT), Stuart Taylor (Cardiff University) 




Introducing additional meso- or macroporosity into traditionally microporous metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs) is a very promising way to improve the catalytic performance of these 
materials, mostly due to the resultant reductions of diffusional barriers during liquid-phase or 
gas-phase reactions. Here we show that HKUST-1 can be successfully synthesised either via 
post treatment (etching prepared HKUST-1 sample in phosphoric acid, here called HKUST 
AE) or in situ crystallisation (exposure the MOF precursor solution to supercritical CO2, here 
called HKUST CO2) to produce hierarchical porous structures that are highly beneficial for 
catalysis. These hierarchical MOFs were characterised by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and gas sorption to confirm the preservation of the 
microscopic structure and the appearance of macropores in the crystallites. More importantly, 
the advantages of introducing these hierarchical porous structures into this MOF for improving 
the diffusion accessibility of reagents to the catalytic site in the sample in liquid- and gas-phase 
reactions were quantified for the first time. It was found that the hierarchical pore structure 
helped to increase the reaction conversion of styrene oxide methanolysis (by ~65% using either 
HKUST AE and HKUST CO2, at 40 
oC in 25 min) and CO oxidation (by 55% using HKUST 
CO2 at 260 




Over the past decade, significant efforts have been made to produce hierarchical porous 
materials which contain multiple porosities with a well-chosen selection of micropores 
(diameter < 2 nm), mesopores (diameter between 2 and 50 nm) and macropores (diameter > 50 
nm, according to the IUPAC classification79). These hierarchical pore structures offer an 
effective strategy for minimising diffusional barriers, thus potentially enhancing mass transport 
during catalytic reactions of bulky molecules. In some cases, the incorporated meso- and 
macropores can be usefully employed to improve accessibility of reagents into active sites 
dispersed in the micropores, hence improving the kinetics of such reactions. The approach of 
using hierarchical pore structures in catalytic applications has been well-developed in 




Potentially becoming the newest candidate in the aforementioned list, hierarchically porous 
metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), which are typically microporous materials comprised of 
organic struts and metal joints, can also be used as catalysts. The challenges associated with 
MOFs for scaled catalytic applications is that these materials are generally limited in their 
stability at high temperatures (typically decomposing at temperatures above 300 oC) or at high 
relative humidity. Despite their limitations, MOFs show many advantageous properties, such 
as exceptionally high surface areas (up to 7,000 m2 g-1)18, large internal porosity (up to 3.60 
cm3 g-1)211 and functional structure flexibility over other porous materials. These advantages 
have prompted a large number of studies concerning the use of MOF-based materials in 
catalysis, such as in the upgrading of biofuels using Pd/NPC-ZIF-8,273 Knoevenagel 
condensation-hydrogenation on Pd/Cz-MOF-253-800,274 CO oxidation on CuO/CeO2-UiO-
66,275 Fischer-Tropsch on Fe-BTC,276 photodegradation on Fe3O4@HKUST-1
277 and hydrogen 
production using Fe-MIL-101278. This has led to a growing interest in the modification of MOF 
structures to enhance catalysis, with such approaches as formation of defective MOFs,141,146,279–
281 surface synergistically etched MOFs,151 hollow structured MOFs147,167,282 and core-shell 
structured MOFs,283 producing some promising results. For example, Wang et al. used a 
HKUST-1@TiO2 core-shell structure with photogenerated holes to effectively accumulate 
electrons on the surface of TiO2, hence improving the photocatalytic isopropanol oxidation 
performance.284 Peng et al. described the synthesis of a hollow Zn-BTC polyhedron via a CO2–
ionic liquid interfacial templating route167 for enhancing the mass flow in the reaction of 
propylene oxide catalysed by Zn-BTC using n-Bu4NBr as a promoter. The same author also 
tested the use of mesoporous HKUST-1 synthesised using supercritical CO2 in benzyl alcohol 
oxidation.168 The mesoporous MOF was shown to improve the diffusion of substrates and 
products, thus allowing the reaction to proceed more efficiently than when using HKUST-1 
synthesised using solvothermal methods. Vermoortele et al. demonstrated a defective UiO-66 
with a large number of open sites which was shown to enhance the catalytic performance of 
the parent MOF in Lewis acid catalysed reactions.150 Recently, Liu et al. reported a method for 
synthesising HKUST-1 with controllable particle size using citric acid as a modulator and 
dimethylacetamide as a cosolvent.285 By tuning synthetic conditions such as the amount of acid 
and reaction time, a range of large pores with diameters between 30 and 100 nm could be 
formed, while the intrinsic microporous HKUST-1 structure was maintained. The resultant 
hierarchical porous sample was loaded with phosphomolybdic acid hydrate (HPMo) as a 
catalytic guest species and tested for the methanolysis of styrene oxide, showing an enhanced 
catalytic performance (99.6% in reaction conversion using hierarchical HKUST-1 at 40 oC in 
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20 min compared to ~50% using normal HKUST-1). Advantages of the facile mass transport 
originating from its hierarchical porous nature in this reaction were also confirmed in 
hierarchical porous UiO-66146 and FeBTC286. These results are evidence that MOFs with 
hierarchically porous structures are very promising when employed in catalysis. 
Looking back to typical microporous MOFs, among the thousands of candidates that have been 
reported so far, HKUST-1, which is formed from an assembly of copper nodes and 1,3,5-
benzenetricarboxylic acid (trimesic acid) linkers, is one of the most commonly reported MOFs 
for use in catalysis. This is because this MOF possesses Lewis acid sites (provided by 
coordinatively unsaturated copper287) and can further encapsulate Brønsted acidic guest 
molecules (e.g., polyoxometalates, POMs)288. Also, in comparison to platinum-group metals, 
copper is classified as a cheap and relatively abundant metal but still effective for a range of 
catalytic reactions. Besides the methanolysis of styrene oxide, which has been mentioned 
previously, the catalytic performance of HKUST-1 was also demonstrated in the Knoevenagel 
condensation of different aldehydes and active methylene compounds, investigated by 
Opanasenko et al.289 This study showed that HKUST-1 provided high reaction yields at a 
relatively low reaction temperature (80 oC) at which zeolites were not active. This MOF was 
also examined critically in CO oxidation, to examine the effect of activation temperature on 
the catalytic performance,290,291 as well as being employed as a support for various 
nanoparticles, which were introduced into HKUST-1 to improve the catalytic activity of this 
MOF292–294. 
As reported previously, HKUST-1 MOF with additional macroporosity can be synthesised 
either via post treatment or in situ crystallisation methods.149,174 These studies introduced to the 
scientific community new methods for forming a popular MOF but with an added hierarchical 
porous structure. However, these unusual structures have not been tested in any applications 
thus far. In this study, we synthesised the hierarchical porous HKUST-1 via acid etching and 
through use of scCO2 at the optimal conditions mentioned in the literature (here called simply 
“HKUST AE” and “HKUST CO2”, respectively). These MOFs were then tested for catalysis 
in both liquid- and gas-phase reactions and compared to commercial HKUST-1 in an effort to 




6.2. Experimental methods 
6.2.1. Sample synthesis and characterisation 
In this experiment, three HKUST-1 MOFs, including HKUST-1 purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich (“normal HKUST”), HKUST-1 etched in phosphoric acid (“HKUST AE”) and 
HKUST-1 synthesised in supercritical CO2 (“HKUST CO2”), were tested for catalytic 
performance in liquid phase reactions (here methanolysis of styrene oxide was chosen as a 
model reaction) and gas phase reactions (where CO oxidation was chosen as an example 
reaction). HKUST AE and HKUST CO2 were synthesised following our previous work using 
the optimal conditions (in H3PO4/MeOH/DMSO pH 2.6, 40 
oC, 72 h for HKUST AE and in 
scCO2 40 
oC, 75 bar, 72 h for HKUST CO2) to obtain a high proportion of macropores.
149,174 
The specific synthetic procedures are described in more detail in the Appendix E1. The samples 
were characterised by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and 
gas sorption analysis to confirm phase purity and to allow comparison of key structural and 
chemical parameters. Details of these experiments are given in the Appendix E2. 
 
6.2.2. Encapsulation of phosphomolybdic acid hydrate on HKUST-1 MOFs for the 
methanolysis of styrene oxide 
Inspired by previous findings on the methanolysis of styrene oxide reaction,146,285 
phosphomolybdic acid hydrate (HPMo) was chosen as the catalytic guest species to be 
immobilised within the pores of the hierarchical porous platform. To achieve this, 30 mg of 
each MOF sample was soaked in 18 mL of ethanol containing 135 mg HPMo and sonicated at 
room temperature for 18 h. After encapsulation of the HPMo, the solid MOF was isolated by 
centrifugation (8,000 rpm for 5 minutes), washed with pure ethanol, re-centrifuged and re-
washed three times and dried at 60 oC overnight. The resultant catalysts were denoted as 
HPMo/Normal HKUST, HPMo/HKUST AE and HPMo/HKUST CO2, depending on the 
particular MOF structure used as the platform in the preparation. Elemental composition of 
these samples was obtained by EDX to determine %Mo loading, with details and results given 




6.2.3. Testing hierarchical porous HKUST-1 on the liquid phase methanolysis of styrene 
oxide 
Prior to the testing, 2.0 mg of each HPMo/MOF sample was loaded into a round bottomed flask 
(5 mL) and activated in a vacuum oven at 85 oC for 2 h. Styrene oxide (25 mmol) in methanol 
(1.5 mL) was added to the flask and the reaction was started by immersing into an oil bath at 
40 oC. The methanolysis reaction of styrene oxide is given in Scheme 5. The reaction mixture 
was stirred at 1200 rpm and sampled after 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 min using nitrobenzene (15 
µL) as an internal standard. The reaction carried out at the same conditions without catalyst 
was referred to the blank sample.  
 
Scheme 5. Methanolysis of styrene oxide with methanol in the presence of HPMo 
encapsulated in HKUST-1 as an acid catalyst to produce 2-methoxy-2-phenylethanol 
Quantification of reactants and products was conducted using an Agilent 7820A Gas 
Chromatograph (GC) equipped with a CP-wax-52 column and calibrated using bought 
analytical standards. The only observed product in all reactions was the target 2-methoxy-2-
phenylethanol, see GC data of HKUST AE sample (1200 rpm, 25 min) in the Appendix E3.3 
as an example. The reaction conversion was calculated from GC data using Equation 6.1. 
Crystallinities of the samples after the reaction were tested by PXRD with details and results 




× 100 (Equation 6.1) 
 
6.2.4. Thermal activation of HKUST-1 MOFs for CO oxidation 
As proven in previous studies,290,291 catalytic activity of HKUST-1 on CO oxidation depends 
on the number of unsaturated coordination sites which are normally occupied by water and 
solvent molecules. It was also shown that by thermal activation of HKUST-1 with pure gases 
(Ar, H2, O2 or CO) the coordinated molecules can be removed, exposing metal sites for the 
reaction.290 Here, normal HKUST and HKUST CO2 were pre-degassed in the oven at 120 
oC 
overnight to reduce the moisture content that might coordinate to the secondary building units. 
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Then 500 mg of the sample was loaded into a 1/4” OD tubular reactor made of stainless steel 
with sufficient quartz wool held at both ends to maintain a constant position and length (1 cm) 
of the catalyst packed bed. The reactor was inserted in a programmable electric furnace that 
provided heating for the catalytic reaction. Before the reaction, the sample was further degassed 
at 150 oC under vacuum overnight to remove pre-adsorbed impurities in the sample. This 
degassing step was assisted by applying vacuum downstream to the catalyst bed. The sample 
was then activated in a flow of 1% CO/Ar (25 mL min-1) at 220 oC for 3 hours. The online GC 
(PerkinElmer Clarus 580 GC-TCD with 30 m plot alumina column) was used to monitor and 
confirm the absence of the CO2 product after the activation. As a control, normal HKUST and 
HKUST CO2 samples without encapsulation were tested in CO oxidation experiments after 
activation. 
 
6.2.5. Testing hierarchical porous HKUST-1 on gas phase CO oxidation 
The CO oxidation was performed in the gas phase with a packed bed of solid MOF sample in 
a tubular reactor. The reactor assembly and gas system are shown in Figure 52. Mass flow 
controllers (MFCs) were used to control the flow rate of 20% O2/N2 (synthetic air) and 1% 
CO/Ar in all experiments. 
 
Figure 52. CO oxidation system. 
Prior to the reaction, the activated catalyst was isolated while a steady flow of a 1% CO/Ar (25 
mL min-1) and 20% O2/N2 (25 mL min
-1) gas mixture was established in the by-pass line. Once 
a constant composition was achieved, the gas mixture was brought into contact with the 
catalyst. As it had been previously reported that there is no activity on HKUST-1 at 
temperatures below 220 oC in the same conditions,292 the reaction was tested at temperatures 
between 220 and 280 oC. In all experiments, the gas composition was recorded using GC and 
the conversion was calculated using Equation 6.2, in which [𝐶𝑂]0 and [𝐶𝑂]𝑡 are the 
concentration of CO before and after the reaction, respectively. Samples after reaction were 














× 100   (Equation 6.2) 
 
6.3. Results and Discussion 
6.3.1. Characterisation of normal HKUST, HKUST AE and HKUST CO2 
Prior to the catalytic testing, the crystallinity of normal HKUST-1, HKUST-1 etched in 
phosphoric acid (HKUST AE) and HKUST-1 synthesised in scCO2 (HKUST CO2) were 
analysed by using PXRD. In Figure 53, it can be seen that the commercial HKUST-1 sample 
and the two modified samples were all highly crystalline and had almost identical XRD 
patterns, with all main peaks at 7, 10, 12, 18 and 27 degrees 2𝜃 retained.  
 
Figure 53. XRD results of normal HKUST, HKUST AE and HKUST CO2. PXRD spectra are 
offset in intensity, for clarity. 
From the SEM images, it can be seen that normal HKUST-1 crystallites are generally smooth-
faced octahedra with a size of ~30-70 µm (Figure 54a, b, and c).295 In the phosphoric acid 
etched HKUST-1 sample, there are a considerable large number of hexagonal macropores with 
a diameter of ~0.5 µm (Figure 54e and f). These pores can be seen in archetypal HKUST AE 
particles (Figure 54d), demonstrating that phosphoric acid diffused efficiently in DMSO and 
methanol over 72 hours without compromising the external morphology. In contrast, the 
regular morphology of the single HKUST-1 crystals was not maintained when synthesised via 
the scCO2 route, as can be seen in Figure 54g. This might due to the effect of CO2 pressure 







































































nm can be observed in this sample (Figure 54h and i), which was likely to be due to the 
formation of HKUST-1 in CO2-expanded DMSO/methanol solvent. This was consistent with 
the findings in our previous paper, in which the extent of macropores in this MOF (depending 
on both reaction time and pressure) was thoroughly investigated.174 The emergence of these 
large pores in addition to the intrinsic micropores in HKUST AE and HKUST CO2 can provide 
enormous benefits to improve the accessibility and diffusion of guest molecules within the 
pores, hence potentially enhancing the catalytic performance. Note that particle size of HKUST 
CO2 is significantly smaller than the commercial sample (~1-3 µm particles in HKUST CO2 
compared to ~30-70 µm in normal HKUST). It can be assumed that by having smaller 
crystallites, the exposed external surface area of the HKUST CO2 would be greater, therefore 
increasing the reaction rate.  
 
Figure 54. SEM images in different magnifications of normal HKUST (a, b and c), HKUST 
AE, from acid etching (d, e and f) and HKUST CO2 synthesised in scCO2 (g, h and i). 
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From the gas sorption results with N2 at 77 K (Figure 55a), it can be seen that all samples have 
high surface area (~2,200 m2 g-1 in normal HKUST, ~1280 m2 g-1 in HKUST AE and ~1,220 
m2 g-1 in HKUST CO2). These values are very promising for catalysis, compared to other 
commercial catalysts such as Pt/Al2O3 (334 m
2 g-1)296, ZSM-5 (443 m2 g-1)297 or SBA-15 (~500 
m2 g-1)298. The similarity of the two-stepped N2 sorption isotherm shown on a logarithmic scale 
in normal HKUST, HKUST AE and HKUST CO2 in Figure 55b evidenced that these samples 
have very similar microporous structures (as confirmed by PXRD, above). It can therefore be 
assumed that these MOF samples are chemically identical and differ only in particle size and 
morphology, allowing a comparison of the effects of diffusion on catalytic activity. It is 
noteworthy that the measured BET surface area of HKUST AE and HKUST CO2 was lower 
than the normal HKUST due to the existence of macropores (rather than purely micropores, 
which contribute more heavily to surface areas) in this MOF. Such a decrease in surface area 
was also found in other defective MOFs with meso- and macropores.299 
 
Figure 55. Nitrogen isotherm at 77 K of normal HKUST, HKUST AE and HKUST CO2. a) 
Linear scale. b) Logarithmic scale. The adsorption branch of the nitrogen isotherms is 
represented by filled markers and desorption is represented by unfilled markers. All samples 
have typical type I isotherm with two-stepped sorption representing the two distinct sizes of 
micropores in HKUST-1 
The CO2 uptake of normal HKUST and HKUST CO2 were also assessed at 273 K (see 
Appendix E Figure S31), which shows that these MOFs have nearly identical sorption ability 
towards CO2. This indicates that the amounts of CO2 formed after CO oxidation and then 
retained by adsorption in the two MOFs are almost identical and can therefore be regarded as 
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6.3.2. Testing HKUST AE and HKUST CO2 samples in methanolysis of styrene oxide 
As suggested in previous studies, Lewis acid sites, which are present in HKUST-1,287 can 
function as an active site for the ring opening of styrene oxide,286 however, reactions on these 
MOFs did not prove to be particularly efficient (e.g. a large amount of catalyst or a long 
reaction time was required146,300–302). Indeed, as presented in Figure 56, normal HKUST 
demonstrated no activity up to 25 min reaction at 40 oC and 1200 rpm, which is the same as a 
blank sample. To increase the reaction rate, all samples were impregnated with HPMo, which 
was shown to be an efficient Brønsted site for these kind of reactions.303 In this study, 18 mL 
of ethanol containing 135 mg HPMo was used to impregnate the samples (30 mg each) with 
Mo under the same conditions, resulting in very similar %Mo loadings in each HKUST-1 
samples (see EDX results in Appendix E3.1).  
 
Figure 56. Catalytic activity of normal HKUST, HKUST AE and HKUST CO2 in 
methanolysis of styrene oxide. 
After impregnation, it can be seen that all samples showed increased activities over the 25 
minutes, even though the overall surface areas of the hierarchical porous platforms were shown 
to be smaller than normal HKUST (see Figure 55). Comparing the encapsulated HMPo 
samples, it can be seen that ~30% styrene oxide reacted using the HPMo/HKUST AE and 
HPMo/HKUST CO2 catalysts at 25 min, compared to ~10% in HPMo/normal HKUST. These 
results show that HKUST AE and HKUST CO2 are kinetically better catalysts than normal 
HKUST, which might be due to more accessible macropore structures in these materials. The 
used samples (i.e. HPMo/HKUST AE and HPMo/HKUST CO2 catalysts after the reaction) 






























6.3.3. Testing HKUST CO2 sample in CO oxidation 
Prior to the CO oxidation, normal HKUST and HKUST CO2 were activated with a flow of 1% 
CO/Ar at 220 oC, which aimed to remove coordinated water molecules and to enhance the 
chemisorption of CO molecules on the exposed metal sites in the MOF.291 Szanyi et al.304 
showed that Cu(I) centres in HKUST-1 can readily be generated after a thermal treatment of 
this MOF with CO (with the highest concentration of Cu(I) sites annealing at 200 oC. The 
Cu(II)/Cu(I) interchange after CO oxidation might be used to explain the mechanism of this 
CO oxidation reaction at this temperature. In this study, both samples started to show CO 
oxidation activity once the temperature reached 220 oC and the rate of CO oxidation increased 
rapidly with increased temperature. It was also observed that CO was fully converted to CO2 
at 280 oC with normal HKUST and at 260 oC with HKUST CO2. The results from normal 
HKUST are in good agreement with those in the literature.292 In comparing these two MOFs, 
it can be seen that HKUST CO2 maintained higher activity than normal HKUST between 220 
and 260 oC (see Figure 57a, where the conversion of CO increased by 55% at 260 oC), 
demonstrating that CO molecules could access the open copper sites in HKUST CO2 more 
efficiently than in normal HKUST at these temperatures. Note that HKUST CO2 sample has 
decreased surface area (Figure 55) and slightly lowered amounts of copper (see EDX results in 
Appendix E Figure S30 and Table S10) than normal HKUST, which should have compromised 
the activity. However, the higher conversion of the HKUST CO2 might due to the existence of 
the macropores in this material which was proven previously in SEM (see Figure 54). To gain 
confirmation of this effect, each reaction temperature was held for one hour and the CO 
conversion was recorded 4 times by the online GC. As can be seen in Figure 57b, the higher 
activity of HKUST CO2 can be seen for all temperatures studied. The lower activity of normal 
HKUST with some minor decreases in CO conversion at 220 oC over time might due to the 
purely microporous nature combined with the larger particle size of this MOF, which reduces 
the accessibility of CO to the active sites as well as the removal of the CO2 product. Use of 
HKUST CO2 was limited to a maximum temperature of 280 
oC due to the degradation at this 
temperature. Indeed, the sample which was used for CO oxidation at 280 oC did not maintain 
the crystallinity as in normal HKUST (see Appendix E Figure S33a and b). TGA results 
showed that this sample started to decompose at ~280 oC compared to 300 oC for normal 
HKUST (see Appendix E Figure S34). In a good agreement with other reported studies,305,306 





Figure 57. Catalytic activity of normal HKUST and HKUST CO2 in CO oxidation. a) CO 
conversion (%) with temperature. b) CO conversion (%) with temperature over time (4 
measurements per temperature).  
It can be seen that macroporous structures in HKUST-1 MOF produce a greater improvement 
in the catalytic performance of liquid phase reactions, when compared to gas phase reactions 
(~65% compared to 55%). This result evidences that macropores may be beneficial in 
overcoming the diffusional limitations which are more prevalent in liquid-phase reactions than 
in the gas phase, and have a greater effect on reactions where bulky molecules are involved. 
 
6.4. Conclusion 
In this study, two hierarchical porous HKUST-1 MOFs were tested for catalytic activity in 
methanolysis of styrene oxide and CO oxidation to investigate the effect of introducing 
macropores in both liquid and gas phases on the reaction rate. It was demonstrated that the 
conversion of the liquid phase reaction using the HKUST AE and the HKUST CO2 samples 
increases dramatically in comparison to normal HKUST (by ~65% at 40 oC in 25 min for 
methanolysis of styrene oxide). In the case of CO oxidation, the hierarchical pore structure in 
HKUST CO2 indeed improved the reagent diffusion and accessibility to the copper sites, which 
was considered to be the main reason for the observed increase in reaction conversion (by 55% 
in CO oxidation). This result evidences the success of acid etching and use of scCO2 methods 
in synthesising hierarchical porous HKUST-1, as a way of substantially improving the 
performance of this MOF. These synthetic methods can be applied to other MOF systems that 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
This chapter provides a short summary of the new findings and conclusions made throughout 
the thesis. By reflecting on results, broad recommendations are put forward for how the work 




The principal aim of this work was to synthesise hierarchical porous MOFs with enhanced 
catalytic performance. Working towards this goal, two preparation methods (acid etching and 
use of scCO2), a number of characterisation techniques (such as PXRD, SEM and gas sorption) 
and two catalysed reactions (methanolysis of styrene oxide as a representative for liquid phase 
reactions and CO oxidation as a representative for gas phase reactions) were carried out and 
discussed throughout this thesis. Some main conclusions drawn from this work are listed 
below. 
Introduction of macroporosity has been demonstrated to lead to improvements in mass transfer 
and catalytic activity, and reductions in pressure drop over traditional powdered or 
nanocrystalline materials. These macropores can also improve molecular accessibility of 
reagents to the microporous cavities which accommodate important functional groups or active 
sites, enhancing the catalytic performance of the materials. The advantages of macropores in 
catalytic applications have been well-demonstrated for zeolites and metal oxides. For MOFs as 
microporous crystallites (which are purposely designed to possess high surface areas), 
introducing additional meso- and macropores to form hierarchical structures without 
compromising the micropores and the crystallinity which give them their high surface areas, is 
becoming the subject of much research. While mesopores can be created via numerous methods 
such as ligand exchange and use of surfactants, further expanding these to the macropore 
regime remains a challenge due to the post-synthetic activation methods needed to obtain 
accessible pores. 
As shown in this thesis, the main techniques reported for fabrication of macroporous materials 
can be described using four general approaches: use of structural templating, defect formation, 
use of CO2 and 3D printing. Templating stands out as the most popular route towards obtaining 
macroporous MOFs with numerous studies reported so far, due to the ease of structural control 
and the ease with which this method can be adapted for use with a range of MOFs. Deposition 
of MOFs onto hard macroporous templates and the formation of MOF composites via direct 
synthesis onto a porous template often do not require significant deviation from the synthetic 
conditions identified for the MOF itself and may offer an additional advantage in improving 
mechanical and thermochemical stability and providing immobilisation of nanocrystalline 
MOF materials. This may improve the outlook for MOFs to be used in industrial catalysis, for 
example, in alkylation and fluid catalytic cracking in oil refining processes involving bulky 
hydrocarbons (C15-C16), where harsh conditions require higher catalyst stability. In addition, 
the use of a hard template means that the active MOF material may only constitute a small 
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proportion of the overall composite by weight, which may be advantageous in the case of more 
expensive MOF materials. In post-treatment synthetic methods, pre-formed MOFs can be 
immobilised on macroporous templates such as foams and sponges using dip-coating methods 
to form the composites. The stability of the MOFs used in this method remains a major 
challenge due to a long exposure time to the high humidity conditions during the 
immobilisation process, though this may be addressed through careful choice of solvents. In 
addition, in these macroporous composite structures, the MOF materials must be suitably 
bonded to the surface (e.g. via functionalisation of the template surface) to avoid being washed 
off over time.  
If, rather than rigid composites, flexible composites or pure macroporous MOF structures are 
required, soft macroporous templates such as polymers, emulsions or gels can be used. Polymer 
templates can allow for more pliable macroporous structures, while the use of emulsions or 
gels may allow for easier removal after templating. Use of sacrificial soft templates can result 
in macroporous stand-alone aerogel monoliths which can lead to easier and safer materials 
handling for particular applications, however, careful template removal is required to avoid 
incomplete removal (which could lead to loss of porosity) or collapse of pore networks.  
Defect formation can be implemented via direct synthesis using linker modulation techniques 
or post-synthetic acid etching of prepared MOFs in low pH environments. The former has been 
widely reported for synthesis of mesoporous MOFs with defects as active adsorption and 
reaction sites for enhanced catalytic activity and gas storage, with linker modulation now being 
explored for introduction of larger macroporous voids. Defect formation via acid etching can 
overcome the limitation of the need for extended ligands and can potentially create macropores 
via size-selective diffusion processes. In fact, various etching agents such as hydroquinone, 
boric acid and phosphoric acid have been studied so far to synthesise some impressive 
macroporous MOF crystal structures. While this method remains challenging due to the 
instability of most MOFs under acidic conditions, there have been promising recent 
developments, such as the discovery that careful selection of solvents can allow large 
geometrical pores within HKUST to be achieved by acid etching, and that the use of synergistic 
etching to protect surfaces can be used to control etching. These examples indicate that with 
further investigation of the synthetic conditions and further understanding of the etching 
mechanisms, this simple approach to the formation of such macropores in MOF crystallites 
may be more widely applied. 
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Utilising supercritical or compressed CO2 in MOF preparation can address some key challenges 
noted in previous methods including pore collapse during solvent removal steps when using 
soft structural templating. In fact, this method is well-known in MOF synthesis and post-
synthetic treatment and has showed some promising results in creating open macroporous 
aerogel structures. Further adapting the synthetic conditions (e.g. longer reaction times and 
higher pressures), the use of supercritical CO2 routes was shown to be able to form additional 
macropores in the direct synthesis of MOFs. In HKUST-1 synthesis, this method was also 
demonstrated to quickly trigger the reaction with a lowered amount of solvent, and as an added 
advantage, due to the insolubility of supercritical CO2 in stock solutions, the multiple 
purification steps required in conventional synthetic methods could be curtailed. Particle sizes 
and porosity of this MOF can be tuneable via tight control over etching time. This route offers 
substantial benefits in HKUST-1 preparation compared to conventional solvothermal method. 
However, the mechanisms of the macroporous HKUST-1 formation need to be fully 
understood, before generalising this strategy to other MOF systems. 
3D printing is a very new fabrication technique which shows promise for generalised use in 
MOF preparation, allowing a very high MOF loading to be incorporated into porous printed 
structures (~85 wt.%). The high reproducibility, fabrication of complex geometries and 
controlled pore structures of these MOFs have potential to open up new applications for MOF 
materials in biomedical fields. This method, however, relies on the ability to incorporate MOFs 
and MOF precursors into inks capable of being printed into stable structures without 
compromising on the nanoscale structure of the MOF. Enabling higher resolution (sub-mm) 
printing is also an area for future development, to enable greater control over the 
macrostructure, for example in biomedical applications such as tailored drug delivery or where 
the size-selective diffusion of proteins to oxidation sites within MOFs facilitates biocatalysis.  
As shown by many of the studies mentioned in Chapter 2, macroporous MOF structures can 
show enhanced performance in adsorptive and catalytic applications due to the improved mass 
transfer and molecular accessibility. It can be predicted that more research will be carried out 
to produce more useful composites of functional MOFs coordinated with macroporous 
substrates using reproducible and sustainable synthetic approaches. The range of fabrication 
approaches presented here indicates the vast variety of different macroporous structures that 
can be achieved using functional MOF materials. The ability to include structural 
macroporosity should help to accelerate the practical application of MOFs in such varied fields 
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as large molecule adsorption and separation, water purification, bulky drug delivery and 
heterogeneous catalysis. 
 
In Chapter 3, an acid etching strategy that was shown to effectively create a defect formation 
in some water stable MOFs (such as MIL-100(Fe) or UiO-66) was explored for MOFs that are 
typically not stable in water (here HKUST-1 was used as an example). This method was shown 
to effectively create macroporous defect formation without compromising on the bulk 
crystallinity in this MOF. By using phosphoric acid as an etching agent and a mixture of DMSO 
and MeOH as a dilute solvent, etched and defective HKUST-1 with extra interconnected 
hexagonal macropores with diameter ~0.5 µm could be produced. The extent of this etching 
effect depended on both pH and etching time. It was shown that the greater the concentration 
of phosphoric acid (up to pH 2.6 in this study) the more macropores in HKUST-1 were 
observed. As the etching is due to the presence of H3PO4, it can be predicted that increasing 
the solution volume with the same pH (i.e. same concentration of H3PO4, but increasing the 
number of moles of H3PO4 available) could be expected to lead to a greater extent of etching 
(similar to the effect of leaving a sample in the SSH solution for longer). HKUST-1 immersed 
at pH 2.6 over 10 days showed the greatest amount of etching, showing an increased number 
of macropores and a preserved microporous structure. These findings suggest the optimal 
conditions (etching time and acidity) to obtain macropores in MOF materials using etching 
process. 
 
Size-selective acid diffusion was considered as the primary mechanism to form the additional 
macropores in HKUST-1 MOF, which was in agreement with previous work using a similar 
approach for MIL-100(Fe) MOF. Within this presumption, phosphoric acid with an appropriate 
diameter (d ~0.61 nm) was predicted to be able to diffuse through the large micropores of 
HKUST-1 (d ~0.83 nm) but not smaller secondary pores (d ~0.51 nm), resulting in 
interconnected macropores appearing over longer etching times and higher acid concentrations 
while the overall crystallinity, morphology and microporosity of this MOF was still preserved. 
In terms of future wok, it can be predicted that this approach can be extended to other 
hydrolytically unstable MOFs with micropores less than 0.61 nm in diameter (to maintain the 
bulk crystallinity) conjunction of other micropores larger than 0.61 nm (to support the etching 
mechanism). Testing the elemental composition of solution after the etching process (eg. via 
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31P and 1H NMR to confirm if BTC3- linkers or Cu2+ dissolved in the acid solution) might 
provide insight into the etching mechanism. In addition, varying etching agents can also be 
investigated to understand the effect of acid molecules (size and acidity) on macropore 
formation (size, shape and connectivity). 
 
In the second preparation method studied in this thesis, scCO2 was introduced to HKUST-1 
precursor solution containing Cu2+, BTC3- and DMSO. As proven in Chapter 4, the HKUST-1 
synthesis in scCO2 showed a very positive effect on greatly reducing the amount of MeOH 
solvent needed for MOF crystallisation while a similar yield to the conventional method was 
produced. This MOF was also formed rapidly in the presence of scCO2 (after 4 minutes), which 
is significantly faster than the crystallisation time (24 h) reported in the normal synthesis using 
DMSO or DMF. This finding suggests a new scalable MOF synthetic approach in which a 
significant amount of solvent used for the crystallisation and the desolvation can be replaced 
with scCO2. 
 
In this method, the morphology of the formed HKUST-1 was further controlled by adjustment 
of CO2 pressure and time. It was shown that the CO2 expansion technique allowed tight control 
(by changing pressure) over crystallite size of the resulting MOF. More importantly, etching 
this MOF in scCO2 for over 24 h showed additional macroporosity which had not previously 
been seen in previous reports using compressed CO2. There are some suggestions to improve 
this work in the future. Firstly, the mechanism of the formation of the macropores in HKUST-
1 over CO2 pressure and time needs to be studied in more depth. The assembly of HKUST-1 
framework building blocks using expanded volumes in a CO2/solvent system was considered 
as a possible mechanism (as already proposed by Peng et al.307). However, additional acidity 
which was introduced by CO2 ageing could also lead to a high level of macroporosity in this 
MOF (similar in mechanism to the acid etching method studied earlier). In the view-cell 
experiment, it was shown that HKUST-1 crystallites without macropores were formed after a 
few minutes. In addition, it was demonstrated by Toews et al.29 that in the presence of scCO2, 
the pH of water and alcohols can drop to ~2.8 which is similar to the value that produced a 
great number of macropores in HKUST-1 via acid etching process. Further experiments (small-
angle X-ray scattering analysis for example, which can allow rapid sampling and therefore in 
situ analysis of particle sizes in a high-pressure cell with diamond windows which are 
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compatible with X-ray analyses) need to be carried out to gain insight into the experimental 
conditions under which the MOF is formed and under which this additional porosity is 
introduced. Secondly, in this thesis, the presence of hierarchical porous structures in HKUST-
1 synthesised by both methods (scCO2 and acid etching) were mainly confirmed by SEM due 
to the limitations of N2 sorption in testing macroporous MOFs. Other methods such as mercury 
porosimetry or electron beam computed tomography on these materials are recommended, in 
order to calculate more precisely the macropore volume in these MOFs, providing the 
correlation between this value and an increase of activity using this MOF in catalysis. Despite 
incomplete understanding of this mechanism, the findings on the macropores in this MOF 
suggests a novel controllable approach to obtain hierarchical structures using scCO2. 
 
As a further step, in Chapter 5, the method involving scCO2 was extended to other MOF 
systems using precursor type I and type II complexes, including MOF-74(Zn), UiO-66, Zn-
BTC (in DMSO) and [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n, showing some substantial evidence that scCO2 
had an effect on surface texturing and crystal growth in these MOFs. In the MOF-74(Zn) 
synthesis, introducing scCO2 showed an etching effect with some features on the crystal faces 
and enhanced surface area while the crystallinity remained unchanged. Surface measurement 
with atomic force microscopy is recommended to measure the roughness of these samples. In 
the synthesis of [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n, the sample synthesised in the presence of MeOH and 
scCO2 had a larger crystal size and some distortion in crystallinity in comparison to the sample 
synthesised without scCO2. Zn-BTC could not be formed using a mixture of DMSO and MeOH 
as a solvent instead of DMF, so introducing scCO2 into this system did not lead to the formation 
of Zn-BTC as in HKUST-1. In the formation of MOF-74(Zn) and [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n using 
scCO2, there was no evidence showing that additional porosity appeared in these MOFs in the 
presence of scCO2. The difference in effect of scCO2 on these MOFs compared to HKUST-1 
might be due to the different chemistry between those systems. This finding raises the need to 
fully understand the mechanism of the formation of macropores in HKUST-1 using scCO2 
before generalising this method in other MOF systems.  
 
Finally, in Chapter 6, HKUST-1 samples synthesised via both methods (scCO2 and acid 
etching) were tested for catalytic activity in methanolysis of styrene oxide and CO oxidation, 
showing that the hierarchical porous platforms obtained from the two synthesis methods 
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studied in this thesis have a beneficial effect on the kinetics of the catalytic reaction, making 
them better catalysts compared to microporous HKUST-1. This result evidences the success of 
acid etching and use of scCO2 methods in synthesising hierarchical porous HKUST-1, as a way 
of substantially improving the performance of this MOF. It can be also noted that macroporous 
structures in HKUST-1 MOF have a slightly greater effect in improving the catalytic 
performance in liquid phase (where a bulkier molecule was involved) than in the gas phase 
reaction (~65% compared to 55%). While more catalytic testing is required to support this 
hypothesis, the findings in this thesis suggest that macropores are of greatest benefit when there 
are diffusional limitations in the reactions that have to be overcome. For the liquid phase 
reactions, it is recommended that the diffusion limitations and stability of the macroporous 
MOF catalysts is further investigated by carrying out experiments at higher stirring speed, for 
more cycles or with bulkier reagents. For the gas phase reactions (e.g. using HKUST-1 for CO 
oxidation reaction in this thesis), an X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) measurement 
needs to be carried out to confirm the oxidation state of catalytic sites, which is important to 
study the mechanism of these reactions. Chemical reactions involving a catalyst occur on the 
surface of the catalyst, thus the surface area of a catalyst likely does affect the rate of reaction. 
In general, by increasing the surface area of the catalyst, by using finer powdered particulates, 
there is a greater probability of collisions of the reactants on the catalyst and thus the reaction 
will proceed at a faster rate. It is recommended to perform reactions using a MOF sample with 
similar nature (same number of catalytic sites and porosity) but different particle size to 
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Supplementary Information for the characterisation techniques (power X-ray diffraction, gas 
sorption, and scanning electron microscopy) used in this thesis. This section gives additional 
information on the general experimental procedure, a concise discussion of theory, and 
applications of these techniques. Details of all characterisation experiments (sample 




A1. Powder X-ray diffraction  
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) is used to study the crystalline phases of solid materials by 
measuring the diffraction angles of X-rays diffracted through the atomic planes of a material. 
In an X-ray diffraction experiment (as illustrated in Figure 9 in Chapter 1), a beam of mono 
chromatic X-rays irradiates the sample placed in the centre of the X-ray instrument. The 
intensity of diffracted X-rays is recorded using a scintillation counter generating a diffraction 
pattern. The diffraction angles and intensities of the X-rays are associated with the atomic 
structure of the sample. In all crystalline materials, such as MOFs, atoms are arranged at 
regularly spaced intervals. On irradiation of the sample, X-rays are scattered by the dense cloud 
of electrons around each atom in the crystalline lattice (this process is called elastic 
scattering308). The angle between the incident and the scattered X-ray beam is called 2 theta. 
The wavelength of an X-ray (most commonly from copper source with wavelength of 1.5418 
Å) is chosen to be similar to the distance between atoms in a crystal; thus interference between 
scattered X-rays can occur. Depending on the alignment of the waves, the signal can be 
amplified (so-called constructive interference) or destroyed (so-called destructive 
interference), see Figure S1a. This interference effect is reflected by the peak position and 
intensity in PXRD patterns and can be used to measure the distance between atoms. The 
relationship between the diffraction angle and the spacing between the atoms can be determined 
by applying the function of sin𝜃 (see Equation S1), where d is a distance between the atomic 
planes and λ is a wavelength. This equation is commonly known as Bragg’s law (see Equation 
1.1 in Chapter 1) and is named after William Henry Bragg and Lawrence Bragg,309 who solved 
the first crystal structure of zinc sulphide by X-ray diffraction. 
 
Figure S1. Schematic of PXRD technique depicting wave interference (a) and parameters in 
Bragg’s law (b) 
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sin 𝜃 =  
𝜆
2𝑑
     (Equation S1) 
This technique of X-ray diffraction is used today for a wide variety of materials ranging from 
powders, thin films, and moderately rough surfaces (e.g. composite fibre mats) to highly 
oriented samples (e.g. clays) and Fe and Mn bearing minerals.310–312 In addition, determination 
of unknown solids is critical to studies in geology, environmental science, material science, 
engineering and biology.313 
 
A2. Gas sorption analysis 
Gas sorption analysis is a technique used to characterise material texture, including surface 
area and porosity, which are important physical properties that directly reflect the practicability 
of many porous materials. In a typical gas sorption experiment, a sample is prepared by 
degassing to remove weakly adsorbed molecules using either evacuation or an inert gas purge 
while heating the sample (typically to 120 oC). The analysis is typically performed using 
nitrogen at 77 K and are attracted to the sample surface by intrinsic surface energy. In porous 
materials, the number of molecules adsorbed increases as a function of increasing pressure. 
The attraction between the individual gas molecules and the atoms or ions in the sample (which 
defines a gas adsorption isotherm) is characterised as physical (or Van der Waals) adsorption. 
This physical interaction requires a low enthalpy (20-40 kJ mol-1, compared to 40-400 kJ mol-
1 in chemisorption314). Therefore, the adsorbed gas molecules can be easily removed by 
reducing the pressure (which defines a gas desorption isotherm). The shape of the completed 
adsorption and desorption isotherms can provide crucial information on the surface area, total 
pore volume, and pore size distribution of a material,315 see Figure 12 and Figure 13 in Chapter 
1 for IUPAC classifications of adsorption isotherms and hysteresis loops. In most gas sorption 
isotherms, quantity adsorbed per unit mass of solid is plotted against relative pressure, which 
is the ratio of the absolute pressure to the saturation pressure. The relative pressure used in a 
typical sorption isotherm ranges between 0 and 1 for the most commonly used gases such as 
nitrogen and argon. Surface area and pore size distribution of all MOF samples studied in this 
thesis were measured on a 3-Flex volumetric gas adsorption system. A schematic of the 
instrument is shown in Figure S2. This machine can be connected to a wide range of gases 
(inert and corrosive for different applications. A powerful turbomolecular vacuum pump is 
used to generate a dynamic high vacuum over the sample of 10-6 mbar, which is used for 
degassing the sample surface in order to perform reliable and reproducible measurements. A 
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precise pressure is maintained in stainless steel pipes with high vacuum fittings, starting from 
high vacuum and increasing step by step to the saturation pressure. Two pressure sensors are 
connected to the sample tube to measure absolute pressure during the analysis. Once the 
experiment is started, the instrument controls the injection pressure and volume via a feedback 
loop of sample adsorption rate and hence can optimise the number of equilibrium points that 
are collected. In the 3-Flex, 3 samples can be pre-treated and analysed simultaneously. The gas 
sorption method performed on this machine can be used to evaluate surface area and pore size 
distribution of microporous and mesoporous materials with highly accurate and reliable results 
produced but long analysis time required. 
 
Figure S2. A schematic of a 3-Flex volumetric gas adsorption system, captured from the 3-
Flex software 
Gas sorption is a useful technique to evaluate the performance characteristics of porous 
materials such as activated carbons, zeolites, and MOFs. It provides highly beneficial 
information in various application areas such as catalysis, gas storage, energy storage and 
pharmaceutical industry. Differences in the surface area and porosity of materials that 
otherwise have the same physical dimensions can significantly influence the performance of 
these materials.316 For example, a higher reaction rate can be achieved by increasing the surface 




A3. Scanning electron microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a technique which uses electrons as a substitute of 
visible light in an optical microscope to create a magnified image of a sample. In this technique, 
a focussed beam of electrons is scanned in a regular pattern across the surface of the sample, 
and the electrons scattered from the sample are used for various types of imaging. In many 
SEMs, the electrons are emitted from a tungsten filament which is heated by high currents in a 
process called thermionic emission. These electrons are accelerated by an applied voltage and 
travel down to the sample by means of electromagnetic fields and lenses in the microscope, 
which is held under vacuum. The voltage in SEMs can be variable (up to around 30 kV in a 
typical SEM) depending on different experiments. For example, the accelerated voltage should 
be reduced (eg. to 5 kV) to avoid charging while it must be increased (eg. 20 kV) for the 
emission of X-rays for chemical identification. After acceleration, the electron beam passes 
through a magnetic lens (commonly called condenser lens) which concentrates the beam to 
make it smaller and forms it into a spot. The beam then passes through a scanning coil (also 
called objective lens) which bends the beam to focus the spot on the sample, see Figure 14 in 
Chapter 1. On interacting with the sample electrons can be absorbed, reflected off the surface 
(generating high energy backscattered electrons), excite surface molecules and release 
electrons (low energy secondary electrons), and remove a core-shell electron (those cloest to 
the nucelus) to emit a characteristic x-ray. A typical SEM can be equipped with different 
detectors including backscattered electron detector (BSED), secondary electron detector 
(SED), and X-ray detector to collect various signals. SEM images with topographical 
information are priimarily collected from secondary electron detectors while elemental 
composition (from energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) are collected using X-ray detectors. 
In a typical SEM, signals generated from the sample are collected by an electron detector, 
converted to photons via a scintillator, amplified in a photomultiplier, converted to electrical 
signals and used to modulate the intensity of the image on the viewing screen. To improve the 
number of secondary electrons scattered to the detector the sample is usually coated with a thin 
layer of a heavy metal such as gold, platinum, or silver (~10 nm). This can be also useful to 
reduce surface charging effects, which can either block the secondary electrons or distort beam 
signals in non-conductive samples.318 In most cases, adjusting the spot size during the SEM 
experiment is extremely important to obtain high-resolution images with accurate information. 
This can be achieved by changing the accelerating voltage, the convergence angle of the 
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electron-beam cone, the beam current that hits the sample, and the diameter of the final beam 
spot on the sample, see Figure S3.319 
 
Figure S3. The four major parameters of the electron beam in a SEM: accelerating voltage, 
convergence angle, beam current and spot size. 
As a remarkably versatile technique, SEM is used as one of the most common techniques to 
image morphology of samples (e.g. view bulk material, coatings, sectioned material) as well 
as to analyse X-rays from samples for microanalysis. The SEM has many advantages over 
traditional light microscopopy, such as better resolution at high-magnification (the best 
resolution possible in a light microscope is about 200 nm whereas those in a typical SEM can 
be 10 nm or below) and greater topographical details (SEM has more than 300 times the depth 
of field compared to a light microscope). Due to the fact that SEM makes use of electromagnets, 
the degree of magnification is controlled more proficiently in this technique. SEM is widely 
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Table S1. Chemicals used. 
No. Name and supplier Purity Formula 
1 Methanol (Sigma-Aldrich) 99.9% CH3OH 
2 Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Sigma-Aldrich) 99.9% (CH3)2SO 
3 Orthophosphoric acid (Honeywell) 85-90% H3PO4 
4 Basolite® C 300 (HKUST-1) (Sigma-Aldrich) NA C18H6Cu3O12 
5 Deuterium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) 99 atom% D DCl 
6 Dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 (Sigma-Aldrich) 99.9 atom% D (CD3)2SO 
 
 
Figure S4. Experimental details of HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using DMSO and 




Figure S5. Experimental details of HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using water as a 
dilute solvent (HKUST AEW) 
At the highest concentration investigated in this study (200 mg HKUST etching in 20 mL 
phosphoric solution at pH 2.6), 0.15 mmol H+ from the phosphoric acid was available to 
interact with 1 mmol copper cation in HKUST-1. As the etching is due to the presence of 
H3PO4, increasing the solution volume with the same pH (i.e. same concentration of H
+, but 
increasing the number of moles of H+ available) could be expected to lead to a greater extent 
of etching (similar to the effect of leaving a sample in the SSH solution for longer). 
 
B2. Characterisation techniques 
The pH of a solution was determined by electrochemical measurements with a calibrated 
Jenway 3510 pH meter with a glass proton-sensitive electrode (see Figure S6) in contact with 
the solution. The difference in the potentials of the pH and reference electrodes provides a 
millivolt (mV) signal to measure pH by using Equation S2.321 In the pH meter used in this 
work, a built-in reference electrode was combined in the glass electrode. This reference 
electrode was used to maintain a constant potential at any given temperature, and serves to 
complete the pH measuring circuit within the solution. The pH sensor in Jenway 3510 can be 
used to measure pH between -2.000 and 19.999 with an accuracy of ±0.003. 
𝐸 = 𝐸0 + 2.303 (
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
) 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑎𝐻+ = 𝐸0 − 2.303 (
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
) 𝑝𝐻 (Equation S2) 
where E is a measured potential, E0 is the standard electrode potential at aH+= 1 mol L
-1, R is 




Figure S6. Jenway 3510 pH meter used for pH measurement 
Powder X-ray diffraction analyses were performed on a BRUKER AXS D8-Advance 
instrument with Vantec-1 detector using Cu Kα (λ = 1.5418 Å) as the source of X-ray radiation, 
in flat plate geometry, spinner speed 15 rpm, at 21 oC. The two theta range, between 2 and 60 
degrees, was used with a 0.02 degree interval for collection and 20 minute scans.  
Gas sorption isotherms were determined using nitrogen sorption at 77 K with a Micromeritics 
3-Flex volumetric gas sorption analysis system. Samples were degassed at 120 °C under 
dynamic high vacuum (10-6 mbar) over 6 hours prior to analysis. The total pore volume was 
taken at the end of the filling of the pore. Surface area was determined by the BET method 
according to British Standards, with relative pressure (P/Po) selected considering the Rouquerol 
consistency criterion between values of 0 and 0.3. 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was performed on a JSM-IT300 (JEOL, Japan) 
at 5 kV with a 10.8 mm working distance and magnifications from 350 to 40,000 times. The 
samples were sputtered with a thin layer of silver (10 nm) and imaged with a secondary electron 
detector.  
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out in a thermogravimetric analyser 
(TGAQ500, TA-instruments) at the Material and Chemical Characterisation Facility, 
University of Bath. The temperature ramping was 5 °C min−1 from room temperature to 600 
°C in 100 mL min−1 of air. 
31P nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded at 298 K on a Bruker Advance 
300 MHz Ultrashield NMR spectrometer at the Department of Chemistry, University of 
Bristol. 1H NMR spectra were referenced to the residual protio peaks at δ 2.50 ppm for DMSO-
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d6. The samples were digested in 0.1 mL deuterium chloride (DCl, 99 atom% D) and 3 mL 
anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 (DMSO-d6, 99 atom% D) before carrying out the experiment. 
 
B3. Additional characterisation data and discussion 
 
Figure S7. PXRD and SEM results of HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using water as a 




Figure S8. PXRD results of simulated hydrate and dehydrate HKUST-1 generated by 
CrystalMaker and CrystalDiffract, normalised to the height of the peak at 11.6 degrees 2𝜃. 
a) PXRD of both samples in 5-60 degrees 2𝜃. b) Peaks at 11.6 degrees 2𝜃 in both patterns 
are identical. c) Peak at 5.8 degrees 2𝜃 shown in hydrate HKUST-1 has much higher 




Table S2. BET surface areas of HKUST-1 (measured via N2 sorption at 77 K) etching in 





























Table S3. BET surface areas of HKUST-1 (measured via N2 sorption at 77 K) etching in 
























Table S4. Gas sorption results of HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using DMSO and 
MeOH as dilute solvents at different concentrations and times. 
 
BET surface area (m2 g-1) Total pore volume (cm3 g-1) 
For different concentrations 
Normal HKUST 2208 0.899 
HKUST 72 h pH 6.4 2088 0.913 
HKUST 72h pH 4.5 1743 0.737 
HKUST 72h pH 4.0 1730 0.715 
HKUST 72h pH 3.6 1538 0.701 
HKUST 72h pH 3.1 1525 0.625 
HKUST 72h pH 2.8 1523 0.623 
HKUST 72h pH 2.6 1455 0.585 
Over different times 
HKUST pH 2.6 1h 1523 0.665 
HKUST pH 2.6 3h 1623 0.702 
HKUST pH 2.6 5h 1616 0.689 
HKUST pH 2.6 48h 1578 0.640 
HKUST pH 2.6 72h 1455 0.585 
HKUST pH 2.6 240h 1117 0.520 
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It was previously shown that phosphoric acid with molecular diameter of 0.61 nm322 is a very 
promising diffusing agent in some water stable MOFs for example MIL-100(Fe)147 to create a 
hollowed out structure via selective acid etching. HKUST-1 MOF, which has larger primary 
pores (d ~ 0.83 nm - 1.26 nm) and smaller secondary pores (d ~ 0.51 nm) (Figure S9) could be 
a very promising candidate to employ this process. Regrettably, this MOF degrades in water 
under standard aqueous acid etching conditions. In this research, a mixture of DMSO and 
MeOH was systematically employed to control the concentration of H3PO4, enabling the 
mechanism of selective acid etching to be applied to MOFs with limited water stability.  
 
Figure S9. Structure of HKUST-1 visualised using ChemTube3D.323 The spheres represent 
the pore sizes within the framework. The smaller secondary pore is represented by the purple 
sphere (0.512 nm, measured from two C atoms in the benzene rings) and the larger primary 
pores can be represented by either the orange sphere (0.825 nm, measured from O to O 
atoms in the two Cu paddlewheels) or the green sphere (1.261 nm, measured between the 
carbons of the two benzene rings) 
In this study, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to determine linkers or clusters 
missing in defect formation. This method was employed previously to study defect-engineered 
MOFs such as HKUST-1142,225,236,280, UiO-66324, NU-125280 and PCN-125224. For example, 
Taddei et al. observed that defected UiO-66 had smaller weight loss between 300 and 450 oC, 
indicating the existence of missing-linker defects in the framework.324 Inspired by this research, 
TGA spectra of all HKUST-1 samples were collected and normalised to the weight loss at 600 
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oC, allowing us to see the differences of linkers which might have been removed in the region 
between 250 and 300 oC. From Figure S10, it can be seen that most etched samples possess 
missing-linker defects demonstrated by less weight loss than the normal HKUST-1, however, 
there is no obvious evidence to show that the number of linkers and clusters missing in HKUST 
acid etching depends on time or acidity. In addition, there was no peak for phosphorous 
compounds appearing in 31P NMR of samples etched in phosphoric acid using DMSO and 
MeOH as dilute solvents (Figure S11), indicating that there were no linker vacancies or partial 
linker decoordination by PO4
3-. The phosphate anions were removed after washing out the 
sample 3 times with MeOH. 
 
Figure S10. TGA results of HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using DMSO and MeOH as 
dilute solvents at different concentrations (a) and times (b). Increasing time and decreasing 
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Figure S11. 31P NMR of HKUST-1 etching in phosphoric acid using DMSO and MeOH as 
dilute solvents at different concentrations (a) and etching times (b). 
 
Table S5. Sample mass loss of HKUST 72h pH 2.6 repeated 5 times. 
HKUST 























Batch 1 14.3037 14.5080 0.2043 14.4576 0.1539 0.0504 0.0020 
Batch 2 14.2790 14.4993 0.2203 14.4466 0.1676 0.0527 0.0043 
Batch 3 14.3551 14.5715 0.2164 14.5261 0.1710 0.0454 0.0030 
Batch 4 14.3073 14.5111 0.2038 14.4654 0.1581 0.0457 0.0027 
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C1. Characterisation techniques 
Powder X-ray diffraction analyses were performed on a BRUKER AXS D8-Advance 
instrument with Vantec-1 detector using Cu Kα (λ = 1.5418Å) as the source of X-ray radiation, 
in flat plate geometry, spinner speed 15 rpm, at 21 oC. The two theta range, between 2 and 60 
degrees, was used with a 0.02 degree interval for collection and 20 minute scans.  
Gas sorption isotherms were determined using nitrogen sorption at 77 K with a Micromeritics 
3-Flex volumetric gas sorption analysis system (nitrogen with purity of 99.9999% was 
purchased from Air Products). Samples were degassed at 180 °C under dynamic high vacuum 
(10-6 mbar) over 6 hours prior to analysis. The total pore volume was taken at the end of the 
filling of the pore. Surface area was determined by the BET method according to British 
Standards, with relative pressure (P/Po) selected considering the Rouquerol consistency 
criterion between values of 0 and 0.3. 
High-resolution micrographs were taken using JEOL FESEM 6340F and 7600F field emission 
scanning electron microscopes at University of Bristol and Nanyang Technological University. 
Source: cold cathode UHV field emission conical anode gun, accelerating voltage: 5-10 kV, 
Specimen stage: Eucentric Type I, X = 70 mm, Y = 50 mm, Z = 38.5 mm (WD: 6 to 10 mm), 
T = -5 to 70°, R = 360°, magnifications from 10,000 times to 85,000 times. The high-resolution 
TEM experiment was performed on a JEOL 2100F instrument at 200 kV with UHR 
configuration at Nanyang Technological University.  
Particle size distribution was determined using dynamic light scattering with a Malvern 
Zetasizer Nano S instrument. Samples were dispersed in methanol (concentration ~100 ppm) 
and placed in a 12 mm glass cuvette (PCS8501). The particle size distribution data were 
obtained by using Zetasizer software with parameters as following: refractive index: 1.475; 








Figure S12. Synthesis procedures of HKUST-1 using conventional solvothermal synthesis 
(route 1) and the method employing supercritical CO2 (route 2) 
 
Table S6. Chemicals used 






































10 mL stock solution + 100 mL 
methanol, 40 oC 
8.6 




0.2 g HKUST CO2 free + 40 mL 




40 oC, 24 h, flow 
rate 5 mL min-1  
40 bar HKUST 60 
bar 
30 mL stock solution + 30 mL 
methanol, 40 oC, 24 h 
2.8 
60 bar HKUST 60 
bar 
30 mL stock solution + 30 mL 
methanol, 40 oC, 24 h 
9.3 
70 bar HKUST 70 
bar 
30 mL stock solution + 30 mL 
methanol, 40 oC, 24 h 
7.4 
80 bar HKUST 80 
bar 
30 mL stock solution + 30 mL 




40 oC, 75 bar 
CO2, flow rate 5 
mL min-1 
4 min HKUST 
VC 
1.5 mL stock solution + 1.5 mL 
methanol in a view cell, 40 oC, 75 bar 
6.3 
1 h HKUST 1 
h 
40 mL stock solution + 40 mL 
methanol, 40 oC, 60 bar 
4.5 
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24 h x 3 
40 mL stock solution + 40 mL 
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pressurise every 24 h 3 times  
9.9 
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40 mL stock solution + 40 mL 
methanol, 40 oC, 75 bar, 
pressurisation rate 0.1 bar min-1, 72 h 
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Figure S13. a) 1:1 DMSO/MeOH precursor solution after 10 minutes. b) 1:1 DMSO/MeOH 
precursor after 30 days. c) Conventional HKUST-1 ageing in methanol and DMSO at 40 oC 
for 48 hours. d) HKUST-1 sample in dialysis tubing prepared for scCO2 drying. e-h) Sample 
color change after different drying treatments. From left to right: Cu(NO3)2.2.5H2O, HKUST-






C3. Additional characterisation data and information 
 
Figure S14. Hydrogen bonds formed between trimesic acid and DMSO. C atoms are 
represented by back spheres. O atoms are represented by red spheres. H atoms are 
represented by pink spheres. S atoms are represented by yellow spheres. 
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D1. Characterisation methods 
Materials after synthesis were tested by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) on a BRUKER AXS 
D8-Advance instrument with Vantec-1 detector using Cu Kα (λ = 1.5418Å) as the source of 
X-ray radiation, in flat plate geometry, spinner speed 15 rpm, at 21 oC. The two theta range, 
between 2 and 60 degrees, was used with a 0.02 degree interval for collection and 20 minute 
scans.  
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken using JEOL IT300 SEM with a SED 
detector at School of Chemistry, University of Bristol with the following settings, objective 
aperture: 1, acceleration voltage: 5kV, probe current: 10.3 m, working distance: 10.8 mm and 
magnifications from 350 to 40,000 times. The samples were coated with 15 nm silver before 
conducting the experiment. 
Gas sorption isotherms were determined using nitrogen sorption at 77 K with a Micromeritics 
3-Flex volumetric gas sorption analysis system (nitrogen with purity of 99.9999% was 
purchased from Air Products). Samples were degassed at 120 °C under dynamic high vacuum 
(10-6 mbar) over 6 hours prior to analysis. The total pore volume was taken at the end of the 
filling of the pore. Surface area was determined by the BET method according to British 
Standards, with relative pressure (P/Po) selected considering the Rouquerol consistency 
criterion between values of 0 and 0.3.  
 
D2. Additional characterisation data and discussion 
D2.1. Synthesis of [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n in DMSO and MeOH 
 
Figure S21. A mixture of 1.6 g Cu(OAc)2.H2O and 1.5 g OH-mBDC in 100 mL DMSO after 2 
hours, showing a precipitation had occurred in the [Cu24(OH-mBDC)24]n stock solution. 
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D2.2. Synthesis of Zn-BTC in DMSO and MeOH 
With previous success in creation of macroporous HKUST-1 (or Cu-BTC) in scCO2,
174 Zn-
BTC synthesis was repeated in the same manner. In a typical experiment, 3.1 mg 
Zn(NO3)2.6H2O (10 mmol) and 1.5 mg BTC (5 mmol) were dissolved in 100 mL DMSO, 
resulting in a clear precursor solution. As demonstrated previously,19 H-bonding between 
DMSO and BTC dominated the metal-ligand coordination forces and hindered the aggregation 
process, resulting in a stable stock solution. This solution (1-5 mL) was added in MeOH at 
volume ratios varied between 1:1 and 1:10, and left for up to 10 days at 40 oC. However, no 
precipitation was observed, consistent with the precursor solution of HKUST-1174. A mixture 
of 4 mL stock solution and 40 mL MeOH was pressurised with CO2 at 40 
oC and 75 bar, 
however, no solid was formed after 3 days. This might be due to the metal-ligand coordination 
forces between Zn and BTC not being able to overcome the H-bonding even in the presence of 
CO2-expanded MeOH as an antisolvent at 40 
oC. 
 
Figure S22. Stock solution of Zn(NO3)2.6H2O (10 mmol), BTC (5 mmol) and DMSO in MeOH 
at different volume ratios. Stock solution/MeOH volume ratio (from left to right) is 1:1, 1:2, 
1:4, 1:6, 1:8 and 1:10. 
 
D2.3. Synthesis of UiO-66 in DMF at low temperature 
Normal UiO-66 was synthesised by dissolving 3.18 g ZrCl4 (0.014 mol) and 2.04 g benzene-
1,4-dicarboxylic acid (H2BDC) (0.014 mol) in 80 mL anhydrous dimethylformamide (DMF) 
at room temperature. The reaction of this step is given in Scheme S1. The reaction mixture was 
heated in an autoclave at 120 oC for 24 hours. After cooling in air to room temperature the 
white solid was separated by filtration, repeatedly washed with DMF and dried at room 
temperature. In the modified synthetic procedure, the autoclave was heated at 40 oC instead of 
120 oC, all other steps were maintained the same. In the synthesis with scCO2, the stock solution 
was added in a glass vial and placed in a 250 mL cylindrical steel reactor pressure vessel and 
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heated to 40 oC in an oven. The vessel was connected to a scCO2 rig equipped with a flow 
controllable liquid pump. The vessel was pressurised to 75 bar at a flowrate of 5 g min-1 for 24 
h. After that, the reactor was depressurised slowly to atmospheric pressure. The white solid 








Scheme S1. Synthesis of UiO-66 
The sample synthesised at 40 oC and dried at room temperature appeared to be gel-like light 
yellow crystals which are very different from the solids in the sample synthesised at 120 oC. 
Tian et al. also reported that a gel like UiO-66 monolith could be formed by a sol-gel process 
and mild drying conditions.325 In the PXRD results, it can be seen that the low temperature 
synthesised sample has preserved peaks at 7, 12, 22, 26, 31, 43 and 50 degrees 2𝜃 (see Figure 
S23), confirming the UiO-66 structure in this sample. However, these peaks appeared much 
broader than the peaks in normal UiO-66, showing that the sample synthesised at 40 oC has 
smaller crystal size than those synthesised at 120 oC. It has been demonstrated that UiO-66 
obtained by room-temperature synthesis had defect sites with the maximal number achieved 
(~1.3 missing linker per SBU) at a temperature of 45 oC.326 In this study, highly-crystalline 
MOFs were the principal focus. The scCO2 experiment was applied in this MOF synthesis, 
however, the PXRD patterns of both samples synthesised at 40 oC are almost identical, showing 




Figure S23. UiO-66 synthesised at 40 oC (with and without scCO2) and 120 
oC. These results 
show that UiO-66 synthesised at 40 oC has significant bigger crystal size than via the normal 
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All chemicals were sourced from commercial suppliers and used without further purification. 
E1.1. Synthesis of HKUST AE 
First, 10 mL DMSO and 10 mL methanol were mixed and magnetically stirred at room 
temperature for 10 minutes to obtain a stock solution (SS) with pH = 6.4. Subsequently, 1 mL 
of 90% phosphoric acid was added to this stock solution, with continuous stirring at room 
temperature for another 10 minutes (pH = 2.6). In the etching process, 20 mL of the prepared 
solution was added to 50 mL centrifuge tubes containing 200 mg of normal HKUST, and was 
agitated strongly before being placed in an oven at 40 oC for 72 h. After etching, the solid was 
isolated by centrifugation (10,000 rpm for 10 minutes), washed with pure methanol, re-
centrifuged and re-washed three times and dried at 60 oC overnight to obtain HKUST AE. 
E1.2. Synthesis of HKUST CO2 
HKUST CO2 was synthesised following the method stated in literature.
174 First, 9.8 g copper(II) 
nitrate hemipentahydrate (Cu(NO3)2×2.5H2O) (4.22 mmol) and 4.7 g benzene-1,3,5-
tricarboxylic acid (trimesic acid/BTC) (2.22 mmol) were dissolved in a 220 mL glass vial 
containing 40 mL dry DMSO and 40 mL methanol, resulting in a clear blue precursor solution 
(Figure S24a). This vial was placed and sealed inside a 250 mL cylindrical steel reactor 
pressure vessel, magnetically stirrer at 200 rpm and heated to 40 oC in an oven. The vessel was 
connected to a scCO2 rig equipped with a flow controllable liquid pump. The vessel was 
pressurised to 75 bar at a flowrate of 5 g min-1 and left the reaction for 72 h. After that, the 
reactor was then depressurised slowly to atmospheric pressure. A cloudy dark blue solution 
which can be seen in Figure S24b was observed in the vessel. This solution was centrifuged 
(10,000 rpm for 10 minutes), washed 3 times with methanol and dried in air at room 
temperature to obtain a solid product. The residual solvent in the product was extracted by 
continuous-flow scCO2 (flowrate 2 g min




Figure S24. Precursor HKUST-1 solution before (a) and after (b) being pressurised with 
scCO2 
E2. Characterisation techniques 
Catalysts after the reaction were tested by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) on a BRUKER 
AXS D8-Advance instrument with Vantec-1 detector using Cu Kα (λ = 1.5418Å) as the source 
of X-ray radiation, in flat plate geometry, spinner speed 15 rpm, at 21 oC. The two theta range, 
between 2 and 60 degrees, was used with a 0.02 degree interval for collection and 20 minute 
scans.  
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) experiments were taken using JEOL IT300 SEM with a 
SED detector at School of Chemistry, University of Bristol with following settings, objective 
aperture: 1, acceleration voltage: 5kV, probe current: 10.3 m, working distance: 10.8 mm and 
magnifications from 350 to 40,000 times. The samples were coated with 15 nm silver before 
conducting the experiment. EDX data were acquired using an Oxford INCA X-ray analyser 
attached to the microscope. 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out in a thermogravimetric analyser 
(TGAQ500, TA-instruments) at the Material and Chemical Characterisation Facility, 
University of Bath. The temperature ramping was 5 °C min−1 from room temperature to 600 
°C in 100 mL min−1 of air. 
Gas sorption isotherms were determined using nitrogen sorption at 77 K with a Micromeritics 
3-Flex volumetric gas sorption analysis system. Samples were degassed at 120 °C under 
dynamic high vacuum (10-6 mbar) over 6 hours prior to analysis. The total pore volume was 
taken at the end of the filling of the pore. Surface area was determined by the BET method 
according to British Standards, with relative pressure (P/Po) selected considering the Rouquerol 
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consistency criterion between values of 0 and 0.3. Error bars mentioned in the BET surface 
area were from the calculation. 
 
E3. Testing HKUST AE and HKUST CO2 samples in methanolysis of styrene oxide 
E3.1. EDX results of normal HKUST, HKUST AE and HKUST CO2 
 




Table S8. EDX elemental composition of HPMo/normal HKUST, HPMo/HKUST AE and 
HPMo/HKUST CO2 
Samples 
Elemental composition (wt.%) 
C O Cu Mo 
HPMo/normal HKUST 70.5 22.4 5.7 1.3 
HPMo/HKUST AE 66.7 25.7 5.1 2.3 
HPMo/HKUST CO2 72.5 23.2 2.4 1.7 
 
 
E3.2. Reaction mechanisms of methanolysis of styrene oxide 
 
Figure S26. The ring opening of styrene oxide with MeOH catalysed by Lewis site in HKUST-
1 
 






E3.3. GC results of methanolysis of styrene oxide testing 
 
Figure S28. GC spectra of methanolysis reaction using HPMo/HKUST AE as a catalyst 
 
Table S9. GC peak position and area of methanolysis reaction using HPMo/HKUST AE as a 
catalyst 
Peak # RetTime 
[min] 
Area [pA*s] 
1 2.045 1.37E+05 
2 7.371 77.15365 
3 7.856 6960.341 
4 8.083 1257.001 
5 8.280 317.6672 
6 8.891 2.15E+05 





E3.4. PXRD results of samples after methanolysis of styrene oxide 
 
Figure S29. XRD results of HKUST AE and HKUST CO2 after methanolysis of styrene oxide 





















HPMo/HKUST CO2 after methanolysis reaction




E4. Testing HKUST CO2 sample in CO oxidation 
E4.1. EDX results of normal HKUST and HKUST CO2 
 
Figure S30. EDX scan images of normal HKUST (a) and HKUST CO2 (b) and representative 
EDX spectrum of normal HKUST (c) 
 
Table S10. EDX elemental composition of normal HKUST and HKUST CO2 
Samples Elemental composition (wt.%) 
C O Cu 
Normal HKUST 60.1 32.2 7.2 





E4.2. CO2 sorption isotherm of normal HKUST and HKUST CO2 
 
Figure S31. CO2 isotherm at 273 K of normal HKUST and HKUST CO2. Adsorbed CO2 
isotherms were represented by filled markers and desorbed nitrogen isotherm were 
represented by unfilled markers. 
 
E4.3. GC results of CO oxidation testing 
 
Figure S32. Oxygen released from normal HKUST and HKUST CO2 during CO activation. 















































E4.4. PXRD results of samples after CO oxidation 
 
Figure S33. PXRD results of (a) normal HKUST before and after reaction at 280 oC and (b) 
HKUST CO2 before reaction and after reaction at 260 and 280 
oC. PXRD spectra are offset 
in intensity, for clarity. 
 
E4.5. TGA results of normal HKUST and HKUST CO2 
 









































Normal HKUST 280 oC
HKUST CO2 280 
oC
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